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Abstract
Themapping between a performer’s actions and an instrument’s sound response
is a consistent theme in Digital Musical Instrument (DMI) research. Previously,
mapping was an activity for creators, but more recent work has exposedmapping
design to musicians through dedicated soware, democratising mapping design
and providing a new avenue for creative expression.
DMIs oen suffer from a lack of practitioners beyond their designer, and few
are used by musicians in professional performance contexts. The Mi.Mu Gloves
are one example that is used by several musicians in their professional practice.
The research in this dissertation investigates end-user mapping practice with the
Gloves, and the influences on Glove musicians’ design decisions as their practice
develops, examining the question: How do end-users of a glove-based mid-air DMI
design action–sound mapping strategies for musical performance?
A study of the mapping practice of existing Glove musicians revealed differ-
ences in the mapping of experienced and novice musicians, with novices evoking
conceptual metaphors of movement andmusic, while experiencedmusicians de-
signed ergonomic mappings that minimised performer error.
An examination of the initial development period of mapping practice also
found that novices used conceptual metaphors, with transparency and the audi-
ence’s perception being important factors. Creativemappingwas hindered by sys-
tem reliability and poorly trained posture recognition.
i
An investigation into the practice of expert glove musicians supported obser-
vations that they focus on error minimisation and ergonomic controls, but also
found that they embellished these simple controls with ancillary gestures to com-
municate aesthetic meaning. They also suffered from system reliability, and had
developed techniques to mitigate them.
A study into the effects of this system-related error on skill acquisition with the
gloves found that a relatively small rate of system error had a significant effect.
Finally, design heuristics applicable to DMI design, mid-air interaction design
and end-user mapping design are presented.
ii
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1. Introduction
Technology has historically shaped the aesthetics, production and dissemination
ofmusic. Breakthroughs in crasmanship, manufacturing andmaterials gave rise
to the earliest acoustic instruments and, more recently, the most sophisticated di-
gital synthesisers. The microprocessor sparked an unprecedented period of in-
novation, which has impacted every dimension of human existence, and develop-
ments inHuman-Computer Interaction (HCI) andgestural interaction technology
is redefining the ways in which humans interact with music.
As Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs) become ever more technologically
sophisticated, their creation more democratic, and their adoption more wide-
spread, an increasingly relevant line of inquiry in DMI research is how aDMI can
effectively facilitate a musician’s musical expression, to the extent that the musi-
cian integrates the instrument into their long-term, professional creative practice.
One suchDMI that is succeeding at forming a community of dedicated, profes-
sional practitioners is the Mi.Mu Gloves: a pair of wearable gestural controllers
that enablemusicians to controlmusic throughmid-air movements. A significant
aspect of Mi.Mu Glove musicianship is end-user mapping design, where a dedic-
ated soware application allows glovemusicians to define their own connections,
ormappings, between their actions and the resulting sound.
Established thought around mapping in DMI design is that it has a significant
impact onan instrument’s ability to facilitatemusical expression (seeSection 2.5.1).
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If, as with theMi.MuGloves, end-usermusicians of DMIs are able to designmap-
pings to facilitate their musical expression, an important question must be con-
sidered: How do glove users design action–sound mapping strategies for musical
performance?
The research presented in this dissertation seeks to address this, through ex-
amining the end-user mapping design practice of existing glove users, tracking
mapping practice over the initial development of glove musicianship, exploring
expert-level glove musicianship in professional musical practice, and analysing
the effects of system reliability on skill acquisition.
1.1. Mid-Air Digital Musical Instruments
DMIs differ from their acoustic counterparts in that they do not rely on the phys-
ical excitation of resonant materials by a player to produce sound, rather they use
computer systems that are able to sense the player’s interactions and synthesise an
auditory response. Consequently, awide variety of interactionmethodshavebeen
proposed, broadly fitting into four categories (Miranda andWanderley, 2006):
• Augmented instruments. Acoustic instruments that have additional electronic
sensors and controls, such as the Hyper-Flute (Palacio-Quintin, 2003);
• Instrument-like gestural controllers. Designed to mimic existing acoustic in-
struments as closely as possible, such as typical MIDI keyboards and the
Akai EWI (Rovan et al., 1997);
• Instrument-inspired gestural controllers. Influenced by existing instruments
but do not replicate them, such as the Sequential Drum (Mathews and Ab-
bott, 1980);
• Alternate gestural controllers. Controllers not modelled on any particular in-
strument, instead seeking to explore newmethods of musical interaction.
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For augmented, instrument-like and instrument-inspiredDMIs, existing acous-
tic instruments are used to inform their design. For alternate gestural controller
DMIs that seek to move away from existing instruments, it can oen be the case
that no acoustic musical instrument counterpart exists, and as such their design
can bemore challenging, but also more diverse, due to the plethora of interaction
interfaces and techniques that can be used in these instruments.
One method oen used in alternate gestural controllers is mid-air interaction,
where actions are expressed through the articulation of body movements rather
than the manipulation of physical, tangible objects. This is most commonly
achieved either through cameras and computer-vision based algorithms (Aggar-
wal andCai, 1999) or throughwearable solutions such as data gloves (Sturmanand
Zeltzer, 1994). The ability tomanipulatemusic through the unencumberedmove-
ments of one’s body has inspired creators of musical instruments for nearly a cen-
tury, with mid-air interactions being used in the Theremin, and by many DMI
creators since: Michel Waisvisz’s The Hands (Torre, Andersen and Baldé, 2016;
Waisvisz, 1985), Laetitia Sonami’s Lady’s Glove (Sonami, n.d.) and Imogen Heap’s
Mi.Mu Gloves (Mi.Mu Ltd., 2018), for example.
WithinDMI research, discussed indetail inChapter 2, amapping refers to the re-
lationship between the player’s actions (or gestures) and the instrument’s auditory
response (Arfib et al., 2002; Rovan et al., 1997; Winkler, 1995), and plays an import-
ant role in defining the characteristics of a DMI (Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis,
2003).
Mapping has been the subject of much research (Visi et al., 2017; Tanaka, 2010;
Paine, Stevenson and Pearce, 2007; Arfib et al., 2002), and the challenge of design-
ing mapping strategies has previously been framed as the mapping problem (Hunt,
Wanderley and Paradis, 2003), as problems can arise if poor mapping choices are
made: overly simple mappings can lead to boring instruments that musicians
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soon grow tired of (Hunt,Wanderley and Paradis, 2003), while complexmappings
that fail to provide a perceivable, “correct” response to a musician’s actions can
result in perceptual disconnection (Nakra, 2002).
This perceived “correctness” is rooted in the embodied link between gestures
and music; that is, the musical meaning that humans naturally ascribe to partic-
ular physical movements through their knowledge and experience of the phys-
ical world (Cox, 2016; Johnson and Larson, 2003), discussed in more detail in Sec-
tion 3.2.
Several projects are exposing mapping design to the end-users of DMIs, by
either making physically hackable instruments like the D-Box (Zappi andMcPh-
erson, 2015), or by providing Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) that expose inter-
face and synthesis parameters and allow users to design their own action–sound
connections (Di Donato, 2017; Fiebrink, Trueman and Cook, 2009).
Allowing the end-users of a musical instrument to create their own mappings
provides researcherswith anopportunity to gain insights intohowDMImappings
are approached from the perspective of the performer, and how the context of a
musician’s practice influences their mapping decisions.
1.2. Research Questions
This research seeks to investigate end-user mapping design with a mid-air DMI
within the context of designing mappings for music performance, to provide new
insights into DMI mapping, end-user mapping design tools and mid-air interac-
tion.
The research question this dissertation explores is: How do end-users of a
glove-based mid-air DMI design action–sound mapping strategies for musical
performance?
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The research focuses on musicians using a mid-air data glove interface: the
Mi.MuGloves (Mitchell, Madgwick andHeap, 2012; Mitchell andHeap, 2011), and
its dedicated mapping design soware: Glover, both described in Chapter 5.
To address this research question, the following questions are considered.
1. What factors influence mapping design decisions for glove-based music
performance?
2. How does mapping practice develop as glove musicians gain experience?
3. How do these factors impact a musician’s ability to acquire skill with glove
instruments?
1.3. Methodological Approach
To explore these research questions, a mixed-methods approach was taken.
Quantitative observations obtained through task-based interaction studies into
mapping practice are supported by qualitative observations of a musician’s cre-
ative practice in-the-world. This approach is influenced by User Experience (UX)
researchmethods (Section 4.2) and previous work in the study of creative practice
(Nash, 2011; Collins, 2005).
1.4. Contributions
This thesis makes the following research contributions.
1. Empirical findings. A series of empirical findings into end-user mapping
design, focusing on the factors that influence and affect mapping choices
in the context of musical performance.
2. DesignGuidelines. Aset of recommendations, drawn fromtheempirical find-
ings, for designing mid-air DMIs as well as end-user mapping tools.
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3. Methodological Review. Insights into the methodological approaches used
within the DMI field and recommendations for future research.
These contributions provide insights relevant to DMI design, mid-air interac-
tion within the HCI field, and the use of soware in performance practice.
1.5. Structure of Dissertation
This dissertation (summarised in Table 1.1) first presents background on DMIs
and mapping (Chapter 2), embodied cognition and the relation between gesture
and sound (Chapter 3), and a systematic review of UX researchmethods and their
use in the DMI research field (Chapter 4). TheMi.Mu Gloves and their dedicated
mapping application Glover are then presented in detail (Chapter 5), followed by
empirical studies into end-usermapping practice with the system, looking at how
existing users design mappings for a given task (Chapter 6), howmapping design
develops over the initial learning period of glove musicianship (Chapter 7), and
how expert-level glovemusicians designmappings in their personal creative prac-
tice (Chapter 8). Following from insights gained in these chapters, an empirical
study into the effects of system-related error on skill acquisition with the gloves
is presented (Chapter 9). Finally, a series of design heuristics and recommenda-
tions, applicable to the design of future DMIs and mid-air interaction tools, are
presented (Chapter 10).
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Introduction
1: Introduction.
Frames and describes the research question investigated in the empirical
work of this dissertation.
Background
2: Digital Musical Instruments.
Presents literature from the research field of DMI design, focusing onmap-
ping.
3: Movement, Music and Meaning.
Presents literature around embodiment and its role in our perceptual link
between movement and music.
4: A Review of DMI Research from a UX Perspective.
Presents literature aroundUXmethodologies and their use within theDMI
field through a systematic literature review.
Description of Technology
5: Glover and the Mi.Mu Gloves.
Describes theDMI and dedicated end-usermapping application examined
in the empirical work.
Empirical Work
6: Mapping Practice of Existing Glove Users.
Investigation into existingmapping practice, observing amarked difference
between novice and expert mapping practice.
7: Development of Mapping Practice in Novice Glove Musicians.
Detailed examination into novice mapping practice, tracking the develop-
ment of mapping practice longitudinally.
8: Experienced Musical Practice with the Gloves.
Investigation into expert mapping within professional musical perform-
ance practice.
9: Effect of System Error on Performer Skill Acquisition.
Examines the effects of system reliability, an influencing factor on end-user
mapping design, on performers’ ability to acquire skill with the gloves.
Discussion
10: Discussion.
Summarises the empirical findings and presents recommendations for fu-
ture research.
Table 1.1.: Dissertation Structure.
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The research presented in this thesis centres around end-user mapping design
practice with a mid-air Digital Musical Instrument (DMI), the Mi.Mu Gloves. In
this chapter, the literature around DMIs is presented, discussing musical expres-
sion,mid-air interaction inDMIs,mapping and end-usermapping. Finally, differ-
ent perspectives in DMI interaction, error in DMIs and the importance of expert
practice is discussed. The following chapter (Chapter 3) presents literature around
embodiment and the perceptual relationship between gesture and sound.
2.1. Defining Digital Musical Instruments
Attempting to define and classify DMIs is prone to difficulties, as the landscape
of instruments continues to evolve and develop (Magnusson, 2017). The following
definition has been used in the work presented in this dissertation.
A DMI, or New Interface for Musical Expression (NIME), is a musical instru-
ment that uses sensors, computation and audio synthesis rather than acoustic
means to create sonic, and additionally haptic and visual, responses to a musi-
cian’s actions. They consist of a control surface or gestural controller, which drives
themusical parameters of a sound synthesis engine in real time, and a sound gen-
eration unit (Miranda andWanderley, 2006; Wanderley, 2001).
An important term to define in the discussion of DMIs is gesture. Gesture is
discussed in depth in Chapter 3, but within the discussion of this chapter, gesture
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refers to the bodily movement that interacts with musical instruments and com-
puting systems (Section 3.1).
Gestural controllers (Wanderley, 2001) have a broad spectrum of possible inter-
action methods, which have been classified as follows (Mulder, 2000):
• Touch controllers that require the performer to touch a control surface;
• Expanded-range controllers that require physical contact in a limited form or
that do not require physical contact but have a limited range of gestures;
• Immersive controllerswith few or no restrictions on performer movements.
Multiple methods exist to capture the gestures applied to a gestural controller
(Wanderley, 2001):
• Direct, where one or more sensors are used to directly monitor performer’s
actions;
• Indirect, where gestures are isolated from the structural properties of the
sound produced, usually by analysing an instrumental signal and inferring
the gestures used to create it;
• Physiological, the analysis of physiological signals, such as EMG. This tech-
nique is complicated by the difficulty in isolating meaningful parts of the
signal.
TheMi.MuGloves can be considered to be immersive controllers that use a direct
gesture capture method.
2.2. Musical Expression
Much of the literature emphasises the importance of designing DMIs that allow
performers to perform with musical expression (Dobrian and Koppelman, 2006;
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Wanderley andOrio, 2002). To understand how instruments provide scope for ex-
pression, it is important to consider its contributing physical andmusical aspects.
Musical expression can be regarded as the aesthetic choices made by the per-
former to “deform” symbolic data (such asnotes froma score) into themusic that is
heard (Müller andMazzola, 2003; Taruskin, 1995). In other words, expression can
be described as the intentional manipulation of musical features in a perform-
ance, oen to provoke a certain emotional response from an audience.
Musical expression is also linked to a performer’s personal style, where the de-
formations made are unique to each performer, facilitated by the specificity of
structure in a musical interaction (Gurevich, Stapleton and Bennet, 2009). For
example, an interaction structure of “playing a piano” provides more room for in-
dividual expression than “playing a Cmajor triad on the right hand”.
It has been argued that an instrument must provide control for several sound
features to achievemore expressive and variedperformances (Jordà, 2004b). How-
ever, simply providing controls for multiple sound features does not directly lead
to expression, the role of the instrument is to convey the performer’s expression by
enabling control of these expressive cues in real time (Dobrian and Koppelman,
2006).
An alternative interpretation of musical expression, the dominant model
(Gurevich and Treviño, 2007), holds that musical expression is amulti-directional
communication between performers, composers and audiences. In this model,
the listener determines whether a performance is expressive, and the focus is on
the listener’s experience of either the emotions performers and composers inten-
ded to communicate, or at least their ability to understand them. The idea of ex-
pression being about a connection between several stakeholders reflects perform-
ance ecologies (Green, 2011), which considers thewider contexts surrounding per-
formance and musical practice and the linkages between audiences, performers
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and composers to be integral, particularly its effects on each stakeholder’s ability
to understand the expression being communicated.
An important discussion within musical expression with digital instruments
is that of the balance of agency between a performer and their instrument. A
communications-oriented perspective focusing on the agency of the performer,
while a materials-oriented perspective highlights the agency of the digital instru-
ment (Mudd, 2019), acknowledging that the digital tools used by performers and
composers shape and influence themusic createdwith them. From this approach,
DMIs can be viewed more as collaborators and co-creators rather than just con-
duits through which expressive music is created.
2.3. Mid-Air Interaction
Mid-air interaction is an interaction method that does not rely on a user physic-
ally manipulating an interface, but instead relies on the detection of a user’s bod-
ily movements directly; thus a user interacts with the space, or in the air, around
them. Mid-air interaction has been used extensively for controlling music, and is
a popular interaction method in DMIs (Müller et al., 2014; Silva et al., 2013; Bailly
et al., 2012).
The gestural sensing capabilities of an instrument has an influence on the types
of interactions a performer can make (Miranda and Wanderley, 2006). Instru-
ments that wish to employ mid-air gesture in their control mappings rely on in-
terfaces that can accurately and comprehensively sense themovements of a user’s
hands and arms, and as such must use direct gestural acquisition methods. The
most commonly used interfaces for freehand gestural control broadly lie within
oneof three categories: vision-based,wearable sensor-based and combinedmeth-
ods.
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2.3.1. Vision-based Interfaces
Vision-based interfaces typically use cameras or other optical sensors, applying
machine vision algorithms to estimate a subject’s pose andmotion (Aggarwal and
Cai, 1999; Gavrila, 1999). The advantage of this is the lack of physical restrictions
on users, as well as the relative ease of sensing large scale body movements.
Limitations in vision-based interfaces arise due to the camera’s typically static
position, which limits the interaction space to within the camera’s field of view
(Kim et al., 2012). Tracking errors are also introduced when subjects become oc-
cluded (Wang and Popović, 2009), and a lack of detail in captured images can pre-
vent vision-based systems from accurately detecting subtle movements and small
scale hand gestures. Historically, the low frame rates common in cameras coupled
with computationally expensive machine vision algorithms could extend a sys-
tem’s reaction time to beyond that which is acceptable for real timemanipulation
of audio (Wessel and Wright, 2002). However, it will not be long before the con-
tinuing advancements in computer visionalgorithmsandprocessingpower (Kiani
Galoogahi et al., 2017) circumvent this issue.
2.3.2. Wearable Interfaces
Wearable solutions typically employ a series of malleable sensors (such as pres-
sure or flex sensors) to detect subtle hand and armmovements, usually embedded
within gloves (Jiang et al., 2014;Mitchell andHeap, 2011; Jessop, 2009). Othermeth-
ods include attaching sensors to thewrist and other body parts, such as an array of
sensors around a user’s wrist to detect muscle movements (Vogt andWood, 2014).
These methods can provide detailed and accurate representations of the hand,
and are well suited to detect precise finger motions with little noise. However,
they can oen be highly costly, invasive (Rehg and Kanade, 1994), cumbersome
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(Pavlovic, Sharma, Huang et al., 1997), and can suffer from maintenance and reli-
ability problems (Gniotek and Krucinska, 2004).
2.3.3. Combined Interfaces
Combined approaches combine vision-based andwearable solutions, typically by
attaching an optical sensor to the body in someway; solutions such asDigits (Kim
et al., 2012) and Leimu (Brown et al., 2016) couple infra-red cameras with an Iner-
tial Measurement Unit (IMU), while the Lightglove (Howard and Howard, 2001)
enables virtual typing and pointing using LED scanner/receiver arrays and a two
dimensional accelerometer. These approaches can minimise occlusion and field
of view problems associated with using static cameras, but can be cumbersome to
wear, and while they can have an improved tracking accuracy over static cameras,
they remain less precise than glove-like wearable interfaces (Brown et al., 2016).
2.4. Mid-air interaction in DMIs
There is a rich history of mid-air interfaces being used for gestural control of mu-
sic. Notably The Hands by Michel Waisvisz, first exhibited in 1984, which incor-
porated a diverse set of sensors including potentiometers, push keys and ultra-
sonic transmitters, mapped to MIDI messages (Torre, Andersen and Baldé, 2016;
Waisvisz, 1985). The VAMP system (Jessop, 2009) detects hand and arm move-
ments through flex sensors on the elbow and wrist and an accelerometer on the
forearm,whilemore recentwork (Klipfel, 2017) uses force sensors for detectingfin-
ger tapping as well as finger flex sensors and accelerometers. The Mi.Mu Gloves
(Figure 2.1), the DMI used to produce the empirical research presented in this
dissertation, detect hand posture and orientation in space using flex sensors and
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Figure 2.1.: Chagall Van Den Berg performing with the Mi.Mu Gloves (Image by
Ben Houdijk, courtesy of Chagall Van Den Berg).
IMUs, transmitting sensor data overWiFi via Open SoundControl (OSC) (Serafin
et al., 2014; Mitchell, Madgwick and Heap, 2012; Mitchell and Heap, 2011).
With all of these solutions, what is notable is thewide diversity of sensor layouts
and controlmappings chosenby thedesigners. This diversity is due to the fact that
each of these solutions was designed with specific interaction styles and goals in
mind, for example, The Hands were the personal project of Waisvisz, and were
designed in accordance with his own personal aesthetics, while the VAMP system
uses choral conducting as its interactionmetaphor. Klipfel (2017) decides to afford
tapping gestures in his gloves’ interaction, while the Mi.Mu Gloves’ are designed
with open fingertips, allowing musician’s to also interact with other instruments
or devices.
This highlights the fact thatmid-air interfacesmustmake certain decisions and
trade-offs. Additional sensors can capture more movement information, but the
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technology becomes heavier, requires more power, and constrains natural hand
movements and interactions with the world. Meanwhile, vision-based interfaces
consume more computational resources, and require more elaborate set-up and
calibration procedures to capture more detailed information.
2.5. Mapping
In the context of DMIs, mapping refers to the connection between control para-
meters (derived from performer’s actions) and sound synthesis parameters (Hunt,
Wanderley and Kirk, 2000). Due to the lack of a physically defined link between
these parameters in DMIs, a specified mapping strategy is required to connect a
user’s actions to a musical response. As such, mapping is an integral part of DMI
design, and canbe instrumental in establishing thenatureof an instrument (Hunt,
Wanderley and Paradis, 2003).
Individual mappings between a performer’s actions (control parameters) and
sound response (audio parameters) are categorised into one of four relationships
(Hunt and Kirk, 2000; Rovan et al., 1997):
• One-to-oneOne control parameter affects one auditory parameter;
• One-to-manyOne control parameter affects multiple auditory parameters;
• Many-to-oneMultiple control parameters affect a single auditory parameter;
• Many-to-many Multiple control parameters affect multiple auditory para-
meters.
Many-to-one mappings have also been described as “convergent”, and one-to-
many “divergent” (Hunt andKirk, 2000). In thiswork, the “many-to-one” and “one-
to-many” terms will be used.
A one-to-one mapping has been described as the least expressive, with one-to-
many, many-to-one and many-to-many mappings being more expressive as they
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reflect the complex nature of control in acoustic instruments (Rovan et al., 1997).
A violin, for example, uses a many-to-one mapping of bow-speed, bow pressure,
choice of string and finger position to control auditory loudness (Hunt and Kirk,
2000). However, one-to-one mappings are oen more satisfying to play in DMIs,
due to the clear relationship between the control and sound response (Tanaka,
1993).
Traditionally in computer science, a many-to-one mapping is seen as a several
inputs combined through a logical OR relationship, where the inputs can each in-
dependently be used to control a single output. Alternatively, the combination in
a many-to-one can use an AND relationship, where several inputs are combined
to produce an output. In DMIs research, mapping literature tends towards con-
ceptualisingmany-to-ones as using anANDrelationship, where several inputs are
required to control a single output (Paine, Stevenson and Pearce, 2007; Hunt and
Wanderley, 2002; Rovan et al., 1997). For example, Hunt and Kirk (1999) discusses
how several inputs, bow speed, pressure and finger position are all necessary to
control volume on a violin. These logical AND many-to-one mappings could be
referred to as compound mappings (Tanaka, 2010), however, many-to-one will be
used to refer to these types of mappings in this dissertation.
2.5.1. TheMapping Problem
A common issue when designingDMIs is that themapping strategymust provide
an engaging interaction for performers and audiences alike (Hunt,Wanderley and
Paradis, 2003; Rovan et al., 1997). If the mapping is too simple, performers quickly
master the instrument and it is rendered little more than a musical toy, while a
complex mapping can result in a perceptual disconnect (Nakra, 2002), where a
mapping is too difficult to be understood by both audiences and musicians. This
is oen referred to as the mapping problem (Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis, 2003;
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Figure 2.2.: Examples of instruments’ learning curves (Jordà, 2004a).
Rovan et al., 1997). Successful mappings are those that allow for novice players to
achieve some musicality with little investment, while allowing experienced play-
ers to achieve highly expressive and virtuosic performances, or a “low entry fee
and no ceiling on virtuosity” (Wessel and Wright, 2002). This is an idea adop-
ted from general Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) research, which advocates
that user interfaces for creative tools should have “low floors” easily accessible for
new users, “high ceilings” that allow experienced users to perform complex tasks,
and “wide walls” that support a diverse range of interactions and styles (Nash and
Blackwell, 2011; Resnick et al., 2005; Myers et al., 2000).
Building from this, successful mappings are those that support the psycholo-
gical state of Flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996), amental state of focus and enjoyment
that is reached through a balance between challenge and ability. “Good” DMI
mappings are those that find that balance: mappings that are too simple do not
to provide rich experiences, and mappings that are too complex alienate the user
before their richness can be extracted from them (Levitin, McAdams and Adams,
2002).
A mapping can also provide an engaging interaction for both novices and ex-
perts if it promotes an embodied interaction (Dourish, 2004), which makes use of
our understanding of and relationship with the world around us to influence in-
teraction design. Embodied Interaction is explored in depth in Chapter 3.
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Jordà (2004a) explores the ideaof supportingbothnovice andexpert interaction
in instruments using the “learning curve” (Figure 2.2). An instrument’s learning
curve is a graphical representation of themeasure of the cost of performing an ac-
tion against the number of times it has beenperformed. Simple instruments, such
as the kazoo, aremastered quickly but do not allow for complex performance, and
thus have a steep curve that plateaus quickly. The violin’s curve rises slowly and
reaches a high peak, reflecting the difficulty of mastering the instrument and its
potential for virtuosic performance. Instruments like the piano have a relatively
steep learning curve that reaches a high peak, and could be considered an instru-
mentwith a “low entry fee andno ceiling on virtuosity” (Wessel andWright, 2002).
The learning curve and virtuosic potential of an instrument can be greatly af-
fected by its mapping alone. Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis (2003) explore the ef-
fects of an “accidental theremin”, in which the mapping of two parameters, tra-
ditionally mapped to pitch and amplitude in a one-to-one strategy, are instead
mapped in a more complex many-to-many strategy. The results of their analysis
showed that users of the one-to-one mapping quickly mastered the instrument
and grew tired of using it, while users of the many-to-many mapping took longer
to master the instrument but found it much more rewarding to play.
In contrast, it can be argued that virtuosity can be found in even the simplest
musical instruments, as performers explore all of the possibilities provided by the
constraints of the instrument, as well as exploiting “non-obvious” affordances,
that may not have been consciously designed (Zappi and McPherson, 2014b;
Gurevich, Stapleton andMarquez-Borbon, 2010; Magnusson, 2010).
2.5.2. Explicit Mapping
The design of DMI mappings follows one of two approaches: implicit mapping,
where the action-sound relationship is inferred using machine learning tech-
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niques (Section 2.5.3); or explicitmapping,where the connection is exactly defined
(Hunt, Wanderley and Kirk, 2000).
Explicitmapping iswhen the action–sound relationship in aDMIhasbeen spe-
cifically defined by the instrument’s designer. This gives designers the benefit of
being able to fully perceive and understand the relationship, but it has been ar-
gued that designers could create simple one-to-one relationships between raw in-
put parameters and synthesiser parameters due to the simplicity of implementa-
tion (Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis, 2003).
Explicit mappings are oen implemented in programming frameworks (Mal-
loch, Sinclair and Wanderley, 2013) or visual programming tools like Max (Bel-
lona, 2006; VanNort andWanderley, 2006; Bevilacqua,Müller and Schnell, 2005).
Dedicated domain-specificGraphicalUser Interface (GUI) tools are also being de-
veloped to facilitate explicit mapping design for end-users (Section 2.7).
2.5.3. Implicit Mapping withMachine Learning
Machine Learning (ML) is a body of statistical analysismethods that employsma-
chines to complete tasks by learning fromexplicit examples, or byfindingpatterns
within a large corpus of data (Caramiaux and Tanaka, 2013). Advancements in
computational technologies has led to the application of these techniques inDMI
mapping (Fiebrink, Trueman andCook, 2009;Modler,Myatt and Saup, 2003). Us-
ing ML allows designers to move away from explicitly defining the relationships
between parameters and instead develop connections implicitly that are “taught
by example” (Merrill and Paradiso, 2005) to the instrument.
When using ML in DMI design, care must be taken when deciding which al-
gorithm to use. Classification algorithms, such as HiddenMarkovModel (HMM)
or Dynamic Time Warping (DTW), provide discrete results from input data,
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which can be inappropriate for musical instruments, where continuous control
over the sound output is desired.
One solution is to find the variance of the incoming gesture, which can be
achieved by calculating parameters that measure differences between the target
and performed gestures (Caramiaux et al., 2014b). This allows for fine details in
performance variation, such as the size and speed of the gesture, to be used for
expressive control.
However, there remain some issues with using these methods in designing
DMIs. As multiple training examples are used to define a class, the amalgama-
tion of many different performances of the same gesture results in a fairly arbit-
rary “correct” movement representing an intermediate gesture rather than any-
thing explicitly designed. Additionally, machine learning can be considered a
“black box”, with users oen unaware of the underlying processes. While this al-
lows musicians to abstract their thinking away from individual parameters, it can
make precise control in performance scenarios difficult (Fiebrink et al., 2010). Ad-
ditionally, there is an inherent amount of unreliabilitywithML techniques, which
will nearly always fall short of 100% successful classification rates (Shepperd et al.,
2019). This has major implications in music, as system-related errors may not be
acceptable for musicians.
2.5.4. Features of Mapping
When defining a mapping strategy, it is necessary to discuss the features of the
control and sound parameters. In other words, what inputs are being mapped to
what outputs?
One possible conceptualisation is to simply have raw controller sensor read-
ings as mapping inputs and low-level synthesis parameters as mapping outputs.
For example, values from sensors (e.g. button states and slider values) are given
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direct relationships to audio parameters (in FM synthesis for example: modula-
tion index, carrier frequency andmodulator frequency). To facilitate higher-level
conceptualisations of auditory control, it is important to present the rawcontroller
values and direct synthesiser parameters in abstracted, semantic layers describing
gesture and sound and their relation to perception.
This work will refer to the gesture and sound elements of this perceptual map-
ping layer as gestural features and sound parameters. The same conceptualisa-
tion has been referred to through several terms, such as: gestural and sound se-
mantics (Malloch, Sinclair and Wanderley, 2007); related-to-gesture perception
and related-to-sound perception parameters (Arfib et al., 2002); and gestural and
sound parameters (Kvie and Jensenius, 2006).
To facilitate for higher-level abstraction, Arfib et al. (2002) present a “chain” (Fig-
ure 2.3) of the mapping process. In the mapping chain, raw sensor data is pro-
cessed into gestural features (which Arfib et al. refer to as gesture-related percep-
tion parameters), mapped to sound parameters (sound-related perception para-
meters) that relate to synthesis parameters. It is between these semantic layers
where the creative element of mapping the process takes place. Raw data from a
gestural controller may be passed through a gesture recogniser algorithm to be-
come a gestural feature like “downward stroke”. On the other end, we may have
the sound parameter “brightness”, which then maps to a synthesis process that
controls high frequency content (e.g. a low pass filter).
The gestural features that are available to an instrument is highly dependent
on the affordances of its interface. For example, using a single camera positioned
in front of the performer with their entire body in frame will allow for large arm
gestures to be used for control, while subtler finger movements may be unintelli-
gible. Similarly, if the camera is positioned much closer to the performer, so that
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Figure 2.3.: The mapping chain (Arfib et al., 2002).
only their hand is within frame, small finger movements will be easily detected,
but the performer will be restricted from using larger armmotions.
Paine, Stevenson and Pearce (2007) argue that there are a series of underlying
features of physical instrument control: Pressure, Speed, Angle and Position. Fea-
tures within these categories are mapped to sound parameters. On a violin for
example, changes in bow pressure, bowing speed, the angle of the bow against the
string (more or less bow hairs in contact with the string) and the position of the
bow all contribute, in differing significance, to the control of dynamic level; while
on a flute, changes in breath speed, finger positions andmouth angle contribute to
dynamics.
Sound parameters can be drawn from definitions of expressive features of mu-
sical performance, of which there are five categories (Paine, Stevenson andPearce,
2007; Poepel, 2005; Juslin, 2003):
• Timing: tempo, timing, pauses;
• Pitch: intonation, vibrato;
• Dynamics: sound level;
• Articulation: tone attacks, tone decays;
• Timbre: tonality.
These can be either be discrete, such as a note being triggered; or continu-
ous, such as an amplitude envelope (Kvie and Jensenius, 2006). Tanaka (2010)
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presents a similar model that distinguishes three types of musical features: Bin-
ary, sound being activated; Basic, fixed parameters changed such as pitch selec-
tion or audio effect; and Expressive, continuously varying parameters that follow a
gesture, such as vibrato or tremolo.
2.6. End-User Mapping
In HCI, eliciting the end-user in the design of mappings is oen used as amethod
to try and find intuitive and ergonomic solutions for an interaction, the logic being
that a general “gesture vocabulary” will exist between users, and can be utilised to
providenatural interactions for all (Nielsen et al., 2004). PreviousHCIwork in end-
user designed gestures has found that while some gestures occurred frequently
between users, a great deal were novel and diverse (Kray et al., 2010), and that
the context of the interaction plays an important role on what users believe a ges-
ture should control (Wobbrock, Morris andWilson, 2009). For example, a touch-
screen gesture of splaying five fingers outward on an object on screen should en-
large it, but doing so on the screen’s background should zoom in.
End-user designed interaction has also been explored in computer music for
similar purposes, exploring the relationship between mid-air gestures and mu-
sicalmaterial. Previouswork has looked atmapping by demonstration (Françoise,
2015; Caramiaux et al., 2014a), in which participants are asked to give gestural re-
sponses tomusical stimuli. Similarwork (Godøy, Haga and Jensenius, 2006) asked
participants to “trace” a gesture in response to sounds they heard. This work re-
veals insights into the embodied link between gesture and music (discussed in
Chapter 3), however, it focuses on participants’ gestural responses to sound in-
stead of active gestural control of sound.
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While user-defined gestures provide a mapping that is meaningful for the per-
former who created it, mappings created using this technique oen cannot be
generalisable between performers or audiences. This technique also requires a
lengthy set-up process on the part of the performer, andmappings may also need
to be set in a prescribed order, leading to premature commitment (Nash, 2015) as
they may be difficult to alter later.
2.7. End-User Mapping Soware
The Glover soware (described in Chapter 5) provides an environment in which
users define their own connections between gestural features and sound paramet-
ers. Glover is a tool for creativity support (Shneiderman, 2007), and can be con-
sidered a Domain-Oriented Design Environment (DODE). DODEs support the
creation and development of applications and systems within a specific context
domain, and empower individual creativity byhiding the computational complex-
ity of the computer and focusing the user’s attention to the task at hand (Fischer,
1999), and aim to reduce the large conceptual distance between the semantics and
conceptual perceptions of the problem-domain (Fischer, 1994). Fischer and Gir-
gensohn (1990) provide a taxonomy for what features DODEs require to facilitate
end-user modifiability: setting parameters, adding functionality to existing ob-
jects, creating newobjects bymodifying existing objects, anddefining newobjects
from scratch.
Fischer andGirgensohn (1990) argue that end-usermodifiability is not a luxury,
but a necessity, particularly in cases of personal aesthetics and creativity, which is
fostered when the end-user is given agency over the system’s behaviour. This is
evident in most music production soware, where the user is given the tools and
responsibility to create any form of digital music they desire from a starting point
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of silence. While allowing for as much creative freedom as possible, this “blank
canvas” approach canbeproblematic, withmany researchers observing that it can
be the most challenging and daunting part of the creative process (Collins, 2007;
Alty, 1995).
Several pieces of end-user mapping soware exist in the literature. Prominent
examples includeWebMapper1, GECO2, junXion3 andMyoMapper4.
2.7.1. WebMapper
WebMapper (Figure 2.4) is a browser based application designed for devices built
using the libmappermapping framework (Malloch, Sinclair andWanderley, 2013).
The tool automatically detects soware devices built using the framework and
presents the available inputs and outputs, both in the OSC message format, for
the user to map together.
Mapping inWebMapper follows a patch corddesign that reflects the traditional
visualisation of instrument mapping. The inputs and outputs themselves are un-
editable by the user, as they are defined by the libmapper devices that exist in-
dependently fromWebMapper. A user instead edits the patch cord connections,
which, once selected, can be modified through the toolbar at the top of the ap-
plication. WebMapper supports users defining the mapping function between
the input and output by editing a y = mx + c style mathematical expression, as
well as the scaling and offset of the input and output value ranges.
WebMapper supports one-to-one and one-to-many mappings. Many-to-ones
are not possible, as the soware has no feature for combining inputs. Instead, the
output simply alternates between the two input signals.
1libmapper.github.io/ecosystem/user_interfaces.html
2gallery.leapmotion.com/geco-midi
3www.steim.org/product/junxion
4www.balandinodidonato.com/myomapper/
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Figure 2.4.: WebMapper
2.7.2. GECO
GECO is a gesture-to-MIDI mapping tool designed for the Leap Motion gestural
controller. GECO takes data from the LeapMotion andpresents the userwith ges-
ture features: up-down, le-right and back-forth axes, tilt, open hand (fingers ab-
ducted) and closed hand (fingers adducted); which can be mapped to MIDI mes-
sages. GECO supports one-to-one mappings and many-to-one mappings, where
specific gesture features are combined. Scaling the input signal from the Leap
Motion to the 0–127 of MIDI is done by the program. The only signal attenuation
afforded to users is the ability to offset the output value.
2.7.3. junXion
junXion (Figure 2.5) is a mapping tool built by STEIM that natively recognises
joysticks and gestural devices such as Nintendo Wii remotes, and allows users to
map sensor data to MIDI and OSC.
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(a) Patches tab. (b) Actions tab.
Figure 2.5.: junXion
junXion uses tabs for different elements of the mapping process. The Patches
tab (Figure 2.5a) provides an overview of all mapping connections; the Actions
tab (Figure 2.5b) allows the user to modify a single mapping path; the Tables tab
allows the user to create custom transform function tables; and the Variables tab
allows the user to create and monitor variables, which are used to store values to
be used across junXion.
Mappings are organised by input parameter. Once an input is added to the
Patches list, it can then be edited in the Actions tab. The user can modify the in-
put data through a series of combo boxes, which junXion uses for nearly all user-
modifiable features, before selecting a corresponding output parameter. The so-
ware also allows for input values to be stored in variables, which is the only way
of using the same input value across multiple mappings.
2.7.4. MyoMapper
MyoMapper allows end-users to map gestural data from a Myo armband to OSC
data, and has been applied in Virtual Reality, robotics, and dance performances.
The soware is organised into four sections: calibration and scaling, feature ex-
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traction, feature scaling, andmessage streaming (Di Donato, Bullock and Tanaka,
2018).
The soware’s calibration and scaling functionality allows users to set minima
andmaxima from the raw rotation value (pitch, yaw and roll) provided by theMyo
armband (−2pi–2pi), scaling this to 0–1. There is also a “flip” function, that applies
a y = 1−x function to the scaled sensor data. The soware’s feature scaling func-
tionality derives a series of features from theMyo sensor data such as the moving
average, minimum,maximum, and absolute values, zero crossing rate and first or-
der and secondorder derivations. These are intended tobeused in third-partyML
tools such as theWekinator (Fiebrink, Trueman and Cook, 2009), but can also be
used as gesture features in explicitmapping. The feature selectionwindow allows
users to route input features to one of twoOSCports, one for explicitmapping and
one for ML mapping, while the OSC streaming window allows users to send the
data from these inputs as user-defined OSC outputs.
2.8. Different Perspectives in DMIs
It is important to consider that a performer’s perception of an instrument in
terms of playability and expressivitywill be different than the perceptions of audi-
ences, who may only be concerned with resulting auditory and visual experience
(O’Modhrain, 2011).
Transparency (Fels, Gadd andMulder, 2002) is a concept that considers the per-
spectives of audiences and performers in DMI design, and is interested in the
ability of audiences and performers to perceive the connections between a per-
formers movements and the instrument’s sound response. The Mapping Trans-
parency Scale (Figure 2.6) consists of two axes, one for performers and one for
audiences, each ranging from opaque to transparent. The framework does not
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Figure 2.6.: The Mapping Transparency Scale (Fels, Gadd andMulder, 2002).
indicate how transparency can be measured, but does provide a helpful design
concept that views perceptions of spectators as equally important as the percep-
tions of performers. Similar concepts have been presented in the broader HCI
literature (Reeves et al., 2005), where a spectator’s ability to perceive a user’smanip-
ulations and the resulting effects aremeasured on a scale fromhidden to amplified.
O’Modhrain (2011) describes a series of stakeholders in a DMI: Audience, Per-
former/Composer,Designer andManufacturer, andputs forwarda series of evalu-
ation goals related to them: Enjoyment, Playability, Robustness and Achievement
of Design Specifications. Under each evaluation goal, each stakeholder has a dif-
ferent means of evaluating the instrument’s effectiveness. For example, under En-
joyment, a performermight evaluate an instrument through reflective practice and
long-term engagement, while a manufacturer may use market surveys and sales
figures.
2.9. Error in DMIs
A spectator’s understanding, and potentially enjoyment, of a musical perform-
ance relies on their ability to perceive the skill of a performer (Gurevich and Fy-
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ans, 2011). A metric for an audience’s perceptual understanding of a DMI is their
ability to perceive performer error (Fyans, Gurevich and Stapleton, 2009a; Fy-
ans, Gurevich and Stapleton, 2009b), which has been used in empirical studies
of DMIs (Bin, 2018). These ideas of a spectator’s understanding of a performance
can be linked to the idea of Liveness (Auslander, 2008), which highlights an audi-
ence’s desire to witness “authentic”musicmaking. A sense of Liveness is achieved
when a performance “feels real”, with the visual aspect of a live performance be-
ing intrinsically linked to, and reinforcing, the authenticity of the auditory aspect
in the minds of the audience.
As well as performer-related error, system-related error is a factor that must be
considered in DMIs, particularly as ML techniques become ever more popular
in DMI andmusic interaction design (Macionis and Kapur, 2018; Vogl and Knees,
2017; Scurto, Bevilacqua andFrançoise, 2017). Mid-air and gestural interaction sys-
tems are particularly susceptible to error (Arif et al., 2014; Norman and Nielsen,
2010), due to a lack of feedback (Gustafson, Bierwirth and Baudisch, 2010) and
the difficulties recognition systems have distinguishing between similar gestures
(Morris, Wobbrock andWilson, 2010).
DMI research into system-related issues has focused on understanding and
mitigating the latency inherent in digital signal processing (Jack, Stockman and
McPherson, 2016;McPherson, JackandMoro, 2016; Pardue et al., 2014), withWessel
andWright (2002)’s infamous 10ms latency limit for effective control intimacy re-
maining influential. Recent work has found that unpredictability in latency has
more of an impact than the length of latency itself, with a 10ms delay with 3ms of
jitter being perceived to be as bad as a 20ms delay (Jack, Stockman and McPher-
son, 2016).
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2.10. Expert Performers for DMIs
Oen in HCI and DMI research, the focus of an evaluation is on the experience
of novice users (Siegel, 2012). While examining a novice’s experience of techno-
logy can be useful, especially for initial impressions, the potential scope of the
evaluation becomes limited. Nielsen (1994) argues that a small number of expert
users can find usability issues that would elude a large number of novices, as their
intimate knowledge of the problem domain and current soware solutions gives
them a knowledge and appreciation of niche program features that noviceswould
not reach in the short amount of time allotted to most usability studies.
In a similar manner to heuristic evaluation, the skill and expertise of a small
number of experienced musicians can be elicited to provide meaningful insights
into new DMIs (Johnston, 2009). However, very few DMI studies make use of ex-
perienced users in their evaluations. This is mostly due to a lack of experienced
performers for newDMIs beyond the initial designer (McPherson andKim, 2012),
owing to the newness of the instrument and a lack of existing practitioner com-
munities (McPherson and Kim, 2012), the instrument being developed for a spe-
cific piece (Paine, 2009), or that the instrument is a fragile, expensive prototype
with no mass-market presence.
This lack of experience can be mitigated by making use of the existing expert-
ise in traditional instruments that is abundant in society, and is useful in cases
of augmented instruments, which offer extended performance techniques on top
of existing playing methods (Eldridge and Kiefer, 2017; McPherson, Gierakowski
and Stark, 2013). However, while their interactions are based on traditional in-
struments, augmented instruments become new instruments in their own right,
and while knowledge of the relevant traditional instrument can give musicians
a head start towards expertise, there can be a whole new set of affordances and
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constraints that musicians must learn. This practice is also limited in the case of
mid-air instruments that have no grounding in traditional instrument interaction
styles. What is needed for a thorough investigation into the nature of a musical
instrument’s capacity to facilitate expression is for it to have expert practitioners
of their own.
The development of expert-level users for a given DMI is oen dependent on
the instrumenthaving a community of dedicatedpractitioners, who trainnewmu-
sicians through formalised pedagogy, build a body of standard works and pieces,
(Marquez-Borbon and Stapleton, 2015) and discover new instrumental techniques
(McPherson and Kim, 2012). The Mi.Mu Gloves, the DMI examined in this re-
search, is one such instrument that has a community of practitioners, a number
of which are experts who use the instrument in their professional performance
practice.
2.11. Summary
This chapter has presented literature aroundDMIs. Section 2.1 set out DMIs clas-
sifications, while Section 2.2 discussed the importance of facilitating musical ex-
pression within DMIs. Section 2.3 discussed mid-air interaction and how it is
achieved through various interface solutions, and Section 2.4 then discussed how
mid-air interaction is used within the design of DMIs. Section 2.5 discusses the
importance of mapping in the DMI design process, how mappings are imple-
mented and the features that make up mapping strategies. Section 2.6 and 2.7
discussed end-usermapping inmusic interaction and existing soware solutions.
Section 2.8 discussed the different perspectives that exist within DMI interactions
and the mapping transparency concept. Section 2.10 discussed the importance of
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soliciting expert performer perspectives in DMI design and evaluation, and the
current lack of established practitioners.
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The previous chapter (Chapter 2) presented literature around the Digital Mu-
sical Instrument (DMI) field, with a focus on mapping design. The next chapter
(Chapter 4) presents literature around User Experience (UX) concepts and their
application in studying and evaluating DMIs.
This chapter discusses embodiment and the perceptual link between move-
ments and sound, which informs the theoretical position fromwhich the research
presented in later empirical chapters is conducted (Chapters 6, 7, 8 and 9). The
chapter begins by discussing gesture and the distinction between bodily gesture
andgesture inmusic, before discussing embodiment and its implications in cogni-
tion, Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) and our understanding of music. Con-
ceptual Metaphor Theory is then discussed, which is used in the later empirical
chapters as a way of revealing the embodied meaning behind the mapping de-
cisions of glove musicians. This chapter also touches on alternative theoretical
positions of understanding gesture and music: ecological approaches and semi-
otics.
3.1. Music and Gesture
Our experience with music is intrinsically linked to bodily gesture (Cox, 2016;
Leman and Godøy, 2010; Jensenius, 2007). Arguing that musical experience is in-
separable from movement, Leman and Godøy (2010) conceive that gestures are
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way of expressing of a “fundamental connection” between music and movement.
Discussinghow listenersmimicmusical performance throughperforming air gui-
tar, miming conducting or copying the body language of singers, they propose the
following questions:
Why is it that so many listeners are able to spontaneously make ges-
tures that seem to fit the music? Why do they make these gestures?
How are these gestures related to the music, and how are these ges-
tures related to the gestures of performers? (Leman and Godøy, 2010)
The idea of gesture is central to DMI research. There are many definitions of
gesture with relative applications in the DMI field, with 62% of The International
Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME) papers using the
term (Jensenius, 2014). From a body-related perspective, the term is used to refer
to a bodily movement that interacts with musical instruments and computing
systems and in relation to DMI mapping, bodily gesture features are mapped to
sound parameters. From a sound-related perspective, musical gesture describes
the motion in sound (Leman and Godøy, 2010). In music interaction design, both
approaches are important to consider, as our cognitive understanding of sound
motion is underpinned by our bodily motions andmovements (Cox, 2016; Leman
and Godøy, 2010), and it is this link which can be harnessed to recouple a musi-
cian’s actions and the sound response in aDMI. In these cases, the physical gesture
must elicit one’s understanding of musical motion in order for the action to seem
genuine.
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3.1.1. Body-Related Gesture
Body-related gestures comprise postures andmovements that operate within bio-
mechanical constraints of the human body (Leman and Godøy, 2010). Jensenius
et al. (2009) present a three-point classifications of bodily gesture:
• Communication, when gestures transmit meaning in social interactions;
• Control, where gestures are used to manipulate a system, oen computa-
tional and interactive;
• Metaphor, where gestures project concepts of physical movement, sound or
other perceptions of cultural topics.
Cadoz andWanderley (2000) present a similar three-point classification, where
communication gestures are referred to as semiotic gestures, control as ergotic, and
metaphor as epistemic. Jensenius et al. (2009) also propose a classification of bodily
gestures relevant tomusical performance. In these classifications, a single gesture
may fit within multiple categories at once (Dahl et al., 2010).
• Sound-producing gestures, movements used to create sound (Control);
• Communicativegestures, intended to communicatemeaning, eitherbetween
performers or performers and their audiences (Communication);
• Sound-facilitating gestures, support the sound-producing gestures (Control);
• Sound-accompanying gestures, not involved in sound production, but follow
the music (Metaphor).
Sound-producing gestures, being related to direct control of auditory processes
in DMIs, has received more attention from the DMI field, and the category has
been broken down further (Godøy, Haga and Jensenius, 2006; Cadoz, 1988).
• Excitation gestures, which provide the energy that will be present in the per-
ceived phenomena. Either instantaneous (e.g. percussive or plucking) or
continuous (e.g. bowing);
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• Modification gestures, which affect the relation between the excitation and
the resulting sound. Either parametric, a continuous or discrete variation
(e.g. vibrato), or structural, a categorical modification (e.g. a mute inserted
in a trumpet).
• Selection gestures, which consist of choosing between multiple similar ele-
ments in an instrument (e.g. fretting a chord on a guitar).
3.1.2. Sound-Related Gesture
Sound gestures are createdwhenwe experience expressive qualities in soundma-
terial that form a coherent gestalt of pitch, temporal and timbral information.
Many arguments have beenpresented to explain the “gestural” nature of sound.
Schneider (2010) discusses the concept of sympatheticmovement, which suggests
that musical “forces” affect a listener, and that specific motor behaviours are in-
duced by music. This approach alludes to a certain passivity in the listener, and
that they have little control over the way in which they react to musical stimuli,
and are simply resonating sympathetically with the sound stimulus. Similar to
this is motor theory, which holds that the gestures we perceive in music is our
way of processing sensory information through mentally simulating the associ-
ated movement (Godøy et al., 2016).
An embodied approach, which states that all abstract ideas and concepts are
grounded in our bodily experience, ascribes more agency to the listener, suggest-
ing that the perception of gestures in musical material is caused through our mi-
metic comprehension of the music, imagining what it is like to be or do the sound
(Cox, 2016). This is discussed further in Section 3.2.2.
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3.2. Embodiment
Embodiment, or embodied cognition, is an extension of the philosophy of phe-
nomenology (Jensenius, 2007), and stands at odds with Cartesian duality, arguing
that the mind and body are not two separate things, and that our cognitive pro-
cesses are dependent on our understanding and relation with the world around
us (Leman, 2008; Dourish, 2004;Winograd andFlores, 1986). Embodiment argues
that theways inwhichwe think about and givemeaning to theworld are all based
on our bodily interactions with it. In embodied cognition, meaning is more than
just words and concepts, and exists in relation to ourselves and our environments.
An embodied view of meaning looks for the origins and structures of
meaning in the organic activities of embodied creatures in interaction
with their changing environments. It sees all our higher functioning
as growing out of and shaped by our abilities to perceive things, ma-
nipulate things, move our bodies in space, and evaluate our situation
(Johnson, 2008).
Embodied cognition draws on the ideas of Heidegger, particularly his distinc-
tion between vorhanden (or present-at-hand) and zuhanden (or ready-to-hand). The
classical example of the distinction is the use of hammer. The person doing the
hammering is not actively thinking about the hammer, and it becomes an exten-
sion of their body (ready-to-hand). If there is a break down in the interaction, if the
hammer breaks or slips, the hammerer becomes aware of the hammer (present-at-
hand). This phenomenon has been noted in DMI research: Hunt, Wanderley and
Paradis (2003) discuss a moment when users stopped thinking about their inter-
actions and “just played” an instrument, “as if their conscious mind were not in
control”.
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Leman and Godøy (2010) build on ideas of embodiment using body schema and
body image. They describe body schemas as gestures and movements that can be
carried out with no conscious effort, such as picking up a glass of water. These
movements take place without the need to be aware of the role of each individual
muscle. Leman and Godøy discuss how this manifests in the performances of
trained musicians, who do not have to think about the movement of their fin-
gers on their instrument; they simply play the intended melody, which appears
to “come out of the body.” This idea of body schema clearly reflects Heidegger’s
original concept of Zuhanden (ready-to-hand), where the tool becomes an exten-
sion of the body; while body image, which refers to one being aware of the body in
relation to the environment, such as consciously learning a new melody and the
movements required to perform it, is a reworking of Vorhanden (present-at-hand),
where the tool is the focus of a user’s attention.
Regardingmovement, Johnson (2008) argues that there are four recurring qual-
itative dimensions of all bodily movement: Tension, bodily exertion felt through
muscular tension, Linearity, the spatial, directional qualities of the movement,
Amplitude, the amount of expansion or contraction in the range of motion, and
Projection, the vectoral quality of forceful bodily actions. These four dimensions
also reflect the four dimensions of movement described by Paine, Stevenson and
Pearce (2007) of Pressure, Speed, Angle and Position.
3.2.1. Embodied Interaction
In HCI, embodied interaction is an approach to the design and analysis of inter-
action that takes embodiment to be central to the whole phenomenon, and at-
tempts tomove computation and interaction out of theworld of abstract cognitive
processes and into the same phenomenal world as our other sorts of interactions
(Dourish, 2004; Winograd and Flores, 1986).
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Dourish (2004) describes this concept in HCI, and how in a typical computer
interaction one performs tasks on a computer through the mouse, as an extension
of ones hand (zuhanden). When a user reaches the limitations of themouse’s cap-
abilities (for example, reaching the edge of the screen), the user becomes concious
of the mouse and it becomes the object of their attention (vorhanden).
Interactions designed on embodied principles can lead to intuitive interactions,
where a user is able to immediately understand an interface, and the interface
behaves as expected (Antle, Corness and Droumeva, 2009; Spool, 2005). Intuit-
ive interaction occurs when, in a movement-based system, users enact appropri-
ate input actions unconsciously or automatically, rather than consciously learn-
ing, step-by-step, how to interact with the system (Antle, Corness and Droumeva,
2009). However, a user finding these interactions to be intuitive depends on the
user’s previous experiences in a given domain.
Thus an interaction device is successful in supporting an embodied interaction
if the user begins to act through the device, instead of acting on the device. Em-
bodied interactions also occur inmusical performance; once amusician becomes
an expert they act through the instrument in order to create an intended, specific
sound, instead of being consciously aware of their actions upon the instrument
(Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis, 2003).
Much research in the DMI field considers embodiment and embodied interac-
tion to be important for understanding and providing instruments that strike the
right balance between boredom and challenge (Nash and Blackwell, 2011; Wilkie,
Holland andMulholland, 2010; Jensenius, 2007).
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3.2.2. Embodiment andMusic
Music is meaningful as it presents the flow of human experience, feeling and
thinking in an embodied form, with musical structure, temporal flow, pitch con-
tours and intensity being linked to patterns within bodily experience.
Cox (2016) argues that we comprehendmusicmimetically, and thatwe consider
two fundamental questions in ourmusical experiences: “what is it like to do that?”
and “what is it like to be that?” The doing question relates to our imagining of the
overtmovements involved in creating a sound, for example, the physical exertions
of the performer, which Cox calls Mimetic Motor Action (MMA). The being ques-
tion relates to our imagining of themovement of themusic that does notmanifest
in overt actions, or Mimetic Motor Imagery (MMI). The Mimetic Hypothesis ar-
gues that our experience of sound is that it is produced by physical events, and
so sounds signify the physicality of their source. He argues that while some mu-
sic “resists” mimetic engagement, all acoustical features; such as pitch, duration,
timbre, strength, location; can be mimetically represented.
3.3. Metaphor
The concept of metaphor is important in HCI and subsequently DMI research.
The term metaphor has a large scope of potential meanings in HCI and requires
careful contextualisation (Blackwell, 2006). Within this research, the two forms of
metaphor most applicable are the ideas of embodied and conceptual metaphor.
3.3.1. EmbodiedMetaphor
To understand and make sense of abstract concepts, they must be rooted in our
embodied experience, and expressed through metaphors (Lakoff and Johnson,
1980). An embodied metaphor is when concepts relating to one domain, groun-
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ded in our bodily experience of the world (source domain), are used to express
ideas relating to an abstract concept (target domain). Anexample, fromLakoffand
Johnson (1980), is the metaphor argument is war, in which the abstract concept
of arguing (target) is explained in the conceptual system of war (source): “he at-
tacked the weak points in my argument,” “your claims are indefensible.”
Antle, Corness and Droumeva (2009) draw from embodied metaphors (Lakoff
and Johnson, 1980) to support the design of intuitive interactions in an interact-
ive audio environment. A series of metaphors for music and movement are as-
certained by interviewing dancers and choreographers. It is important to note
that these metaphors are dependent on the participants individual experiences,
which, due to all of the participants experience being in dance, may differ from
metaphors drawn from a more varied pool of participants:
• Tempo: fast movement is fast tempo, slow is slow.
• Volume: more movement is loud, less is quiet.
• Pitch: nearer to the sensor is high, farther is low.
• Rhythm: smooth movement is rhythmic, choppy is chaotic.
Two versions of the interactive environment were devised: one that followed
these embodied metaphors, and another that subverted them. It was found that
the system that followed the embodied metaphors was “easier to use” than the
non-embodied system.
3.3.2. Conceptual Metaphor
Aconceptualmetaphor also expresses an idea in onedomain through the termsof
another, but while a conceptual metaphor can be grounded in embodiment, it is
oen the case that the source and target domains are linguistically or semantically
linked, and as such conceptual metaphors are highly influenced by the language
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used to express them (Casasanto, 2009). For example, English uses metaphors
that map time to spatial distances while Greek uses metaphors that map time to
an amount of substance (Casasanto, 2009).
Conceptual metaphor is generally used in HCI to provide a cognitive basis for
facilitating intuitive interactions (Antle, Corness and Droumeva, 2009), by ex-
plaining the behaviour of computer soware via an association with a more fa-
miliar domain (Marx, 1994).
3.3.3. Metaphor in Music
Embodied cognition, and by extension metaphor, underpins our experience of
music (Cox, 2016; Johnson, 2008; Brower, 2000). It is argued that our understand-
ing of music is entirely metaphoric, grounded in three of our basic bodily experi-
ences of physicalmotion: movingmusic, musical landscape andmusic asmov-
ing force (Johnson and Larson, 2003). The moving music perspective is that the
music moves relative to a stationary observer, “here comes the recapitulation”. The
musical landscape perspective is that the observer moves through a stationary
musical environment “we are approaching theCoda”. Themusic asmoving force
perspective is that the music is the force that moves us through the world, “The
chorus blew me away”.
These perspectives reflect, and are built upon, the similar perspectives of the
conceptualmetaphoric understanding of our perception of time (Lakoff and John-
son, 1980). Moving observer: “we’re coming up on Christmas”, moving time:
“Christmas is coming”. Thephenomenonof language reflecting our embodied and
metaphoric understanding of the world can be exploited to investigate howmusi-
cians, and non-musicians, conceptualisemusic (Wilkie, Holland andMulholland,
2010; Brower, 2000).
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Source (Physical Motion) Target (Music)
Physical object –> Musical event
Physical motion –> Musical motion
Speed of motion –> Tempo
Location of observer –> Present musical event
Objects behind observer –> Past musical events
Path of motion –> Musical passage
Starting/ending point of motion –> Beginning/end of passage
Temporary cessation of motion –> Rest
Motion over same path again –> Recapitulation, repeat
Table 3.1.: The moving music metaphor (Johnson and Larson, 2003).
Cox (2016) builds on the discussion of themetaphoric logic ofmusical and tem-
poral motion, and that as anticipation is correlated with location-ahead and ap-
proach, presence is correlated with location-here and arrival, and memory
is correlated with location-behind and departure; when we experience these
phenomena in non-spatial domains likemusic, these conceptual correlationsmo-
tivate a sense of musical locations.
3.3.4. Metaphor in Mapping Design
Wessel and Wright (2002) argues for the application of conceptual metaphors in
DMImappingdesign, usingmetaphors relating to spatial representations of pitch,
aswell asmore specificmetaphors intended for specificmusical interactions, such
as “scrubbing” for temporal control, “dipping” for volume control and “catch and
throw” for selecting and deselecting musical material are explored.
Fels, Gadd and Mulder (2002) also explore metaphor in mapping design, ex-
amininghow its use leads to “transparent”mapping strategies (see Section 2.8), ex-
amining instruments that usemetaphors in theirmapping strategies theyfind that
metaphors aided the understanding of certain aspects of an instrument, but that
their explanatory power broke down if the instruments behaviour did not match
the framework of the conceptual metaphor. This reflects an effect described by
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Lakoff and Johnson (1980), where in using the structure of one concept to de-
scribe the behaviours of another, certain features of the explained concept are
highlighted by the metaphor while others are minimised or lost.
Similar to Antle, Corness and Droumeva (2009), Wilkie, Holland and Mulhol-
land (2010) draw from dialogue between musicians to establish conceptual meta-
phors that exist within music, finding examples such as harmonic progression
is movement along a path, a key/chord is a container for notes andmusical
silence is a blockage tomovement, which are thenused to analysemusical so-
ware by establishing whether a certain metaphor is apparent in the design and
use of the soware. They conclude that using conceptualmetaphor in interaction
design can create intuitive interactionmodels for expert users while providing af-
fordances for novice users.
3.3.5. Image Schemas
An image schema is a “dynamic, recurringpatternof organism-environment inter-
actions” (Johnson, 2008). Image schemas are ways in which we conceptualise our
understanding of the world via spatial relationships, and they form the backbone
of conceptual metaphor, playing an important role in language in general. The
term was coined by George Lakoff andMark Johnson, and are important primar-
ily because “they help to explain how our intrinsically embodied mind can at the
same timebe capableof abstract thought” (Johnson, 2005). Hampe (2005) provides
a condensed categorisation:
• Image schemas are directly meaningful (“experiential” / “embodied”), pre-
conceptual structures, which arise from, or are grounded in, human recur-
rent bodily movements through space, perceptual interactions, and ways of
manipulating objects.
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• Image schemas are highly schematic gestalts which capture the structural
contours of sensory-motor experience, integrating information from mul-
tiple modalities.
• Image schemas exist as continuous and analogue patterns beneath con-
scious awareness, prior to and independently of other concepts.
Image schemas are direct building blocks that linguistic constructs are built
on top of, particularly conceptual metaphor. Examples include source-path-
goal, container, object, up-down and front-back (Hampe, 2005), which are
also present in our cognitive understanding of music, for example: upbeat, voice
leading, harmonic progression and goals (Brower, 2000).
3.3.6. Image Schema inMusic
Brower (2000) provides a distinction between image schema, patterns abstracted
from bodily experience, and music schema, or patterns abstracted from musical
conventions. He describes how melody fits the source-path-goal schema, as it
can be described through terms ofmoving, with the goal of returning to the home
chord: “Melody moves primarily by diatonic step, secondarily by chromatic step
or arpeggiation. An unstable melodic pitch normally resolves downward and/or
to its nearest stable neighbour. Melody normally comes to a point of final rest on
the tonic.”
Godøy, Haga and Jensenius (2006) describes a similar concept in embodied
sound cognition, which holds that listeners develop generalised schemata based
on previous experiences of sound generation, which is then used in both the per-
ception of familiar and unfamiliar sounds.
Wong (2011) explores image schema in DMI mapping design using Tangible
User Interfaces (TUIs), particularly applying different image schema in mapping
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pitch, drawn from different languages and cultural perceptions. Wong explores
the up-down image schema in pitchmapping, expressed in the conceptual meta-
phor more-is-up, as well as the size image schema, used in the Kpelle language,
and argues that both mappings provide a coherent interaction, although no em-
pirical evaluations of the mappings are conducted.
3.4. Semiotics
As well as an embodied approach to meaning, the meaning of a gesture can also
be analysed using semiotic principles. In fact, it has been argued that a mid-air
gesture’s only function is its semiotic property, as it does not provide action against
another object (Miranda andWanderley, 2006; Cadoz andWanderley, 2000).
Semiotics was introduced by the linguist Ferdinand de Saussure and the philo-
sopher Charles Sanders Peirce, and is concerned with the study of signs (Chand-
ler, 2007). Saussure presents a two-part model of the sign:
• The signified, the concept being represented;
• The signifier, the representation of the concept.
For example, the word “tree” is a signifier, being a representation of a physical
concept, a physical tree, which is the signified. Saussure stressed that the signified
and signifier are “intimately linked” (Saussure, 1983), although stresses there is no
intrinsic, direct or inevitable relationship between them, and that the connection
is entirely arbitrary (Saussure’s rule of arbitrariness).
Peirce’s model consists of three parts:
• The representamen - the form which the sign takes;
• The interpretant - the sense made of the sign;
• The object - to which the sign refers.
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An example is the traffic light sign for “stop”, which consists of: a red light fa-
cing traffic at an intersection (the representamen); vehicles stopping (the object);
and the idea that a red light indicates that vehicles must stop (the interpretant)
(Chandler, 2007).
Peircian signs are categorised as either a symbol, index or icon (Peirce, 1986). A
symbolic sign is that in which the relation between the representamen and object
is made by arbitrary rules, such as the noun “cat” in the English language; while
an indexical sign is a sign that is indicative of something else, such as a tally kept
by a farmer that indicates the number of his sheep; and the iconic sign is rendered
significant in its resemblance to its referent in some form, such as a photograph
of a face is an iconic sign of that person.
An icon is defined by Peirce (1986) as “a sign which refers to the object that it
denotesmerely by virtue of characters of its own, andwhich it possesses, whether
any such object actually exists or not.” In other words, the iconic mode is that
in which the signifier is perceived as resembling or imitating the signified (recog-
nisably looking, sounding, feeling, tasting or smelling like it) - being similar in
possessing some of its qualities (Chandler, 2007).
Semiotics has a history of use in musicology. What differs in semiotic musical
meaning is that music carries immanent meaning, with what matters being the
identification of sonic events internal to the musical system, without a reference
to anything outside of it (Reybrouck, 2017). Semiotics allows for the study of “mu-
sical sense-making”, wheremusic users construct andorganise their knowledgeof
music using their own subjective observational tools (Reybrouck, 2012), thinking
about sound at a symbolic level of representation, recognition and identification
over a real-time experience (Reybrouck, 2017).
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3.5. Ecological Approach
An ecological approach to musical meaning looks at the idea of subject and en-
vironment interactions through action/perception processes (Leman, 2008).
When the subject perceives the soundasbeingproducedbyaphysical
mechanism, it may form the impression that the sound is real; and
hence, that this environment has a high degree of presence, which in
turn may facilitate the experience of being immersed (Leman, 2008,
p. 166).
Leman (2008) argues that these action/perception processes are highly similar
to embodied cognition, with the difference being that embodied cognition relates
to the human cause of a sound, while the ecological approach explains our under-
standing of the cause of sound independent from human action. However, while
a sound sourcemay not be caused by human action, an embodied understanding
of a sound is able to conceptualise the human action that could have caused it, as
well as how the characteristics of that sound relate to the body. In other words,
what it is like to do something and what it is like to be something (Cox, 2016).
3.6. Summary
In this chapter, literature aroundEmbodimenthas beenpresented. Section 3.1 dis-
cussed gesture in terms of bodily movement and perceived movement in music.
Section 3.2 presented Embodiment and its application in interaction design and
our understanding of music. Section 3.3 discussed Conceptual Metaphor Theory,
which is underpinned by Embodiment, and its ability to reveal embodied under-
standing of music through language, as well as its use in DMI mapping design.
Image Schemas are also discussed, which form the backbone of conceptualmeta-
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phors through spatial relationships. Section 3.4 presents a brief description of Se-
miotics, another approach to our understanding of music, while Section 3.5 dis-
cusses musical ecologies.
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Perspective
Chapter 2 presented literature around Digital Musical Instrument (DMI) design,
with a focus onmid-air interaction, end-usermapping and the perspectives of dif-
ferent stakeholders in DMI interactions. Chapter 3 discussed embodiment and
theperceptual linkbetweenmovement, gesture andmusic. This chapterdiscusses
how to effectively study DMI interaction, and the use of User Experience (UX) re-
search methodologies in the DMI field.
UX methodologies are used to influence the empirical research undertaken in
Chapters 6–9. This chapter presents a meta-review of the use of UX methods
in the evaluation and study of DMIs. A series of UX dimensions (Bargas-Avila
and Hornbæk, 2011) is used to examine a corpus of 132 papers from the proceed-
ings of The International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression
(NIME), The Sound and Music Computing Conference (SMC) and The Interna-
tional Computer Music Conference (ICMC), to determine how UX is being used
in the DMI research field.
A common theme inDMI research is how to effectively evaluateDMIs (Barbosa
et al., 2015; Jordà and Mealla, 2014; Hattwick and Wanderley, 2012; Kiefer, Collins
and Fitzpatrick, 2008). The New Interface for Musical Expression (NIME)
community, due to its historic connection to The ACM CHI Conference on
Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI), has oen drawn from Human-
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Computer Interaction (HCI) for its evaluation methodologies and frameworks
(Hsu and Sosnick, 2009; Kiefer, Collins and Fitzpatrick, 2008; Wanderley and
Orio, 2002). Traditionally, HCI evaluationmethods focused on the concept of Us-
ability (Nielsen, 1993), discussed in Section 4.1, but HCI research has moved on
towards a focus on UX, discussed in Section 4.2.
The contents of this chapter have previously appeared in the following public-
ation.
Brown, D., Nash, C. and Mitchell, T. (2017) A User Experience Review of Mu-
sic Interaction Evaluations. In: Proceedings of New Interfaces for Musical Expression
(NIME) 2017. Copenhagen, Denmark, May 2017. pp. 370–375.
4.1. Usability
Usability is oen simplified to refer to how easy something is to use. However, us-
ability is a more nuanced idea with multiple components. When defining usabil-
ity, research tends towards the ISO 9241 standard of “the effectiveness, efficiency
and satisfaction with which specified users achieve specified goals in particular
environments”. These three qualities are defined as:
• Effectiveness, the accuracy and completeness that a task can be achieved;
• Efficiency, the resources expended to achieve a specific goal;
• Satisfaction, the comfort and acceptability of a system.
Nielsen (1994) describes usability as five attributes: Learnability, Efficiency,
Memorability, Errors and Satisfaction. These usability attributes are reflected in
NIME research, with learnability and the learning curve (Jordà, 2004a; Wander-
ley and Orio, 2002) having been discussed in Section 2.5.1. While learnability in
music and HCI shares similarities, in both cases it is seen as continuous meas-
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urement of improvement and not a binary “learned or not learned” state. In tra-
ditional usability, the user is considered to have learned the interaction once they
can complete a task successfully (Nielsen, 1994), while the same is oen the case in
musical interaction, other more intrinsic measurements can bemore useful, such
as when a musician has developed enough skill so that the experience of play-
ing is rewarding (Vertegaal and Eaglestone, 1996). Success in the former can be
easily quantitativelymeasured, throughmetrics such as completion time or num-
ber of errors, while the nature of musical performance makes learning “success”
difficult to determine, and is, individual to each performer. Performances can be
graded by an examiner or adjudicator, such as in music examinations (ABRSM,
2019), but this is a measurement from an audience perspective, and is most of-
ten measured through qualitative, subjective metrics, with quantitative measure-
ments rarely used.
Jordà (2004a) discusses efficiency in musical interaction, drawing from the
definition from engineering of the ratio of useful energy output to energy input.
His equation for musical instrument efficiency is as follows:
Music Instrument Efficiency =
Musical Output Complexity
Control Input Complexity
Thismathematical approach is potentially problematic, as it is trying toquantit-
atively express non-numerical and semantically subjective qualities such as “sonic
richness”. Also, while an instrument with the simplest interaction and the most
complexmusical responsemaybe themostmusically “efficient”, it is questionable
whether this is the metric DMI designers and researchers should prioritise. For
example, an arpeggiator could be considered as more efficient than a piano as it
has more musical output complexity. Efficiency is also a term associated with the
domains of work, notably the early 20th century idea of Taylorism, a system for
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minimising “waste”movements performed by factory workers through the obser-
vation and analysis of their movements (Gertler, 2009), and the subsequent devel-
opment of a “one best way” of performing factory work (Blythe et al., 2004). While
this led to a significant increase in production, themindless, rote nature of Taylor-
ised work lead to both repetitive strain injuries and the reduction in the quality of
the worker’s experience (Blythe et al., 2004).
Similarly, error, previously discussed in Section 2.9, is an area of contention in
music interaction. Fyans, Gurevich and Stapleton (2009b) argue that error is an
important metric in DMI evaluations from the audience perspective, and that a
spectator’s ability to perceive error is necessary for them to be able to assess a per-
former’s skill, and is linked to their mental model and understanding of a new
musical instrument, as well as their perception of the instrument’s transparency
(Fels, Gadd and Mulder, 2002). From the performers perspective, the case for us-
ing error as an evaluation metric is debatable. While it can be argued that better
performances are those that minimise errors, building instruments with the in-
tention of minimising the potential for performance errors can lead to “musical
toys” (Wessel and Wright, 2002), instruments that, being easily mastered, fail to
provide engaging interactions for musicians.
Usability can sometimes be useful in musical contexts, but as discussed in this
section the paradigm oen does not fit the context of amusical interaction. When
performing music, the objective is rarely to complete a task as efficiently and ef-
fectively as possible, but to communicatemusical expression, recreationally enjoy
music andprovide entertainment to audiences. As such, theNIMEfieldhas seen a
move away fromusability as an evaluationmetric, towardsmore subjective-based,
experiential methods (El-Shimy and Cooperstock, 2016; Morreale, De Angeli and
O’Modhrain, 2014; Makelberge et al., 2012). This move away from usability is re-
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flected in the wider HCI community, who have moved on to use UX theories and
principles.
Despite this, usability should not be dismissed, as it sometimes is in UX re-
search (El-Shimy and Cooperstock, 2016; Dillon, 2002, for example), and it re-
mains a continually discussed concept in music interaction evaluations: Wander-
ley and Orio’s seminal paper on usability for musical controllers (Wanderley and
Orio, 2002) still receives multiple citations every year.
4.2. User Experience
UX represents a growing trend within HCI that focuses on a user’s subjective
experience of an interaction, and grew out of a counter-movement to usability
(Hassenzahl and Tractinsky, 2006) that saw the paradigm as insufficient, placing
too much emphasis on speed and accuracy in interaction (Dillon, 2002). It is of-
ten referred to as the “ThirdWave” of HCI (Kiefer, Collins and Fitzpatrick, 2008),
and while the exact definition of UX is one of great debate, researchers agree that
it represents a dynamic, subjective and context-dependent approach to studying
interaction (Law et al., 2009).
Differences between UX and usability are oen boiled down into “hedonic”
qualities and “pragmatic” qualities respectively, something reflected in the popu-
larAttrakDiff questionnaire tool (Hassenzahl, Burmester andKoller, 2003). While
this represents an attempt to clearly distinguish betweenUX and usability, it gives
an overly simplistic impression, and obstructs many facets that contribute to an
experience, such as eudaimonic qualities of self-worth andmeaning (Mekler and
Hornbæk, 2016), that are evident in musical interactions.
More nuancedparadigmshave beenput forward forUX.Dillon (2002) defines a
three point paradigm, mirroring the three aspects of usability, of process, what the
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user does; outcome, what the user attains; and affect, what the user feels. Another
three-pronged approach is presented by Hassenzahl and Tractinsky (2006):
• Beyond the Instrumental, going beyond the task-based model of interaction;
• Emotion and Affect, how a user feels and is affected by the interaction;
• The Experiential, the context and temporality in which the technology is
used.
This conceptualisation is useful for DMI research, especially for musical per-
formance contexts. While some aspects of musical interaction can be considered
task-based, such as learning a scale or practising a specific piece, considering a
musical performance to be a task that a musician completes can leave out im-
portant aspects such as musical expression. In Hassenzahl and Tractinsky’s UX
framework, the emotion and feelings felt during an interaction, which could in-
clude musical expression, are explicitly considered. It is also important to con-
sider the context in which a musical performance takes place, as this has a sig-
nificant impact on the relationship between and experiences of performers and
their audiences.
A user experience framework has been explicitly established for musical inter-
face design: MINUET (Morreale, De Angeli and O’Modhrain, 2014). MINUET is
based on the PACT framework (Benyon, Turner and Turner, 2005), a user-centred
design technique that focuses on People, the end-user, Activities, the interactions
taking place, Contexts, when and where interactions are happening, andTechnolo-
gies, the soware and hardware involved. MINUET applies this to a musical con-
text (Table 4.1), and considers technological specifications over actual hardware or
soware implementations.
In these UX paradigms, what is clear is the importance of context in an evalu-
ation: there is no “one size fits all” solution to evaluation in music interaction (El-
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PACT MINUET
People Performers
Audiences
Activities Motivation
Collaboration
Learning Curve
Ownership
Contexts Musical Style
Physical Environments
Social Environments
Technologies Control
Mapping
Operational Freedom
Embodied Facilitation
Input
Feedback
Table 4.1.: TheMINUET framework (Morreale, De Angeli and O’Modhrain, 2014)
in relation to PACT (Benyon, Turner and Turner, 2005).
Shimy and Cooperstock, 2016), or in UX. In each case, the study must take exper-
iential, contextual properties into account. Another similarity is the distinction
between instrumental and non-instrumental studies. A study of a new DMI us-
ing ausability-based approachmayask aparticipant to performapiece ofmusic (a
task), while quantifiable measurements are taken of the accuracy of the perform-
ance (Wanderley and Orio, 2002). A UX study may ask a participant to use the
instrument with little or no guidance or direction, and elicit more qualitative data
about their experience (Stowell, Plumbley and Bryan-Kinns, 2008). This could
be over a short space of time or over several weeks or months (Nash and Black-
well, 2011; Gelineck and Serafin, 2012). Previous work (Nash and Blackwell, 2011;
Collins, 2007; Shneiderman, 2007) advocates for longitudinal, observational and
qualitative approaches in studying creative tools, moving past the “old strategies”
of laboratory-controlled, short-term usability studies.
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4.3. Meta-Review Objectives
The rest of this chapter details a meta-review of DMI papers from the perspective
of UX methods. The meta-review seeks to provide an alternative perspective of
music interaction evaluations than previous work (Barbosa et al., 2015), and high-
light areas of potential for new research in the DMI field.
Bargas-Avila andHornbæk (2011) conducted ameta-review of empirical studies
in the UX field to understand how its ideas are being used in primary research,
finding a series of “dimensions” of UX that are evaluated regularly: generic UX,
emotion, enjoyment, aesthetics, hedonic qualities, engagement, motivation, en-
chantment and frustration. To observe recent trends of usability and UX in mu-
sic interaction, a meta-review of recent papers from the computer music field was
conducted from the perspective ofUX, using these dimensions to classify the eval-
uations.
Analysing recent literature from NIME, SMC and ICMC involving empirical
user-focused evaluations, the review focuses on:
1. The stakeholders considered in the evaluations.
2. The dimensions of UX that are evaluated.
3. What participant tasks are used.
4. How data is collected.
4.4. Method
The method was drawn from an adaptation of the QUOROMmethod (Moher et
al., 1999) used by Bargas-Avila and Hornbæk (2011). The corpus as been filtered as
follows (Figure 4.1).
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Figure 4.1.: The corpus filtering procedure.
1. Identify sources.
Source Selection: Conference proceedings of NIME, SMC, and ICMC for
2014 – 2016 (N = 862).
2. Find appropriate publications.
Screening criteria: Papers that mention an empirical user study in the title
or abstract, using the keywords Evaluat[e,ion,ed,ing], User, Study. (N = 147).
3. Publications retrieved for detailed evaluation.
Screening Criteria: Papers of which the evaluation focuses on the user
(N = 132).
4. Final Corpus.
The final corpus for the meta-analysis consisted of 132 papers.
For the UX dimensions, similar dimensions were chosen to those found by
Bargas-Avila and Hornbæk (2011) in their meta-analysis to be prominent aspects
evaluated in the UX field. It was also noted when papers focused on usability, al-
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lowing for its comparison against the dimensions ofUX.The followingdefinitions
were used in categorising the corpus.
1. Usability Evaluations cover concepts such as ease of use, effectiveness and
ergonomics, efficiency and learnability (Nielsen, 1993).
2. Generic UX Evaluations take a holistic approach and seek to explore the
participants’ experiences as a whole, without focusing on any specific di-
mensions.
3. Aesthetics Evaluations focus on the aesthetic, artistic properties of the ex-
perience (Luhtala et al., 2012), such as appeal, taste, style, and expression
(Danto, 1981).
4. Emotion Evaluations measure the emotional response and feelings of par-
ticipants.
5. Enchantment Evaluations focus on the affective attachment of people to
technology (McCarthy et al., 2006).
6. Engagement Evaluations study flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996), intrinsic in-
terest and curiosity (Chapman, Selvarajah andWebster, 1999).
7. Enjoyment Evaluations focus on the hedonic qualities of interaction
(Blythe et al., 2004).
8. Motivation Evaluations focus on what drives a participant’s decisions and
behaviour (Evans, 1975).
9. Frustration Evaluations focus on the participant’s dislikes and hindrances
during an interaction (Mendoza and Novick, 2005).
In a similarmethod to Barbosa et al. (2015), The stakeholders in each evaluation
have been identified, using the following categories:
1. Performers Participants with agency, actively affecting their experience of
real-time auditory interaction.
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Year Conference No. of papers
2014 NIME 28
ICMC/SMC 32
2015 NIME 19
ICMC 6
SMC 16
2016 NIME 15
ICMC N/A
SMC 16
Table 4.2.: Breakdown of papers.
2. AudiencesParticipantswithout agency in the evaluation, passively involved
in the experience.
3. Designers Participants with agency in evaluations that involve creating or
designing hardware or soware.
4. Composers Participants with agency in evaluations that involve composing
or creating artistic material, but not performing.
It is important to give these definitions as some of the evaluations do not fol-
low a traditional performance framework (Grani et al., 2016, for example), where
each participant is asked to play an auditory game. As the participant is actively
engaging in a task, they have been categorised as a performer.
4.5. Results
Due to the analysis taking place before the ICMC2016 proceedingswere available,
the small number of relevant ICMC 2015 papers (N = 6) and the joint ICMC/SMC
conference of 2014, the decision was made to group the ICMC and SMC papers
together in the analysis. The breakdown of papers used in the analysis can be
found in Table 4.2.
The analysis was non-exclusive, with some evaluations coveringmore than one
UX dimension, data collection method, stakeholder or participant task. If more
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than one evaluationwas included in a single paper theywere recorded as separate
results. Aer the analysis, the following categories were identified for the parti-
cipant tasks:
1. Specific Task Participants are asked to perform a pre-determined exercise,
such as listen to auditory stimulus, or perform certain tasks with an instru-
ment.
2. Open Exploration Participants are free to do as they please during an in-
teraction.
3. GuidedExplorationParticipantshave some freedom, but are guidedby cer-
tain constraints.
4. WatchPerformanceParticipantswatch a performance given by amusician,
in either a concert or laboratory setting (e.g. watching a video).
5. Prepare and/or Give Performance Participants are asked to prepare a piece
and give a performance as part of the evaluation.
6. Workshop Participants’ interactions take place in a workshop setting.
7. In The World Use Participants use the technology in their own personal
environments.
8. Other Any other task that does not fit in the above categories.
The following data collection methods were also identified:
1. Questionnaires Specific questions used to gather responses.
2. Likert ScalesQuestionnaires use the Likert format.
3. Comparisons Participants are asked to compare stimulus, and give ratings;
perform pair-wise comparisons and the like.
4. Interviews Either structured or unstructured.
5. Field NotesObservations are taken by researchers during the evaluation.
6. Audio/VideoRecordingRecordings of experiment are used in the analysis.
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Figure 4.2.: Stakeholders
7. Interaction Log The user’s interaction with an interface is logged.
8. Open/Informal CommentsUnstructured feedback is provided.
9. Created Materials Things made by participants during the evaluation are
analysed, e.g. (McPherson and Zappi, 2015).
10. Physiological MeasurementsMethods such as EEG, ECG and the like are
used to record a participant’s body.
11. Other Any other method that does not fit in the above categories.
12. NS The data collection method is not specified.
4.5.1. Stakeholders
Themost popular stakeholder used in evaluations was the performer (50.7%), fol-
lowed by the audience (39.3%), while designers (3.3%) and composers (6.7%) per-
spectives were rarely evaluated (Figure 4.2). While it has been suggested that per-
formers are the most important stakeholders in digital music (Birnbaum et al.,
2005), the results suggest that the perspectives of designers and composers could
be better represented during evaluations, as these perspectivesmay reveal aspects
of musical interactions that have previously been overlooked.
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The stakeholders results are quite different to those of Barbosa et al. (2015),
whose stakeholders results were Performers: 52, Designers: 28 and Audience: 20.
This is most likely because of their inclusion of technical evaluations as evalu-
ations from the designer’s perspective. Since the focus of the research was on
evaluations with participants the designers result is low, as a designer’s subject-
ive experience is not usually solicited during technical evaluations.
4.5.2. UX Dimensions
The results (Figure 4.3) indicate that although UX concepts are being applied in
computer music research, usability remains a popular metric in NIME papers
(21.7%), while within ICMC and SMC, the largest proportion were not applicable
to dimensions of UX, such as when an audience’s perception of vibro-tactile feed-
back is measured (Fontana et al., 2016). A high amount of not applicable papers
is to be expected, and is most likely due to the fact that empirical evaluations in
computer music research do not always share the same targets as UX research,
and so a large number of papers will not fit within the scope of this research.
Of the dimensions of UX, aesthetics is the most commonly used (19.4%), fol-
lowed by generic UX (13.7%) and engagement (10.9%). This reflects the literature
of the field, which highlights the importance of expression (Dobrian and Koppel-
man, 2006), style (Gurevich, Stapleton and Marquez-Borbon, 2010; Jordà, 2004b)
and engagement (Wessel andWright, 2002) in computer music research. Generic
UX papers oen included evaluations with less formal structures, such as when a
groupof children are used to evaluate amuseumexperience throughopen explor-
ation and group interview (Jørgensen et al., 2015). This reflects the ideas of Stowell,
Plumbley and Bryan-Kinns (2008) in their proposed qualitative method.
Emotion and enjoyment were evaluated in relatively equal measure (9.1%), but
emotion evaluations in ICMC/SMC occurred only from the audience’s perspect-
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(a) Use of UX Dimensions for all DMI research.
(b) UX Dimension use in performer-perspective research.
(c) UX Dimensions use in audience-perspective research.
Figure 4.3.: Use of UX Dimensions in DMI research.
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ive. Three dimensions: motivation, enchantment and frustration; were evaluated
for either rarely or not at all. This suggests that these are areas of UX that are cur-
rently overlooked inmusic interaction, and represent an opportunity for new dir-
ections in research. For example, studying how musicians become affectionately
attached to an instrument may help us understand long term uptake of DMIs,
while studying motivation may allow us to explore their appeal over traditional
instruments.
Although frustration is oen linked to measurements of user error used in us-
ability studies, in UX, frustration represents a qualitative exploration of negative
aspects of a user’s experience, for example thework byBlythe et al. (2006).Its study
could help the computermusic community identify areas for improvement in the
design of DMIs and music interaction technology.
Performers
From the performer’s perspective, usability was found to be the most prominent
dimension (29.4%), followed by generic UX (18.8%) while aesthetics, engagement
and enjoyment share a similar proportion (10.5%). While NIMEs and ICMC/SMC
have different quantities of performer evaluations, they have a similar spread of
evaluation dimensions, with usability being the most popular.
Usability remains prominent most probably because of its close relation to
ideas of learnability and playability, which are important ideas inNIME and com-
puter music research.
Audience
Aesthetics was the most prominent dimension from the audience’s perspective,
in both ICMC/SMC and NIME. Interestingly, emotion was commonly studied
within SMC and ICMC, while it was rare within NIME evaluations. NIME oen
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(a) Tasks given to participants.
(b) Tasks used for UX dimensions.
Figure 4.4.: Participant Tasks
focused on engagement and enjoyment while ICMC/SMC evaluations rarely did
so.
4.5.3. Participant Tasks
Overwhelmingly, the most popular participant tasks (Figure 4.4) were specific
tasks (53.1%), which make up the majority of ICMC and SMC evaluations. Mean-
while, NIME evaluations use specific tasks and open exploration in equal meas-
ure. The other tasks were used much less frequently.
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Interestingly, NIME evaluations include watching performances much more
than ICMC and SMC. This could be due to NIME’s focus on instruments, which
suit audience evaluation through performance.
When filtered byUXdimension, it is interesting to observe that while question-
naires are the most popular technique for most dimensions, open exploration is
the most popular for generic UX. This reflects the dimension’s less focused ap-
proach, in that via open exploration, any aspect of the interactionmaybe explored
by participants. Similarly, “in theworld” use appearsmostly in genericUX, as this
technique also encourages an open response from participants.
Meanwhile, emotion is studiednearly exclusivelyusing specific tasks, with eval-
uations oen asking audience participants to report on their emotions aer listen-
ing to musical stimuli. The dimensions of aesthetics, engagement and enjoyment
are each studied using a wide range of tasks, but most prominently specific tasks,
open exploration and watching performances.
4.5.4. Data Collection
The most popular method of collecting data (Figure 4.5) was by questionnaire
(24.6%), and the results reflect those of Barbosa et al. (2015). Due to their prom-
inence, questionnaires formatted as Likert scales were included in their own cat-
egory (12.0%). Questionnairesmost likely remain a popular technique as they give
evaluations an ability to focus on specific aspects, and quantitatively analyse oth-
erwise qualitative elements of an interaction.
Interaction logs are used mainly to measure usability. This reflects the eval-
uation technique of Wanderley and Orio (2002), as well as Kiefer, Collins and
Fitzpatrick (2008), which use interaction logs to provide quantitative data for us-
ability measurements.
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(a) Data collected by conference.
(b) Data collected by UX Dimensions.
Figure 4.5.: Data Collection.
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Interviews andfield notesweremostly used tomeasure genericUX,while ques-
tionnaires are rarely used. This also reflects the open nature of the dimension, as
interviews and field notes do not limit a participant’s response.
Comparisons, such as pair-wise comparisons and preference ranking, are most
commonly used to measure aesthetic qualities.
While it was found that emotional responses are elicited using specific tasks,
they are collected using a wide variety of methods, including specific emotion
measurement tools like the Self-Assessment Manikin (SAM).
4.6. Discussion
The results indicate that there is a strong correlation between UX and the eval-
uation criteria used in computer music research. However, usability remains the
most prominent idea from HCI used in the field, despite efforts to move the field
towards UX theories and principles.
This researchhas found three commondimensions inUXresearch: motivation,
enchantment and frustration; that are evaluated rarely or not at all in computer
music interactions. These areas could help to address key questions regarding
digitalmusical instruments, and help us to better understand the nature of the in-
struments and technologies we create. For example, looking at enchantment and
the way in which musicians become emotionally attached to DMIs may help to
us to understand how short-term experimenters become long-term practitioners;
understanding what motivates and influences musicians to choose DMIs could
enable us to design in ways that encourage new players; and studying frustration
in DMIs could help us to design more enjoyable and engaging music interaction
experiences.
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While these dimensions are inherently very different from each other, they
share a very qualitative nature. Examples of their previous use in HCI literat-
ure use descriptive case studies (Ross et al., 2008) and highlight the need for “rich
personal accounts” (Sengers et al., 2008). This more qualitative perspective is also
shared with much research in the DMI community, and highlights the growing
trend in both UX and music interaction towards deeper explorations of a user’s
subjective experience (such as the work presented in Chapter 8), as well as the po-
tential ease withwhich these dimensions could be adopted intomusic interaction
research.
Aswell as theUXdimension findings, the research has found that specific tasks
are the most popular participant task used in evaluations, and data is most com-
monly collected through questionnaires. While these are tried and tested meth-
ods, it indicates that there is roomwithin computer music evaluations for the use
of alternative methods, which may help us to evaluate technologies more thor-
oughly. For example, studying how musicians use instruments in their own per-
sonal environments (“in the wild”) allows us to better examine their creative pro-
cess, as it is difficult to capture this in laboratory environments (Gelineck and Ser-
afin, 2012).
Similarly, the tasks of watching and preparing for a performance reflect real
world use cases for musical technology, and we can learn much from studying
the dynamics behind these processes. As every evaluation needs to be tailored to
the specific goals and needs of the research in question (O’Modhrain, 2011), a full
discussion of how these findings should affect future evaluations is beyond the
scope of this study, and is an area that researchers must consider for their own
evaluations.
The analysis may have benefited from delineating between individual and
group stakeholders, which would have provided a deeper insight into the user
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experience of multi-user interactions, such as collaborative installations. Also,
breaking specific tasks into subcategories (for example into listening exercises and
performance tasks) would have allowed for more detailed analysis of participant
tasks.
By reviewing which areas of UX are commonly evaluated in music interaction
research and which are overlooked, alongside the participant tasks and data col-
lectionmethods used, this researchhas provided a newperspective on the interac-
tion evaluations taking place, and revealed alternative qualities to be considered
in future NIME research.
The results suggest that while much work highlights NIMEs move away from
usability and traditional HCI research, its ideas are still being remain significant
in the music interaction field.
One aspect of a user’s experience with a DMI that has not been covered by this
analysis is self-efficacy, or the “the conviction that one can successfully execute
the behaviour required to produce the outcome” (Bandura, 1997). Within music
performance, self-efficacy can be used to determine a user’s belief that theywould
be able to achieve certain performance goals with an instrument, and is linked to
a performer’s intrinsic motivation to learn and develop skill with an instrument
(McPherson andMcCormick, 2006).
In terms of evaluating a DMI, measuring self-efficacy before and aer a user’s
interaction with an instrument would reveal a well designed system, with a user
able to perceivemore expressive possibilities once they have spent time exploring
the instrument, and as their confidence with it increases. For example, through
exploratory play, new users to the D-Box were able to perceive and develop cre-
ative and innovative performance techniques as their familiarity and confidence
with the system increased (McPherson et al., 2016).
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This ability to perceive expressive capabilities could also be affected by existing
referencematerial, such as online videos and forum discussions, which would al-
low new musicians to learn about the performance techniques of existing prac-
titioners. This is particularly apparent for the Mi.Mu Gloves, whose high profile
users have videos with hundreds of thousands of views (WIREDUK, 2013).
Understanding self-efficacy would also help DMI researchers to better contex-
tualise and account for the nature of their participants, oen self-selecting, who
are more likely to be confident musicians with no qualms about experimenting
with potentially unreliable or unpredictable instrument prototypes.
4.7. Summary
This chapter presents a meta-review of DMI research that examines how UX
methods are being used to evaluate DMI interaction. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 presen-
ted background on the concepts of Usability andUX respectively, and Sections 4.3
to 4.6 present the meta-review.
The meta-review found that usability is still commonly used to evaluate DMIs,
while aesthetics ismost the commonly used dimension ofUXused in evaluations.
Three areas ofUX:motivation, enchantment and frustration; are oenoverlooked
in current interaction evaluations, and represent potential avenues for future eval-
uations. As well as this, it has been found that questionnaires are the most popu-
lar method of data collection, and specific tasks are themost common participant
tasks.
This chapter concludes the review of existing literature that has informed the
empirical work that makes up the rest of this dissertation. The next chapter
(Chapter 5) will introduce the Mi.Mu Gloves and their dedicated end-user map-
ping soware, Glover, that allows glove musicians to map mid-air movement to
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musical MIDI data (Mi.Mu Ltd., 2018). The Mi.Mu Gloves and Glover are used
in the later empirical research (Chapters 6–9) to examine the research questions
proposed by this dissertation.
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The previous chapters (Chapters 2, 3, and 4) have presented existing literature re-
lating to Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs), embodiment, and a systematic re-
view of the use of User Experience (UX) research techniques and methodologies
within DMI literature.
This chapter presents the Mi.Mu Gloves, the DMI used in the empirical re-
search (Chapters 6–9), and their dedicated end-usermapping application: Glover,
which allows glove musicians to map the mid-air movements detected by the
gloves to musical MIDI data. The chapter presents the mapping affordances and
constraints of the system.
The next chapter (Chapter 6) begins the empirical work conducted with the
Mi.Mu Gloves, presenting an investigation into the end-user mapping practice of
existing glove musicians.
Elements of this chapter have previously been presented in the following pub-
lications:
Brown, D., Nash, C. and Mitchell, T. (2018) Understanding User-DefinedMap-
ping Design for Mid-Air Musical Performance. In: Proceedings of the 5th Inter-
national Conference on Movement and Computing (MOCO). Genoa, Italy, June 2018.
ACM. 27:1–27:8.
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Brown, D., Nash, C. andMitchell, T. (2018) SimpleMappings, ExpressiveMove-
ment: Aqualitative investigation into the end-usermappingdesignof experienced
mid-air musicians. Digital Creativity. 29 (2–3), pp. 129–148.
5.1. The Gloves
The Mi.Mu Gloves are data gloves that provide a wearable mid-air interface for
controlling music (see Section 2.3). The Glove project began through a collabor-
ation with Tom Mitchell and Imogen Heap, and Heap’s motivation to take elec-
tronic music performance away from the laptop and into a visual, gestural per-
formance domain (Mitchell and Heap, 2011). The gloves detect a wearer’s finger
positions with flex sensors and hand orientation with an Inertial Measurement
Unit (IMU), providing an accurate representation of a hand’s posture and orient-
ation in space. They also include auxiliary sensors and feedback devices in the
form of buttons, LEDs and vibration motors (Figure 5.1).
TheMi.MuGloves havebeen fortunate enough tohavedeveloped a community
ofmusicians beyond their initial practitioner. The commercial andartistic success
of Heap before her adoption of the Gloves into her performancesmay lend a level
of authenticity to the gloves: Heap’s audiences may be more open to accepting
her new instrument as they already have an appreciation and admiration of her
compositional and performing ability. The wealth of online content and videos
from Heap, Grande and other Glove musicians (Grande, 2015; WIRED UK, 2013)
also provides a cultural context that other instruments lack, with this content al-
lowing new Glove musicians to discover performance techniques and ideas that
have been developed by experienced users. The demand for the gloves has now
resulted in the incorporation of a company (Mi.Mu Ltd., 2018), with 2019 seeing
the gloves become more widely commercially available.
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Figure 5.1.: A Mi.Mu Glove.
The glove’s community of practitioners, although small, represents a rare re-
source in the DMI field. Few new DMIs have a community of dedicated users, let
alone users who have been practitioners for several years.
5.2. Glover
TheMi.Mu Gloves are used alongside a dedicated mapping soware application:
Glover (Figure 5.2), which allows end-users to design mappings between gesture
features and soundparameters (Section 2.6). The soware converts the raw sensor
data provided by the gloves to a variety of parameters that represent gesture fea-
tures, such as postures, movements and hand direction (more detail in Table 5.1),
and provides an interface for connecting these to musical features in the form of
MIDI orOSCmessages, aswell as to glove-based feedback in the formof vibration
pulses or LED settings (Figure 5.3).
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1 2 3
4
5
6
7
8
Figure 5.2.: An example Glover project.
1. Arrangement selection.
2. Newmapping options.
3. Performmode, solo and global mute.
4. Device overview panel.
5. Scene overview panel.
6. Device input panel.
7. Mapping panel.
8. Inspector panel.
Figure 5.3.: A schematic representation of end-user mapping with Glover.
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Type Category Parameter
Movements Orientation Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Flex Average Finger Flex
Individual Finger Flex
Qualifiers Postures Fist
Open Hand
Puppet Hand
One Finger Point
Custom Postures
Directions Up
Down
Le
Right
Forwards
Backwards
Button Button Up
Button Down
Events Hits Slap
DrumHit
Wrist Flick
Table 5.1.: The mapping lexicon of Glover.
5.2.1. Gesture Features in Glover
Glover presents users with three types of gesture features:
• Movements: continuous controls derived from bodymovements, such as the
pitch, yaw and roll of the wrist, and the amount of flex of each finger.
• Events: controls that notify that a specific action has occurred, oen set ges-
tures such as “drum hits”.
• Qualifiers: state-based controls that can either be occurring or not, such as
specific hand postures or directions.
Within these feature types, mapping design with Glover uses a specific set of
gestural features, which make up a lexicon of control options (Table 5.1).
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Figure 5.4.: The default postures (clockwise from top le: fist, puppet hand, open
hand, one finger point).
5.2.2. Posture Recognition
Asignificant aspect of glover interaction is the ability for users to train the soware
to recognise postures usingmachine learning techniques through theGlover so-
ware’s Posture Recogniser. Originating fromHeap’s early work with the Gloves, the
postures “Fist”, “Puppet Hand”, “OpenHand” and “One Finger Point” (Figure 5.4)
have become a standard part of practice in glove performance, and are included
by default in Glover’s Posture Recogniser.
5.3. Mapping in Glover
Mapping inGlover is achievedby explicitly defining the connections between ges-
tural and musical features (Section 2.5.2). The main Input–Output Object map-
ping interfaceuses a patch cordmetaphor (Figure 5.5) in a similarmanner to visual
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Figure 5.5.: Lehandpitch (movement) andOpenHandposture (qualifier) control
the value of a MIDI CCmessage.
programming tools such as PureData and Max/MSP. Users create new mapping
input and output objects using tool bar controls, and connections between them
aremade by clicking-and-dragging from an input object to an output object. This
interface provides the most mapping affordances, with any gestural feature be-
ing able to be mapped to any output type. The Instruments (see Section 5.3.3)
representmappingmacros that provide higher level abstractions of commonmap-
pings usedby glovemusicians, andwere added to the soware aer feedback from
glovemusicians. They have less diverse utility, being only able tomap specific ges-
tural features to MIDI Note messages, but enable glove musicians to implement
commonly-used mappings quickly.
5.3.1. Input Mappings
Mapping input objects can combinemultiple gesture features, but with some lim-
itations. Only onemovement or event parameter can be used per input object, but
any number of qualifiers can be used. A simple example is shown in Figure 5.5,
where the pitch angle of the le hand is used to control aMIDICC value, and only
when an open hand posture is made.
5.3.2. Output Mappings
Each mapping output object represents a destination for an output value gener-
ated by the input object connected to it. Values can be sent externally to Digital
Audio Workstations (DAWs) or other applications as either MIDI or OSC, for ex-
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Figure 5.6.: Multiple outputs for output value.
ample MIDI CC 60 and OSC “/control/60” (Figure 5.6); or can be used to trigger
feedback in the gloves.
5.3.3. Instruments
Glover includes two types ofmapping Instruments that are usefulmacros formap-
ping gestural features to multiple MIDI notes at once. The instruments were ad-
ded to Glover aer feedback from glove users. Both instruments combine input
and output mapping into a single Inspector Panel window (Section 5.3.5).
The Note Matrix (Figure 5.7) splits a movement axis (such as the pitch of the
wrist) into a series of thresholds, which, when crossed, trigger notes in a chosen
scale. The Note Matrix is only capable of to-many mappings, as if only one note
is set as an output, no triggering thresholds are generated.
The Chord Machine (Figure 5.8) allows for multiple notes to be played at once
(e.g. chords), triggered by selected qualifiers.
5.3.4. Mapping Organisation
The soware also allows users to switch betweenmultiple mapping designs, with
each strategy being contained in a scene, which are in turn organised into arrange-
ments (Figure 5.9). This allowsmusicians to scene switch, which is generally used to
perform more musical material than would be cognitively or ergonomically pos-
sible at once. For example, one scene may be used to map events to trigger drum
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(a) Gestural representation.
(b) Implementation in Note Matrix Inspector Panel.
Figure 5.7.: TheNoteMatrix splitting thepitchof the lehand into aCmajor chord
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(a) Gestural representation.
(b) Implementation in ChordMachine Inspector Panel.
Figure 5.8.: The Chord Machine being used to map a a fist posture to a C major
chord, and an open hand to a Gmajor.
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Figure 5.9.: Howmappings are organised in a Glover project.
samples, while another may map movements to synthesiser parameters. Scenes
are a flexible way of organising mappings: they can be switched between on-
the-fly, and can either be always active, allowing controls to be used when other
scenes are in focus, or set to be exclusively active only when that particular scene
is in focus. Arrangements, comprised of one or more scenes, cannot be switched
between on-the-fly, and are generally used for entire songs or pieces, with the
gloves’ calibration settings and posture training maintained between them.
5.3.5. The Inspector Panel
Most editing in Glover is done in the Inspector Panel (Figure 5.2 no. 8, Figure 5.10),
which displays the details for mapping objects and device settings, as well as the
details of the two mapping instruments.
5.4. Mapping Affordances of Glover
The affordances of a piece of technology, or the perceived possible actions avail-
able to users, heavily influences user interactions (Norman, 1988). This also ap-
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1
2 3
(a) Mi.Mu Glove Inspector.
1. Flex sensor feedback; button, calibration and vibration controls.
2. Orientation feedback.
3. Posture recogniser.
1
2 3 4
(b) Input Inspector.
1. Device inputs.
2. Minimum andmaximum input controls for limiting range of input.
3. Feedback, normal/rate of change & threshold/continuous options.
4. Output value controls.
1
2 3
(c) Output Inspector.
1. Output types available.
2. Current outputs selected.
3. Selected output controls.
Figure 5.10.: The Inspector Panel.
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plies musical instruments: the layout of piano keys affords voicing chords in tri-
ads, with minor andmajor third intervals between each note, while the fretboard
of a guitar affords greater use of fourth and fih intervals. This phenomenon is
compounded in digital instruments where the end-user designs and implements
mappings, as potentially trivial design decisions made by the mapping soware’s
designers could have a knock-on effect to the mappings created by end-users. As
such, it is important to acknowledge that soware used to create action–sound
mappings will influence the mappings choices of DMI musicians.
Established literature on DMI mapping highlights the four mapping styles of
one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-many (Rovan et al., 1997; Ar-
fib et al., 2002; Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis, 2003). To provide context and clar-
ity around the mapping choices of Glove musicians in the empirical work of this
dissertation, how those relationships are afforded in Glover is described in this
section.
One aspect of mapping that must be determined is whether the possible com-
binations of Glover’s gestural inputs constitute amany or one relationship. While
an input object may contain multiple device inputs, the yaw parameter (a con-
tinuous movement) can be combined with fist posture (a qualifier). This could be
considered a higher-level abstraction of a gesture feature, as the two device inputs
represent two different parts of the user’s body (the hand and the arm) that are
acting together in one holistic movement. However, an equally valid input com-
bination is the yawmovement of the right arm and the fist posture of the le hand.
For such a case to be considered a holisticmovement, it is possible to continue this
abstraction process to encompass the user’s entire body, rendering every instru-
ment mapping as “one-to-” mapping, the one input being the user’s entire body.
For this reason, it was decided that each “device input” would be counted as a
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(a) A one-to-one mapping using the patch-cord mapping.
(b) A one-to-one mapping using the ChordMachine.
Figure 5.11.: One-to-one mappings.
single gesture feature, with their combination within one mapping option being
a “many-to-” mapping.
5.4.1. One-to-one mapping
One-to-one mappings using the patch cord tools can be achieved by connecting
an input object with a single device input to an output object with a single MIDI
or OSC output, and are visualised in the traditional patch cord metaphor (Fig-
ure 5.11a).
One-to-one mappings are also possible using the Chord Machine mapping in-
strument, where a single note can be triggered using a single event or qualifier
(Figure 5.11b).
5.4.2. One-to-many mapping
In the Input–Output objects, one-to-manymappings can be implemented by con-
necting one input object tomultiple output objects. Alternatively,multiple output
messages can be contained within an output object (Figure 5.6). Another form of
one-to-many is to have two separate input objects with the same gesture feature
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Figure 5.12.: An invalid many-to-one mapping.
input. With both the Chord Machine and the Note Matrix, one-to-many map-
pings are implemented by addingmultiple notes to their piano keyboard interface
triggered by a single gesture feature.
5.4.3. Many-to-one mapping
Many-to-onemappings are possible usingGlover’s patch cord interface. However,
they do not follow the traditional visualisation ofmany-to-one, whichwould have
two independent mapping input objects connected to a single mapping output
object, for example Figure 5.12. In this implementation, the output simply altern-
ates between the two inputs. Instead, many-to-one mappings resemble one-to-
one mappings, with one input object connected to one output object, but with
multiple gesture features in one input object (Figure 5.13).
Combined gesture features have the logical relationship of an AND gate, and
only certain combinations of gesture features are valid in Glover: one movement
and any number of qualifiers; one event and any number of qualifiers; or a com-
bination of any number of qualifiers. As well as this, only one qualifier from each
category, Directions, Postures and Button, can be used per hand at a time. This is
due to themutually exclusive nature of qualifiers, the hand can only be in onepos-
ture and one direction at any given time, and the button can only be up or down.
Two postures from each hand can, however, be combined, for example the fist of
the le hand and the open hand of the right.
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Figure 5.13.: A valid many-to-one mapping.
5.4.4. Many-to-many mapping
Many-to-manymappings in the Input–Output interface are those that have an in-
put objectwithmore thanonegesture feature connected to either anoutput object
with multiple output messages or multiple output objects. Many-to-many map-
pings in the Instruments are those that havemore than one gestural feature input
and more than one note output.
5.5. Summary
This chapter has presented the DMI and end-user mapping soware application,
theMi.MuGloves andGlover, which are used in the empirical research presented
in the empirical work of this dissertation (Chapters 6–9).
Section 5.1 discussed the Mi.Mu Gloves, including the sensor layout and tech-
nical details of the gloves, as well as the adoption of the gloves beyond their ini-
tial practitioner. Section 5.2 discussed the Glover mapping soware, how glove
sensor data is presented to users as gestural features, and howMachine Learning
(ML) techniques provide glove users with posture recognition tools. Section 5.3
discussed the how mapping is achieved in Glover, presenting the interfaces used
to afford mapping design to users. Finally, Section 5.4 discussed how these inter-
faces allow users to create one-to-one, one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-
many mapping relationships.
The next chapter (Chapter 6) presents the beginnings of the empirical work,
with a study into the mapping practice of the existing community of glove practi-
tioners.
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The previous chapter (Chapter 5) presented the Digital Musical Instrument
(DMI), the Mi.Mu Gloves, and end-user mapping application, Glover, examined
in the empirical research of this dissertation.
This chapter presents initial empirical research conducted to examine themap-
ping practice of existing Mi.Mu Glove users, who performed a mapping design
task. The results of this work found a marked difference in the mapping design
behaviour of glove musicians with little performance experience, who designed
mappings that reflected established embodied metaphors of music and move-
ment, and those with much performance experience, who focused on creating
ergonomic mappings that minimised performance mistakes. These findings in-
fluenced the focus of the work presented in Chapters 7 and 8, which examine the
mapping practice of each of these two groups respectively.
The work presented in this chapter has previously appeared in the following
publication:
Brown, D., Nash, C. and Mitchell, T. (2018) Understanding User-DefinedMap-
ping Design for Mid-Air Musical Performance. In: Proceedings of the 5th Inter-
national Conference on Movement and Computing (MOCO). Genoa, Italy, June 2018.
ACM. 27:1–27:8.
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6.1. Introduction
To examine how glove musicians make mapping decisions, a group of existing
Mi.Mu Glove musicians took part in a mapping task. These musicians have be-
come familiar with using the gloves for mid-air musical interaction, and, as ex-
perienced users, already have established practices for creating mappings for the
gloves.
Following on fromprevious research in user-defined gestures (Wobbrock,Mor-
ris andWilson, 2009), participants were not expected to make identical decisions
when designing mapping strategies. However, it was hypothesised that per-
formers would make similar decisions based the underlying musical conceptual
metaphors that drive our understanding of musical concepts (see Section 3.3).
Whether musicians make use of musical metaphors to influence their mapping,
and whether common metaphors exist between them, was explored. How these
performers include expressive parameters in their mapping design was also ex-
amined.
6.2. Method
The study involved a group of five mid-air glove musicians, all of whom have
owned a pair of gloves for significant time. The group were asked to individually
perform a mapping exercise before participating in a group discussion.
6.2.1. Mapping Exercise
The participants were given a piece of monophonic music and asked to develop
mappings that would enable them to perform it. The mapping needed to incor-
porate control for multiple notes and three expressive parameters: vibrato (pitch-
bend); dynamics (volume control); and timbre (a low pass filter). While the note
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order and timing were fixed, participants were given the freedom to incorporate
each of the expressive parameters as they wished.
The participants were provided with the necessary output parameters in their
Glover projects, whichweremapped to theMINI 3OSC preset of the Simpler syn-
thesiser in Ableton Live, a Digital AudioWorkstation (DAW) familiar to all of the
participants.
The participants were required to decide upon appropriate input controls for
these output parameters. They were also given the freedom to edit the output
parameters if they felt there were more appropriate options, to allow the parti-
cipants to design the mappings as naturally as possible, according to their per-
sonal tastes, experience and expertise.
The participants were providedwith a score, annotatedwith the corresponding
MIDI note values, and an audio example recorded from a quantised sequencer
playing a piano synthesiser. One hour was allocated to complete the task.
The piece ofmusicwaswritten inAminor, with threemain sections (Figure 6.1),
arranged in a Rondo structure (AABBAACCAA):
A: a slowmelody with small intervals between notes;
B: a slowmelody with large intervals between notes;
C: a fast melody with small intervals between notes.
6.2.2. Group Discussion
Aer the mapping exercise, the participants performed with their mapping
strategy to the group and discussed their designs. The group was encouraged
to contribute their own feelings towards each performer’s mapping. The par-
ticipants’ discussion was analysed using thematic analysis (Braun and Clarke,
2006).
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Figure 6.1.: The sections of the score.
6.3. Results
Five participants took part in the study. Each participant’s mapping strategies are
outlined in Table 6.1.
6.3.1. Participant Background
A: User for over two years. Has experience playing piano and guitar. Uses the
gloves sometimes for composition and live performance. Regular use in-
cludes controlling synthesis, manipulating effects and controlling visuals.
Typically uses the chord machine.
B: User for under three months. Has experience playing the violin, viola and
keyboards. Uses the gloves for composition, and has never used them for
live performance, but intends to. Regular use includes developing new
composition strategies and “investigating new textures and musical ob-
jects”. Typically uses OSC andMIDI CCmessages to control inputs to self-
developedMax/MSP and SuperCollider soware.
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C: User for betweenoneand twoyears. Has experienceplaying thepiano. Uses
the gloves for live performance regularly and composes using them some of
the time. Regular use includes solomusical performance, controlling visual
effects and outboard synthesisers. Typically uses the chord machine, seven
postures per hand, scene switching and button for calibration.
D: User for over two years. Has experience playing piano, oboe, bass, flute,
violin, cello and synths. Uses the gloves for composition and performance
oen. Regular use includes standalone musical performance and use with
other instruments and controllers. Typically uses “all” features.
E: User for over two years. Has no experience playing other instruments, and
never uses them for live performance or composition. Regularly uses the
gloves for development purposes.
6.3.2. Exercise
During the exercise, each participant’s interactionwith themapping sowarewas
recorded. These recordings were then analysed to find how each participant used
their time during the task (Figure 6.2), measuring how long each participant spent
in the mapping soware, Ableton Live and on reference material (audio example
and musical score), as well as the amount of time each participant spent: prac-
tising their performance; editing, either note selectionmappings, expressivemap-
pings, auditioning these mappings or editing settings in Ableton Live; or calib-
rating and setting up the gloves. Periods of inactivity or time spent on unrelated
activities were marked as N/A (Not Applicable).
Participants A and E (who performwith the gloves the least) spent themajority
of their time practising their performances (49% and 52% respectively). In con-
trast, the regular performers (C and D) spent less time practising (19% and 9% re-
spectively) and themajority of their time editing (53%and61%). Participant B,who
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.2.: Time spent during the exercise.
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P Note Selection Expression Comments
A All on RH.
Qualifiers: postures and
direction (A and B sections).
Movement: Note matrix on
pitch axis (C section).
All on LH.
Timbre: pitch axis.
Vibrato: roll axis.
Dynamics: no mapping.
Vertical spatial relation
between direction
qualifiers and notes.
Specific postures used for
specific phrases.
B All on LH.
Movement: Note matrix on
pitch axis.
Movement: Octave intervals on
yaw axis.
No qualifiers used.
Split between hands.
Timbre: LH average
finger flex.
Vibrato: RH pitch axis.
Dynamics: no mapping.
Spatial grid-like
representation of notes
used.
C All on LH
Qualifiers: postures and
directions.
All on RH
Timbre: average finger
flex.
Vibrato: roll axis.
Dynamics: pitch axis.
Circular motion for
performing C section.
Focus on ergonomics and
being visually appealing
for performance.
D All on LH.
Qualifiers: postures and
directions.
Scene Switching: button to click
through musical sequence (C
section).
All on RH.
Timbre: average finger
flex.
Vibrato: roll axis.
Dynamics: pitch axis.
Focus on ergonomics.
No relation between
directions and notes.
E Split between hands.
Movement: note matrix for
pitch selection (mirrored on
both hands).
Qualifiers: open hand posture
for triggering.
All on RH.
Timbre: roll axis.
Vibrato: no mapping.
Dynamics: no mapping.
Vertical representation of
notes.
Open hand “letting go” of
the notes.
Table 6.1.: Description of each participant’s final mapping strategy.
mainly composes with the gloves, spent an approximately equal amount of time
editing (43.4%) and performing (43.6%).
Each participant spent the majority of their time in the mapping application
(Figure 6.2b). Interestingly, the the two most experienced performers spent both
the least amount of time (C: 47.7%) and greatest amount of time (D: 84.8%) in the
mapping application. These two participants also spent the greatest (C: 39%) and
least (D: 6.5%) amount of time observing reference material. Four of the five par-
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Expression Control Parameter Amount
Vibrato NoMapping 1
Pitch Axis 1
Roll Axis 3
Dynamics NoMapping 3
Pitch Axis 2
Timbre Pitch Axis 1
Roll Axis 1
Average Finger Flex 3
Table 6.2.: Expressive parameter mapping choices.
ticipants spent a notable amount of time in the Ableton Live application, which
was spent either editing Ableton parameters or practising their performances.
Note Selection
Participants A, C and D trialled multiple solutions for note selection mappings.
Participant A swapped a NoteMatrix for a ChordMachine for sections A and B of
the piece, keeping a Note Matrix for section C.
Participant A spent most of their time practising their second note selection
solution instead of continuing to make further edits. In contrast, participants C
and D exhibited a continuous editing, auditioning, and practising cycle through-
out the exercise. Participant C began by using a NoteMatrix to perform section C
of the piece, before switching to a chord machine; while participant D also began
by using a note matrix for section C, but switched to a button and scene switch
solution, clicking through the notes of the section.
Expression
All but one participant spent <5% of their time editing the expressive mappings.
Participant B spent 18% of their time on this task, and was the only participant to
audition and trial multiple expressive mapping solutions. All of the other parti-
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cipants le the expressivemapping part of the task to the end of the hour, and did
not experiment with more than one mapping solution for each expressive para-
meter. This suggests that the lack of expressive experimentation could be due to
the time limitation of one hour, more time could have allowed participants to ex-
plore more solutions.
Ableton Live
Although an Ableton Live project with all the necessary MIDI and synthesiser
settings was provided for the participants, all of the participants spent time edit-
ing the Ableton Live project. Participant A added extra effects processing to their
project, while other participants edited synthesiser parameters such as the syn-
thesiser’s ADSR amplitude envelope.
Calibration
Each participant spent an average of 12% of their time conducting calibration
tasks, revealing the lengthy setup time required to use the gloves. Also, all of
the participants returned to recalibrate the gloves throughout the exercise. This
included retraining the posture recogniser with fresh training data, setting min-
imumandmaximumvalues formovement data, and refreshingWiFi connections
to their gloves.
6.3.3. Mapping Designs
Adescriptionof eachparticipant’s finalmappingdesign canbe found inFigure 6.1.
Calibration
Four of the five participants set up the same series of mappings for resetting the
gloves orientation, referred to as “set forwards”. Each participant used either a
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Figure 6.3.: An example of the “set forwards” mapping.
button or unusual posture (such as “pinky point”) to trigger this orientation reset
procedure, accompanying it with a pulse of the glove’s vibration motor for feed-
back (Figure 6.3). This seems to have become a common procedure for glove per-
formers. Participants noted that driing from one’s starting point while perform-
ing with the gloves happens regularly, and that this reset procedure has adopted
by many members of the glove community.
Bimanual Control
Of the five who provided complete mappings, three split note selection and ex-
pressive control between the two hands. This was done seemingly for cognitive
purposes.
“I don’t have to worry about this [expressive] hand once I’ve got the
muscle memory for this [note selection] hand.”
Others cited a desire for “independent control” of notes and expression.
Of the other two, one (Participant E)mapped controls symmetrically, providing
both hands the ability to select and trigger notes. However, this participant only
mapped one expressive parameter, timbre, citing thatmapping the others was too
cognitively challenging.
“I tried volume control, but I found it hard to control it consciously
while controlling the notes.”
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The other (Participant B) mapped both note selection and expressive paramet-
ers to a single hand, claiming that it is “quite interesting” tomap asmuch as you can
on one hand. They also found difficulties controlling expression.
“I tried mapping [average finger flex] to volume ... but it gets a bit un-
controllable.”
They also commented that they were “using the mouse for the rest of it,” referring
to the task of creating the mapping on their laptop.
Mapping Expression
There was slight trend of participants making similar mapping choices for ex-
pressiveparameters, althoughoennomappingwasprovided for expressivepara-
meters. A breakdown is provided in Table 6.2.
When participants did create expressive mappings, a hand’s average finger flex
was the most popular control for timbral expression. One participant (C) com-
mented that it “looks cool”, suggesting that aesthetic considerations were an im-
portant factor. Another (B) commented that “there’s a sort of symbiotic relation-
ship betweenopening [their hand] equalling thefilter”, suggesting ametaphorical
relationship, with the opening and closing of their fingers representing the open-
ing and closing of the low pass filter.
Meanwhile, the roll axis was themost popular for vibrato control, with one par-
ticipant commenting that “it seemed like anatural choice” andanother that “itwas
sort of incidental”.
Metaphors
In an explanation of their mappings, it was found that four of the five participants
expressed musical metaphors. During the discussion, the participants expressed
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a connection between spatial terms and musical pitch, supporting the idea that
pitch has a strong schematic relation to space (Brower, 2000; Lerdahl, 1988).
“It makes sense that C is physically the highest note.”
“Next octave is here [on the right], as I wanted some relation between
where my hand is on the lateral plane and the [musical] pitch.”
“There is a kind of height relation for some of the notes.”
“Low notes low, high notes high.”
“You kind of want to play [the notes] like this [participant gestures up
and down].”
“Naturally it seems good to go up and down a scale.”
“The G obviously needs to come down [from the A].”
Also present were examples of dynamic controls, that reflected the up–down
metaphor of dynamics (Wilkie, Holland andMulholland, 2010).
“I oen do volume up and down.”
“I made it so it got louder and brighter as I raised my hand.”
It is interesting to note that the participants who expressed the strongest rep-
resentation of these metaphors in their mappings were the users who performed
in front of audiences with the data gloves the least, instead using them for com-
positional or personal use.
Ergonomics
Althoughmost of the participants usedmusicalmetaphors when discussing their
mappings, some participants focussed on the playability of their note selection
mappings.
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“It’s annoying to do quick melodies so I used scene changing and just
set each scene to [trigger each note in the sequence]. I used the easy,
simple format of the song to program that sequence of notes as a se-
quence of scene changes.”
“I like how [other participants] thought about the musicality behind
the notes, I didn’t do that at all, I just put the postures where I saw
them fit more for performance.”
“I did try with a NoteMatrix, but you just don’t have enough control.”
Theseparticipants (CandD) focussedon the ergonomics of their control, focus-
ing on how they would transition between note triggering postures, emphasising
a need to be able to easily switch between them without accidentally triggering
other notes.
“I move from postures that use more unbent fingers to postures with
bent fingers for reliable note triggering. For example, from one finger
point to a fist. Then I change direction without changing posture so
as not to accidentally trigger other notes.”
This is reflected in the time spent by both participants auditioning and edit-
ing note selection mappings against practising their performances – if a particu-
lar musical section took too long to master with one mapping, these participants
changed themapping to somethingmore playable, to the extreme case of exploit-
ing unseen affordances of themapping soware to performamusical sectionwith
the touch of a button.
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Figure 6.4.: The chord machine mapping tool.
6.4. Discussion
This study found evidence of contrasting mapping design behaviour between
novice and experienced glove performers. Participants A and E (with little glove
performing experience) first designed their mappings, spending little time exper-
imenting with solutions, and then devoted the majority of their time to master-
ing the mapping solution they had defined. In contrast, the regular performers C
and D took advantage of the dynamic nature of the gloves interaction, constantly
updating their mapping solutions to aid their performance instead of dedicating
time to extended practise. If a mapping is too difficult to master quickly, rather
than dedicating time to practise, these participants changed their mapping solu-
tions. These rapid feedback cycles of creating, auditioning and editing mappings
reflects Progressive Evaluation in virtuosic music interaction, where expert users
rapidly switch between these modes in creative tasks (Nash and Blackwell, 2014;
Nash, 2011).
The participantswho adheredmost strongly tomusicalmetaphors commented
that they did so as itwas “natural”, “made sense” andwas “obvious”. This supports
the notion that using metaphor leads to an intuitive interaction (Antle, Corness
and Droumeva, 2009), however, by adhering to metaphor strongly and spending
such little time editing their mappings, these participants perhaps failed to fully
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exploit the potential of the dynamic mapping possible with the gloves, requiring
more time to be dedicated to practise.
In contrast, the participants with the most performing experience expressed
very few or no metaphors at all in their mapping. These users instead focused on
pragmatic, ergonomic solutions, and made fewer performance mistakes than the
less experienced performers, who particularly struggled to perform the tasks C
section (fast melody) accurately with their mappings.
The experienced performers’ mapping practice highlights an interesting fea-
ture regarding user-defined control mappings in musical performance, in that,
unlike acoustic instruments, in which the performermust master themovements
necessary to play the instrument, the control mapping can be customised to suit
the movements of the performer.
It was also found that many of the participants mapped note selection to one
hand and expressive parameters to the other, reflecting the theory of bimanual
action, where skilled manual tasks are divided asymmetrically between the two
hands (Guiard, 1987), and has been observed in previous user-defined mid-air in-
teraction research (Aigner et al., 2012). The two participants who chose not to do
this (B and E) had the most trouble controlling expressive parameters and note
selection, suggesting that dividing different types of musical tasks between the
hands could make for cognitively easier control of multiple musical parameters.
Many of the participants used the chord machine (Figure 6.4), designed to give
glove users control over chords, to play single notes. This suggests that the af-
fordances present in the chordmachine tool provides a preferredmapping tool to
glovemusicians than the patch chordmapping tools, which reflect the traditional
conceptualisation of mapping strategies. This observation presents an avenue for
future research, looking at the effects of using different methods for presenting
input and output mapping options to users.
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For many expressive parameters the participants made no mapping choice at
all, and from the exercise interaction data it was observed that four of the five par-
ticipants spent very little time mapping expression. The lack of concentration on
expressive parameters is perhaps down to the nature of the task: the participants
were explicitly instructed to provide mappings for specific note selection (the tar-
get piece), while given freedom over their use of expressive parameters. The fact
that participants were only given one hour to complete the taskmay have also had
an effect. For instance, participant B spent a considerable amount of time audi-
tioning and editing their expressive mappings, but they stressed that they “hadn’t
had time to really explore” their choice to map vibrato to the pitch axis of their
right hand. Given more time, other participants may have experimented further
with different expressive solutions.
The amount of exercise time taken up by calibration tasks reveals that the
gloves require a considerable amount of adjustment throughout a user’s interac-
tion. Breaks in the participants’ time designing mappings would have disrupted
their creative processes and and any periods of flow (Csikszentmihalyi, 1996). This
suggests that calibration tasks should be removed from the users direct control to
help them focus on mapping design, however, there is a balance to be achieved
between abstracting such complexity away, whichmay benefit novice users, while
still providing control over the precise workings of the gloves for expert users like
participant D, who customises details such as their gloves’ IP addresses and UDP
send/receive ports.
Although the focus of the task was to create performance mappings, it is in-
teresting how many of the participants edited sound features of the Ableton Live
synthesiser used in the exercise. This is likely down to each participant’s desire for
the sound output tomore closelymatch their own aesthetic taste: one participant
commented “Ah, that’s better” aer adding extra audio processing to the Ableton
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Live synthesiser. Future work may give participants freedom over the sound out-
put, allowing for a better reflection of their personal performances.
Interestingly during the group discussion, while the participants were encour-
aging towards each other, there was little discussion between the participants
about the aesthetic choices each of them had made. This is likely due to the aes-
thetic distance the participant’s felt towards the task, with one participant expli-
citly commenting that “this is not something I would ever perform in real life”.
This lack of intrinsic investment in the task likely had an impact on the mapping
decisionsmade by the participants, reflected in the decision by experiencedGlove
musicians to focus almost exclusively on the ergonomics of their mappings.
6.5. Methodological Limitations
While this study has revealed some interesting insights into the mapping design
processes of mid-air interaction musicians, there are important lessons learnt
from this study to apply to future research. The length of time given (one hour)
may not have provided some of the participants, particularly the more inexperi-
encedusers, with enough time to fully explore andexperimentwithpossiblemap-
ping solutions. Additionally, participants commented that the target piece of the
task did not reflect music they would choose to perform. This may have influ-
enced how the participants approached the task, focusing on completing their
mappings and giving a satisfactory performance instead of experimenting with
mapping solutions.
Learning from this, the work in subsequent chapters (Chapters 7 and 8) exam-
ines mapping design in a non-instrumental manner, studying how users of the
gloves design mappings in their own personal practice.
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6.6. Summary
The work presented in this chapter found that glove musicians with more per-
formance experience have a mapping design practice involving rapid iterations
of auditioning and editing performance solutions, focusing on creatingmappings
that increase ergonomic playability and minimise error-proneness, while spend-
ing less time mastering the mappings they create.
In contrast, glove userswith less performance experience designmappings that
tend to adhere to established musical metaphors, particularly spatial relations
between movement and sound. They also spend less time designing mappings,
instead concentrating on practising performing with their mapping designs.
The next chapter (Chapter 7), examines the mapping practice of novice glove
users, where the initial development ofmapping design practice is examined over
a month-long longitudinal study, while Chapter 8 looks at the mapping practice
of expert glove musicians.
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Novice Glove Musicians
The previous chapter (Chapter 6) began the empirical research into the end-user
mapping design practice of Mi.Mu Glove musicians, which is explored further
in this and the following chapter (Chapters 7 and 8). Chapter 6 found a marked
difference between novice glove musicians with very little or no performance ex-
perience, who designed “intuitive” mappings that adhered to embodied meta-
phors, and expert glove musicians with performance experience, who designed
mappings that focused on ergonomics and error-minimisation. This chapter and
the next will explore these two distinct groups in more depth, with this chapter
focusing on novice glove musicians, where the initial development of glove musi-
cianship and mapping design practice is examined.
7.1. Introduction
The work presented in this chapter addresses the research question: what factors
influence and affect mapping design choices in the initial development of glove
musicianship? To address this, a longitudinal study was undertaken, aiming to
track the development of mapping practice over a meaningful time period. This
was to allow for the research to investigate the development of serious mapping
practice within the context of preparing for amusical performance, as opposed to
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only examining what a new glove user would design in an aernoon of play and
experimentation.
Previous work into a musician’s creative practice with new musical interfaces
has called for moving beyond examining initial impressions and to instead exam-
ine how these instruments become integrated into a musician’s practice, through
the use of longitudinal studies (Johnston, 2011; Nash, 2011). This method allows
researchers to investigate creative practice “in the wild”, which provides observa-
tions grounded in the context of an individual’s own experience (Kaye, 2009), re-
vealing, in musical cases, how a musician’s instruments and tools are used in the
real world to facilitate creativity.
An important tool is indirect usage logging, which has been advocated in the
study of human-computer interactions as part of longitudinal, observational re-
search methods (Kaye, 2009), and in creativity focused research in particular
(Nash, 2011; Shneiderman, 2007), where usage logging can minimise the psycho-
logical impacts of direct observation research techniques, allowing the research
aspect of creative interactions to become invisible. For this study, usage logging
(described in Section 7.2.2) has been incorporated into the Glover application.
While large numbers of participants for such studies provide formore statistic-
ally significant results (Nash, 2011), finding or recruiting a significant user base for
Digital Musical Instruments (DMIs) can be difficult (McPherson and Kim, 2012),
particularly as the interfaces are oen experimental prototypes made by hand, or
require expensive, specialist third party commercial hardware. However, mean-
ingful insights can be gained through the detailed investigation of the creative
practice of a small number of participants (Gelineck and Serafin, 2012; Collins,
2007; Collins, 2005).
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Figure 7.1.: The longitudinal method used to examine novice mapping practice.
7.2. Method
The longitudinalmethod is summarised in Figure 7.1. Participants were contacted
and recruited through applications to the Mi.Mu Glove residency scheme, which
lends Mi.Mu Gloves to artists for a short time period. While this provided a self-
selecting sample, these participants had initial motivation to use the Gloves in
theirmusical practice, andwere thus anappropriate sample for the research. Each
participant was given a pair of Mi.Mu Gloves and a copy of Glover (see Chapter 5)
for one month.
Each participant was also provided with a technical instruction guide (see Ap-
pendixA), which assured that each participant received an equal level of technical
support.
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7.2.1. Open Exploration
The participants had the freedom to use the gloves as they wished, with the fol-
lowing stipulation: they must prepare a short musical performance (5 mins), to
be performed at the end of the study period. Before beginning the study, each
participant took a profiling survey to determine their previous musical expertise.
During the study, the participants met with a researcher at regular intervals: the
beginning, mid-point (two weeks in) and end of the study period; to take part in
semi-structured interviews about their experience with the Gloves, and to discuss
their mapping ideas and practice. The themes found from the Grounded Theory
analysis of experienced glovemusicians (Chapter 8) informed the interview ques-
tions. The interviews were analysed using Thematic Analysis (Braun and Clarke,
2006). During the month period, usage logging, described in Section 7.2.2, was
used to record the participants’ activity in the Glover soware.
7.2.2. Usage Logging
To collect data on how the participants were using Glover during the open ex-
ploration element of this study, usage logging was incorporated into the Glover
soware.
As much interaction data as practically possible was collected to allow for flex-
ibility in the analysis. A detailed account of a participant’s use of Glover is logged,
with eachmodification made to the glover file recorded. This is done by listening
for any changes to the ExtensibleMark-up Language (XML) structure that Glover
uses to store the participant’s modifications, recording every change made to the
mapping design. Two “Save As” files are also logged, one for the beginning of the
session and one at the end, allowing for the contextualisation of the changesmade
throughout a session.
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Category What is Recorded Details Logged
Glover Save As Files Beginning and end of session
Device Settings Added/Removed, Calibration
Arrangements/Scenes Added/Removed
Mapping Objects Added/Removed, Input and Output parameters
Connections Added/Removed, Inputs and Outputs connected
Activity Mouse Active On/Off
Mouse Clicks Coordinates
Device Active On/Off
MIDI Output Active On/Off
Inspector Component displayed in inspector
Process Application in focus (e.g. Glover or DAW)
Table 7.1.: Breakdown of Usage Logging.
Keyboard andmouse activity and the user’s currently viewed application is also
logged, allowing for the observation of the levels of activity, as well as the use of
related music applications alongside Glover, such as a Digital AudioWorkstation
(DAW). The streams of gestural input data and MIDI output data are not logged,
as this would create too much information to be uploaded, but the logging notes
when input devices orMIDI outputs are active. A breakdown of the data collected
by the usage logging is provided in Table 7.1.
The logs are saved tofile, compressed, and encrypted, before being sent over the
internet for analysis. Previous work has discussed the difficulties in using stand-
ard data transfer protocols in remote logging, such as FTP and POP/SMTP email,
as they are usually blocked by client-side security features (Nash, 2011). Using a
similar solution to Nash, our logging files are sent as binary data in HTTP POST
commands to a dedicated Node.JS web application, which then uses SMTP email
to send the files to the researchers (Figure 7.2).
As theMi.MuGloves require aWiFi connection, a user has no connection to the
internet while using the Gloves. This means that the upload process could not be
incorporated intoGlover itself and simply triggered in the application’s shut down
procedure, as a WiFi connection to the internet may not have been established.
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Figure 7.2.: The data upload process.
Holding up Glover’s shut down procedure until a participant had reconnected to
the internet would be inappropriate, as this would be noticeable to users and in-
terrupt the experience of the soware. Instead, a separate uploader application is
launched asGlover shuts down,which runs as a backgroundprocess until theuser
has reconnected to the internet and a successful connection can be made to the
web application. If no connection is made, the logging files remain on the user’s
computer and are added to the next upload attempt.
Data Analysis Soware
To support the analysis of the logging data, a data analysis application was de-
veloped. The application provides overviews and visualisations of a participant’s
use of Glover, organised into each session (Figure 7.3). The application was
designed to provide the logging data according to Shneiderman (1996)’s Visual
Information Seeking Mantra: Overview first, zoom and filter, then details-on-
demand; to facilitate effective analysis of the data.
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Figure 7.3.: The Logging Analysis Soware.
The soware organises interaction data by participant, providing an overview
on all of a participant’s interactions with Glover, as well as information on indi-
vidual sessions.
A session is defined fromwhen aGlover file is opened to when it is closed. This
means that if auser is usingglover andanewfile is opened, thepreviousfile,which
is automatically closed, is recorded as a session, and a new session is started for
the new file.
Collecting and being able to analyse each participant’s logging data during the
study period allowed for any observations taken from the logs to inform the inter-
viewswith the participants, and gave a chance for these observations to be verified
by the participants.
Filtering Interaction Data
Studying the interaction data of early participants, it became clear that some data
filtering needed to take place. First, the inspector data, which details which com-
ponent is visible and being edited in the inspector window, was only relevant
when the participant’s focus was on Glover. Similarly, users spent long periods
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of time with Glover open but without any user interaction data (glove, mouse,
and midi output) being active, oen for periods of several hours. This too was
skewing analysis data, as users were leaving Glover open while their computer
was asleep, or simply leaving it open during long breaks. It was decided that data
about time spent in different applications would be filtered by periods of definite
activity, when either the glove input device, MIDI output or mouse and keyboard
data were active, with a one minute window.
7.2.3. Task Analysis
While the participants were free to use the gloves as they wished during the study
period, at regular intervals (beginning, mid-point and end of the month), par-
ticipants also took part in set mapping tasks, where the participant was asked
to design a mapping for a musical task. Learning from the mapping task of
Chapter 6, themapping of discrete and continuous parameters was separated into
two tasks: a note selection task, designed to examine how the participants de-
signed glove mappings to play discrete notes; and an expressive task, designed
to examine how participants designed mappings for continuous expressive para-
meters. In both tasks, the participants were given 45minutes to complete the task.
Aerwards, the participants took part in brief interviews to discuss theirmapping
solutions.
Note Selection
For the note selection exercises, the participants were tasked with designing a
mapping to perform a shortmusical sequence. The threemusical sequences (Fig-
ure 7.4) were adapted from three pedagogical études for violin (Holstein, n.d.):
Kreutzer’s Étude No. 10 (Opus 42, No. 2), Wolardt’s Étude No. 11a (Opus 38,
No. 103), and Sitt’s Étude No. 2 (Opus 32, No. 18). Learning from Chapter 6, the
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Figure 7.4.: The musical material for the three note selection exercises.
musical extracts were kept short to allow the participants to complete the exercise
within the given time. The note-relatedMIDI output fromGlover was mapped to
a Grand Piano sampler instrument in Ableton Live 9.
Expression
For the expression exercises, the participants were tasked with designing map-
pings for five expressive parameters, based on the five facets of musical expres-
sion described by Juslin (2003): Tempo, Articulation, Timbre, Pitch and Dynam-
ics; for three one-minute musical extracts taken from established Theremin rep-
ertoire: Tárrega’s “Recuerdos de la Alhambra”, Saint-Seäns’ “The Swan” and The Ro-
mance from Shostakovich’s “The Gad Fly Suite”. Theremin repertoire was chosen
due to its established suitability for mid-air performance.
The musical extracts were synthesised in Ableton Live 9, with the accompani-
ment parts synthesised using theWurli2 So Piano instrument, and the lead part
(whose expressive parameters were controlled by the participant) synthesised us-
ing the Operator instrument. Control Change MIDI output from Glover was
mapped to the following parameters.
• Tempo: Tempo for the Live set.
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• Articulation: Attack and Release parameters of the Lead Operator instru-
ment.
• Dynamics: Volume of the Lead Operator instrument.
• Pitch: Amount of vibrato on the Lead Operator instrument.
• Timbre: Filter Frequency of an Auto Filter applied to the Lead Operator
instrument.
7.3. Participants
Eleven musicians (F = 4,M = 7, µ = 26.4, σ = 4.8) took part in the study. Res-
ults from the profiling survey are presented in Figure 7.5. The participants ten-
ded to attend a moderate amount of musical performances, and to compose and
performmusic a moderate amount of time. Seven of the participants had experi-
ence playing piano or usingDJ or similarmusic controllers, while five participants
had experience playing guitar. All of the participants rated themselves as at least
somewhat technically proficient.
All of the participants had at least some experience performing music live in
front of audiences, of which the musicians provided the following descriptions.
“Usually perform with a hybrid electronic/acoustic set, using guitars,
keyboards and sequencers with effects and running these andmy vo-
cal mic through a sampler to further manipulate the sound.”
“I perform music for live performance arts, such as circus and con-
temporary dance. I sometimes perform with other musicians, but
more oen on my own, using live looping or pre-recorded loops and
phrases to play along with during a show.”
“I play in the band called [REDACTED]. Pop, Rock, Electronic, J-Pop.
Guitar, bass, drumsandvocals. Backing tracks inAbletonLive. Onav-
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erage we perform oncemonth. I sometimes preform solo in the open
mic, sometimes DJing on my iPad.”
“I used to perform quite oen as a session guitarist a few years ago,
in different bands with a variety of genres such as progressive metal,
alternative, rock, fusion etc.”
“lipsyncing to sloweddownmusic, combinedwithvisual / physical ac-
tions ... sometimes using technology e.g. MIDI controllers to modify
the soundwhilst performing. Recordingand live looping ... oen solo,
sometimes as part of a collaboration, sometimes I play guitar in a drag
band. I perform at least once a month, sometimes once a week.”
“I use a system to perform live shows which relies on a desk, mic and
use the Ableton Push to layout original tracks.”
7.4. Observations: Open Exploration
Each novice spent varying degrees of time using the Glover soware during the
month-long study period. Total times spent ranged from 3h49m over 9 individual
sessions to 22h41m over 44 individual sessions, with the mean time spent being
11h11m (SD = 6h22m). Due to this, the usage logging of the first 12 hours of each
novices practice was used in the analysis, and novices with under five hours of
total usagewere omitted (N = 10). While this time-based data could have beennor-
malised, it was decided that maintaining the data’s real time information would
provide for a more accurate representation of the time required to learn and de-
velop creative practice with the Gloves system.
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Never
Rarely
A Moderate Amount
Often
A Great Deal
How often do you attend musical performances?
0 1 2 3 4 5
Never
Rarely
A Moderate Amount
Often
A Great Deal
How often do you compose music?
0 1 2 3 4 5
Never
Rarely
A Moderate Amount
Often
A Great Deal
How often do you perform music in front of audiences?
0 1 2 3 4 5
No Skill Whatsoever
Unskilled
Neither Skilled
nor Unskilled
Skilled
Highly Skilled
How would you describe your technical proficiency?
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Other
DJ / Music Controllers
Other Percussion
Drums
Voice
Brass
Strings
Woodwind
Piano
Guitar
Which musical instruments do you play?
Figure 7.5.: Participant profiling survey results.
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Figure 7.6.: Mapping relationships used in novice mapping designs.
7.4.1. Mapping Design
Mapping Relationships
Theparticipants’ use ofmapping relationships inGlover (described inSection 5.4)
was observed through the usage logs, which revealed that the mapping relation-
ships most used by the novice glove musicians were one-to-one mappings, with
their use steadily increasing as the participant’s spent more time using Glover
(Figure 7.6). Many-to-one and one-to-manymappingswere occasionally used, but
their usage remained low throughout, with themedian values for each remaining
below two for the duration of the study. Meanwhile,many-to-manymappings saw
almost no use. This suggests that the novices found the most simple mapping re-
lationship, one-to-one, to be the most useful in their mapping designs.
Mapping Interfaces
The use of mapping interfaces (see Section 5.3) was also observed. Instrument in-
terfaces in mapping design remained fairly constant throught the study period,
while the amount of input-output objects used increased throughout the time
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Figure 7.7.: Use of mapping interfaces in novice mapping designs.
spent with Glover (Figure 7.7). Combining this with the observations of mapping
relationships (Figure 7.6), suggests that the novices tended towards implement-
ing simple, one-to-one mappings using the Input–Output object interfaces. Fig-
ures 7.8 and 7.9 show that the Input–Output objects were used almost exclusively
for both one-to-one andmany-to-onemappings, while Glover’s Instrument inter-
faces were seldom used.
Gesture Features
The participants’ use of the types of gesture features available to be mapped in
Glover (see Section 5.2.1 formore detail): Events, one-shot triggers;Qualifiers, state-
based controls includingPostureRecognition, andMovements, continuous signals;
was also examined.
Movements and Qualifiers, specifically Postures, were found to be the most
popular gestural parameter inmapping designs, with the participants’ use of both
steadily increasing over time (Figure 7.10). Events were rarely used, and were only
used in meaningful amounts aer 9 hours of Glover use, while Postures made up
the majority of qualifiers used.
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(a) One-to-one mappings.
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(b) Many-to-one mappings.
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(c) One-to-many mappings.
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(d) Many-to-many mappings.
Figure 7.8.: Use of mapping interfaces by mapping strategy categories.
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(a) Input–Output Objects.
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(b) Chord Machine.
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(c) Note Matrix.
Figure 7.9.: Use of mapping strategy categories by mapping interface.
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Figure 7.10.: Gesture feature types used in mapping strategies.
MIDI Output
The participants use of MIDI outputs (Figure 7.11) steadily increased over time,
with discrete, note-based outputs: Note On, Note Off, etc., being more commonly
used than continuous, expressive outputs: Control Change or Pitch Bend.
7.4.2. Activity
At the first few hours of glove practice, the novices spent themajority of their time
in Glover over a DAW (Figure 7.12). Time allocated to DAWs grew over time, with
participants beginning to spend roughly 40% of their session in their DAW aer
the eight hour mark.
The use of Glover’s Inspector Panel during a session decreased over time, from
80% of session time to 30-50% aer eight hours of use. The device windowwas in
focus for the majority of the time spent in the inspector, particularly during the
first four hours of use. Aer nine hours, the input inspector saw the most use.
The time the gloves were actively used during Glover sessions fluctuated
between 40-70%, growing to 50-80% aer eight hours of use (Figure 7.14). MIDI
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Figure 7.11.: MIDI output types used in mapping strategies.
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Figure 7.12.: Percentage of time spent in relevant applications during a Glover ses-
sion.
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Figure 7.13.: Percentage of time spent in the Inspector Panel while using Glover.
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Figure 7.14.: Rates of activity during Glover sessions.
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output activity steadily increased over time, matching the rate of glove activity
aer the seven hour mark.
7.4.3. Thematic Analysis
Presented below are the major themes found from the Thematic Analysis of the
interviews with the novice glove musicians.
Leveraging Existing Musical Practice
Thenovicemusicians incorporated their existing instrumental expertise into their
glove practice, and would design glove mappings that were influenced by the in-
struments they had experience playing, oen designing “air” versions of estab-
lished instruments such as pianos or violas.
“I mentioned I’m trying to play it like a piano... The chords on the le
hand just because in my piano playing career that’s all I can do [with
the le hand]”
“we just started off by saying ‘lets make a viola”’.
“So the general idea Ihave is I have taken someplug-ins I have tomake
aMIDI guitar sampler ... I make an air guitar essentially just to test, I
play notes and chords with the gloves.”
Augmenting Existing Practice
The noviceswould use also their existing instrumental practice by augmenting an
instrumentwith the gloves. Thiswas commonly done by guitar players, where the
gloves would be used as a substitute for an expression pedal, to control expressive
effects such as delays and pitch shis.
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“But my intention would be while I do this [glove control] with my
right hand I can tap on the guitar.”
“I was thinking why can’t I actually explore incorporating the guitar
and the gloves as well.”
“I wanted to play guitar, and control effects through the gloves.”
Accidental Triggering and Problems with Postures
The novices, similar to the experienced practitioners (discussed in Chapter 8),
had issues with accidental triggering. This mostly occurred with mappings that
involved the posture recogniser, which caused frustration and disruptions. The
novices had difficulties training postures that were reliable, and had recognition
difficulties when moving between postures that were very similar, for example
where only the position of a single digit was different.
“I kept turning it onandoffbymistake, andother thingswerehappen-
ing like I was turning the reverb on and not noticing that the drums
sound terrible.”
“I just based it on the fist and open hand, because they were the ones
I knew I could do without accidentally triggering something else.”
“[The problems are] mainly the postures interacting with each other,
you can accidentally hit a posture on your way to another one.”
“And there should be another one done with [his thumb tucked un-
derneath palm] but I’m finding it difficult to switch between this pos-
ture and this one [flat palm and tucked thumb].”
“All the postures just mess up and it just ends up becoming a mess,
having to reconfigure the postures, everything changes, it just be-
comes a mess.”
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“One more thing that I’ve found a bit tricky to do is sometimes when
I program the gloves they don’t necessarily program the way I do the
posture.”
The novices also found it difficult to perceive whether the errors were due to
them or were attributed to the posture recogniser.
“[the posture recogniser] is quite prone to errors but a lot of thatmight
just be user error rather than anything else.”
The novices would either start to avoid using postures in their glove practice
in favour of the other discrete controls available, such as the direction paramet-
ers, or would change their postures to ones with greater difference between them,
sometimes only making use of two postures: a closed fist and open hand.
“I only found a couple of postures that really work for me when I’m
stressed out, fist and palm [open hand].”
“I just based it on the fist and open hand, because they were the ones
I knew I could do without accidentally triggering something else.”
Some novices persevered with their troublesome postures due to aesthetic and
creative reasons: using that particular posture was aesthetically interesting to
them and they were determined to incorporate it into their performances.
“I want to use that posture as I kind of like, I can’t exactly explainwhy,
but I’ve been a bit fixated on this [posture] and this [posture].”
Audience Perception
The visual relationship between actions and sounds was important, with the
novices’ focus being that the audience was able to perceive that they were con-
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trolling music with the gloves. This led the novices to make use of larger move-
ments through using the orientation parameters, and also lead them to use meta-
phors of existing instruments or established relational metaphors of actions and
sounds, such as up and down is louder and softer.
“I wanted the controls the gloves had to be obvious to the audience,
and I wanted that to be the strongest feature of the performance.”
“The important factor is that you interact with the audience and the
audience can see that you are doing something. The fact that I can
do this and contribute to the audio-visual relationship is important to
me, because people come to an event to see a performance.”
“I’m trying to make something that is intelligible for an audience
straight away.”
“My intention is to make something that is very noticeable, the im-
portant thing is that the audience can see that I’m controlling themu-
sic ... my first idea is that’s going to be a noticeable thing that hap-
pens.”
“It requires quite a big movement, a movement over quite a long
range? I was instantly drawn to using the orientation mappings.”
“As you play it in the shape that youmight hold a viola it will look like,
from the audiences perspective, that you’re playing an air viola.”
“My second idea for this intro would be to program the pitch [glove
parameter] to alter the dynamics of the samples, so if I were to go
downhere the samplewouldbe very low, and if I gouphere the sound
will grow.”
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“You’ve got the sound in your hand and when you turn it to face the
floor, it gets quieter. That just seemed to make sense.”
One novice discussed an idea for a gesture ormovement that would not be fully
realised by the gesture parameter, and used an embellished expressivemovement
to express their aesthetic intent. This novice discussed an embodied metaphor of
peeling velcro, as well as a metaphor of invisible “sound objects”.
“What I wanted to happen was to li upmy arms really slowly and to
have the sound of velcro peeling away, and then I was hoping to build
a performance using lots of different samples ... using the gloves to
make it appear that objects I wasmoving in particular ways had these
sounds attached to them.”
Ergonomic Controls
The novices were conscious of the ergonomics of their gestural parameters, par-
ticularly fromnovices whowere using the gloves to augment their existing instru-
mental practice, (e.g. using a guitar and the gloves simultaneously). These novices
gave thought intowhich gestural parameterswould bemost appropriate, andhow
to leverage the existing shapes and movements of their instrumental playing into
glove controls, such as the posture of one’s hand when holding a guitar pick.
“The other thing I spent a lot of time on iswhen youhold a pick, some
people would do this [shis hand], so I was thinking you could map
in different picking shapes. You have to be very aware of how you’re
playing with the glove on.”
The novices also considered ergonomics through the difficulty of performing
the movements necessary for their mappings, oen prioritising mappings that
were “easy”, which lead to iterative processes of auditioning andeditingmappings.
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“The other thing I combined it with was gripping [going from open
hand to fist] because that’s extremely easy.”
“Themajor motif, that’s not twomotions [triggering two notes], that’s
using the chord machine and spreading the notes out, so its a single
motion for two notes. Definitely cheating.”
“The tune had ten notes, so I thought lets just put the other five notes
on the other hand, and thismeant that I used themost commonnotes
on the le hand and the less common notes on the right hand ... I had
instanceswhere I’d try to trigger a notewithmy third finger, and I trig-
ger my little [finger] as well, and then I started to work on harmonies
and found that I had to do little finger le and ring finger right, and
then the opposite hand, and so I swapped the notes, and then I play
the tune again ... so there was a period of ‘ok this is now here’, and
then I would carry on discovering how best to do the note layout.”
MinimisingMistakes
A common consideration in mapping design was minimising the potential for
performer-related mistakes. For instance, the novices would adjust the musical
material they were performing, and minimise the notes available in a specific
scene, to only use notes in the same tonal key.
“I wanted to keep everything quantised to one key so that it was safe
wherever you are, it would be much more challenging with a chro-
matic scale.”
“All of the notes compliment each other so you can do what you like
with it.”
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“ I thought it would be best to keep everything in one key so there was
no place you could go where it would be wrong.”
“As I say you canprogram in thenotes that youwant so you can’t really
makemistakes as such, fourths compliment eachother ... nothingwill
really sound out of place.”
As well as peformer-related mistakes, the novices also focused on minimising
system-related mistakes. The novices would make mapping decisions based on
the perceived reliability of the gestural controls.
“I have generally been using more [directions], because they seem a
bitmorepredictable. Up, down, thebiggermovements. There’s a little
toomuchmargin for error within them so it’s a bit more difficult, that
can be frustrating when you hit the notes you didn’t want to hear.”
“My intention was to use the technology in a simple, robust way, and
not get lost in the technicalities of it.”
“I suppose I was clever about what I chose to use and how to use it [...]
I was being sensible rather than dangerous.”
Understanding Gestural Controls
Acommon theme fromthenoviceswas their developmentofunderstandingof the
gestural parameters available and themovements that they referred to. Therewas
oen misunderstandings around what gestural parameters meant, for example,
the novices oen confused the orientation parameters to have translational ef-
fects.
“I tried tomap the tempo to the pitchparameter, but it just didn’twork
the way I thought it would in terms of what that gesture did to the
sound.”
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Issues with MIDIMapping
MIDI and MIDI mapping to a DAW was causing problems for many novices,
which became a barrier to mapping progress. Sometimes, this would be due to
a lack of understanding, with the novice having difficulties working it out.
“Thepan for instance, every time IMIDImapped anything the setting
would go from half way up and it would have too much effect, and I
couldn’t work out how to MIDI map it so that it would start at zero
and work its way up.”
Oen, the process of MIDI mapping from Glover to a DAW caused frustration
for the novices.
“I think the mapping, the MIDI learning aspect of the DAW I’m us-
ing [Ableton] is frustrating, because by the nature of how it works,
Glover’s spitting out everything that’s going on, all the active MIDI
messages, so youhave to solo them, then go toAbleton, click the thing
you want to learn, you know there’s a lot of back and forth there its a
bit tedious. But I don’t know it there’s a better way of doing it or not
but that’s the way I found to do it, and that was frustrating”
Exploiting System Limitations
The participants discovered and utilised system limitations within their control
mappings. For instance, one participant found that when using the extreme ends
of the yaw control it cross over themaximumandminimum thresholds andwould
snap between −1 and +1 output values, which the participant used to create
“glitchy” auditory effects.
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“I found that if I moved too far [on the yaw axis] the output would
jump from the top to the bottom values. I quite liked it, it made these
really glitchy sounds.”
7.4.4. Final PerformanceMappings
The mapping strategies used by the participants in their final performances is
presented in Figure 7.15. One-to-one mapping relationships were used the most
oen, with postures and orientations proving to be themost used gesture features.
The Note Matrix and Chord Machine were rarely used, with most mappings be-
ing implemented in the input–output objects. Continuous expressionoutputs and
discrete note-based outputs were used in roughly equal measure.
7.5. Observations: Task Analysis
Five of the novices performed the note selection tasks, and five novices performed
the expression tasks.
7.5.1. Mapping Design Choices
To better compare the mapping strategies between note exercises and expressive
exercises, the mapping design features were scaled to the amount of mappings
necessary to complete the exercise. For example, the third note selection exercise
consisted of six notes, and so a minimum of six MIDI note outputs were required
to complete the exercise. Meanwhile, the expressive exercises required gestural
parameters to be mapped to five MIDI CC outputs in order to complete the exer-
cise. To allow for easier comparison, each exercise was scaled by the minimum
number of output mappings required to complete the exercise, to give a value of
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Figure 7.15.: The novices’ use of Glover for their final performance mapping
strategies.
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1 for minimum completion. Figure 7.16 shows the mapping choices made by the
novices in the three mapping tasks (beginning, middle and end).
For the note selection exercises, nearly all of the mappings were implemented
in simple, one-to-one mapping relationships (Figure 7.16a). The gesture features
used (Figure 7.16c) were predominantly postures and directions, with postures be-
ing more popular at the mid-point, while directions became more popular at the
end. Movements (made into discrete parameters by using the thresholding func-
tion or through use in the Note Matrix) and events were unpopular choices, that
saw a small amount of use in the first exercise, but were not used in later sessions.
In the novice’s mapping interface use (Figure 7.16e), the note matrix was aban-
doned aer the first task. The majority of note mappings were implemented in
the Input–Output objects, while the ChordMachine becamemore popular in the
latter two sessions.
In the expressive exercises, simple one-to-onemappingswere themost popular
mapping relationship to use, but many-to-one mappings were also used, particu-
larly in the final task (Figure 7.16b). Regarding gesture features, movements were
the most popular, being used for nearly all mapping solutions. Events were used
to an extent in the first task, but were not used in the later tasks. Meanwhile, the
use of postures inmappings grewover the tasks. All of themappings implemented
were done so in the Input–Output objects.
7.5.2. Development of Mapping Choices
To examine how much the novices’ mapping strategies changed over the three
mapping tasks, the difference in mapping behaviour between the session tasks
was examined. To do so, the difference in the use of individual gesture fea-
tures (postures, directions, movements, and events), mapping interfaces (input–
outputs, chord machine, and note matrix) and mapping relationships (one-to-
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Figure 7.16.: Ratio of mapping choices to minimum necessary MIDI outputs over
the three mapping tasks (L: Note Selection, R: Expression).
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Figure 7.17.: Amount of change in mapping choices between beginning to mid-
point and mid-point to end-point mapping tasks (L: Note Selection,
R: Expression).
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one, one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-many) between the mapping tasks
of each individual novice was measured (Figure 7.17). For example, for a note se-
lection task with five MIDI note outputs, if a novice used five postures in the first
exercise and five directions in the second, this would be measured as a 1.0 change
for posture use (5 to 0) and a 1.0 change for direction use (0 to 5). If the participant
used five postures in the first exercise and 3 postures and 2 directions, that would
be measured as a 0.4 change for posture use (5 to 3) and a 0.4 change for direction
use (0 to 2).
For the note selection tasks, there was an observable amount of change in the
participants’ choices between the beginning and mid-point tasks, and very little
change in choices between the mid-point and end tasks, for the participants’ use
of gesture features and interfaces. The participants’ use of mapping relation-
ships remained fairly constant over the three exercises, showing very few changes
between the beginning and mid-point and mid-point and end sessions.
The participants’ mapping choices remained constant between the expression
exercises, with very little change in the participants’ mapping choices between
these tasks. There was no observable difference between the beginning and mid-
point and mid-point and end exercises for mapping relationships or interfaces,
but for gesture features therewere some changes between the beginning andmid-
point tasks and no changes between the mid-point and end tasks.
7.5.3. Time Spent
Theparticipantswere observed as they performed themapping task, and the time
that the novices spent on the mapping tasks was coded into a set of subtasks:
1. Creating Mappings. Implementing newmappings in Glover.
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Figure 7.18.: Breakdown of time spent during mapping tasks.
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2. Editing Mappings. Attenuating existing mappings, such as setting minimum
and maximum output values.
3. Auditioning Mappings. Testing the newly implemented or attenuated map-
pings.
4. Thinking of Mappings. Thinking of newmappings to create and implement.
5. Practising Music. Practising the musical material with their implemented
mappings.
6. Calibrating Gloves. Glove calibration tasks such as setting forwards and set-
ting finger flex minima and maxima.
7. Training Postures. Adding new posture examples to the posture recogniser.
8. Testing Postures. Testing the posture recogniser outside of its use in map-
pings.
9. Diagnosing Problems. Periods in which the participant is diagnosing issues
with their mappings and Glover.
10. Reading Instructions. Referring to the technical manual provided.
11. Working out Soware. Exploring the features and affordances of Glover or
searching for a specific feature.
12. Inspecting Live. Inspecting the Ableton Live session for the task.
13. Listening to Audio. Listening to the reference material.
14. Other. Any other task that does not fit in the above categories.
A break down of how the participants spent their time performing the map-
pings tasks is provided in Figure 7.18. Between the sessions (beginning, middle
and end) in the note selection tasks, more time was dedicated to practising music
in the later tasks, while less time was dedicated to auditioning mappings, calib-
rating gloves, and diagnosing problems. Overall however, the time the novices
dedicated to each sub-task did not change between tasks.
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The differences between the note selection tasks and the expression tasks were
more pronounced, with the expression task novices dedicatingmuchmore time to
thinking of and auditioning mappings, with less time spent calibrating, diagnos-
ing problems, practising themusicalmaterial and training and testing the posture
recogniser.
7.5.4. Interviews
From the short interviews aer themapping tasks, the following themes emerged
through Thematic Analysis (Braun and Clarke, 2006).
Note Selection
Throughout the note selection tasks, the participants discussed their lack of un-
derstanding between whether the issues they faced were attributed to the system
error originating from the gloves or to their own performer errors, and their diffi-
culties with accidental triggering and using the posture recogniser.
“I’m just not sure if there’s a problemwith the precision of the gloves,
or if its an issuewithmeneeding to bemoreprecise andpractise those
movements”
“I don’t really know what was going on with the postures, because I
couldn’t get them to register.”
“there’s certain considerations that you don’t think about, passing
through notes was a big issue.”
“I could go back and see if I could get the postures working, but it was
difficult to find postures distinct enough that theyweren’t going to get
confused”
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“Again its frustrating I can’t seem to use the postures, I’m sensing that
I’m doing something wrong.”
The participants discussed how they designedmappings that reflected existing
instruments, particularly with how the notes should be laid out reflecting a piano
keyboard.
“I feel that although itmight not be as expressive in a performance, its
a much easier analogy as a keyboard player, it feels much more nat-
ural to play the notes with these postures, it feels like I’m just playing
the piano.”
“With only five notes, we tend to think of music as a keyboard le to
right, so at first I did le and right, then le, right and then up but it
doesn’t go with this idiom of everything going from le to right, so it
made more sense to put up between le and right so you’re moving
between them.”
The note selection participants discussed how their mappings developed over
the three tasks to focus on control and ease of playing.
“In the end it ended up being just using one hand and trying to figure
out the ones that don’t interactwith eachother toomuch, verydistinct
movements between the directions worked well.”
“The way I structured it was helpful as the first three notes were on
this hand and the other three on this one, so with the way themelody
went it made it easier to play, and I could get it down faster than last
time.”
“I just wanted to get something that would work. It was more about
efficiency than aesthetics.”
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Expression
In the expression tasks, the participants were much more focused on the aesthet-
ics of their mappings, with novices designing mappings to reflect the movements
of conductors. These participants also discussed their desire to design mappings
that reflected the theremin, but did not do so due to the incompatibility between
the gloves gestural parameters and the theremin’s control movements.
“I was trying to create an analogue with how you’d usually see con-
ductors, and in my mind up and down is usually tempo and amp-
litude.”
“I was thinking of doing something like a conductor.”
“Theonly otherway Iwouldwant to do it is the thereminway, I’m sure
I could do that but it would be complex [to map]. I think its because
the piece is quite thereminy [sic], I had that analogy in mymind.”
“I think there’s an obvious comparison [to the theremin]. As I went
through the session I tried to move away from that to something that
would work better for [the gloves].”
These participants were also influenced by existing musical interactions,
designing mappings based on rotary knobs or 2D parameter controllers common
in DAWs.
“Maybe because I’m used to seeing it with knobs, but it made sense to
have the filter cut off being roll.”
“Focusing on the right hand, I started off thinking the brightness was
the easy one being a filter because its got that sweep its better to con-
trol it with the roll.”
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“I mapped volume on the vertical pitch parameter and tempo to yaw,
basically so I could control time and volume in one graph. I was pic-
turing it as a 2D graph.”
“Certainly the vibrato and the brightness really domake sense tome,
maybebecause I’m soused to seeing it, as a pair of dials you can twist.”
Theparticipants alsodiscussedhow theirmapping solutions changed little over
the three tasks due to their solutions feeling “natural” and intuitive. The changes
that these participants made towards the later sessions was around increasing the
controllability of their mappings, by using many-to-one mappings with qualifiers
added to their continuous movement controls.
“Mymappings were really similar to what I did last time. They made
so much intuitive sense that to do anything else would be unintuitive
and a bit forced.”
“It feels like I should do the same things as it’s the same expression
parameters.”
“The other thing is when you have so many parameters going on you
sometimes control more than the ones you want to, so I wanted an
approach where I could be a bit more selective by adding a qualifier
and have more specific control.”
7.6. Discussion
7.6.1. Open Exploration
In the context of their personal glove practice, the novices were concerned about
maintaining control in theirmapping design, and prioritised designingmappings
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thatminimisedperformer-relatedmistakes andprovided ergonomic gestural con-
trols. The novices would also minimise errors by simplifying the musical mater-
ial they intended to perform for their final performance piece, such as only us-
ing musical material that consisted of a single key. The usage logging revealed
that over time, mapping designs tended towards using the input–outputmapping
interfaces to implement simple, one-to-one mapping relationships, with one-to-
one relationships being themost popularmapping relationships used (Figure 7.6).
This supports the themes of control and errorminimisation thatwere eliciteddur-
ing the interviews.
Thenovices’ use ofmappings basedonmetaphors of existing instruments, such
as guitars and violas, reflected themes around embodiment (see Section 3.2), spe-
cifically the embodied idea of “what is it like to do the music?” (Cox, 2016). In
this case, when thinking of mappings for specific musical material, the novices
are imagining how they would do it. This wasmostly done at the beginning of the
novices time with the gloves, and was used as an initial learning exercise, to help
them learn the affordances of the gloves and Glover.
The novices were also concerned with the transparency of their mapping
designs (Fyans, Gurevich andStapleton, 2009b; Fels, Gadd andMulder, 2002), and
designed mappings that maintained a coherent visual, embodied link between
their movements and sound output. This was motivated around making sure
their audiencewould be able to clearly perceive that their actionswere controlling
sound, and influenced the novices’ use of metaphor in mapping design. Unlike
the experienced glove musicians (see Chapter 8), the novices were less concerned
about expressing their own aesthetics in the visual action–sound relationships,
with only one novice discussing a mapping that expressed a novel visual meta-
phor.
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Similar to the experienced glove musicians (Chapter 8), the novices were also
concerned with the reliability of their gestural controls, and had issues with acci-
dental triggering, particularly with the posture recogniser. These problems lim-
ited the novices mapping choices, with many novices feeling that they could only
reliably make use of two postures: fist and open hand. The usage logging results
revealed that despite these reported issues, postures made up a large proportion
of the gesture features used by the novices in their mapping designs (Figure 7.10),
andweremore popular than other Qualifier choices. This suggests that while un-
reliable, the postures remained a useful mapping option for the novices.
This continued perseverance with the posture recogniser is indicative of the
control affordances of the gloves, and the focus in the novice’s mapping designs
on the audience’s perception of their mappings. The novices, motivated to design
mappings with high audience transparency, mapped expressive output paramet-
ers to large, noticeable movements through the orientation-based gesture fea-
tures. The postures, which use the gloves’ flex sensors, are qualifiers that com-
pliment the orientation parameters drawn from the gloves’ Inertial Measurement
Units (IMUs), as they can be used without restricting the range of the orienta-
tion’s movement. In contrast, the direction qualifiers, also drawn from the IMUs,
would heavily restrict the orientation parameters in a many-to-one mapping, as
they would only be usable within the direction’s active lobe.
An interesting observation was how the participants were finding and exploit-
ing limitations of the Gloves system, such as running over the ends of control
ranges to create glitchyeffects. This reflects observationsmade in similar research,
which found that musicians pushed the designs of a DMI and exploited unseen
affordances (Zappi andMcPherson, 2014a).
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7.6.2. Tasks
In the task-based exercises, the novices used simple controls to express the mu-
sical material, with one-to-one mappings being the most popular mapping rela-
tionship used in both note selection and expressive mappings tasks, and being
exclusively used in the note selection tasks.
In their solutions for the mapping tasks, the participants in the note selection
tasksprioritised the easeof playability, using reliable controls thatminimisedacci-
dental triggering. The expression participants focusedmore on the visual aesthet-
ics of their mappings, using metaphors of existing music interactions and instru-
ments, only beginning to consider controllability in the latter sessions. Thismove
towards controllability is reflected in themapping choices (Figure 7.16), where the
use of many-to-one mappings and postures increased in the last task.
The task analysis results showed that the participants quickly established con-
sistent mapping behaviour, with a drop in the amount of changes in mapping de-
cisions between the beginning and middle sessions and the middle and end ses-
sions being observed in the note selection tasks, while very little change was ob-
served between any of the expression tasks (Figure 7.17). The lack of change in the
expression tasks, revealed in the post-task discussion, was attributed to how the
participants felt their initial mapping solutions felt natural and intuitive, reflect-
ing embodied principles (Section 3.2), and that theywere reluctant to deviate from
them.
No significant differences were observed in how the participants allocated their
time during themapping tasks over the three sessions. However, there was an ob-
servable difference in time allocation between the expression and note selection
tasks. The expression task novices allocated more time for creatively thinking of
new mappings, with more time spent by the note selection novices performing
technical tasks such as calibrating the gloves, training and testing the posture re-
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cogniser, and diagnosing problems. There was also a difference in the time spent
practising themusicalmaterial in the expressive and note selection tasks, with the
expression tasks allocating less time to practising their mapping solutions.
This is likely due to the nature of the two tasks, as a task involving participants
having toperforma series of notesmeans that there is an explicitly “correct”wayof
performing the musical material: they must adhere to the musical text (Taruskin,
1995). As well as this, the novel nature of the instrumentmay lead the participants
to wanting to demonstrate and convince the audience that they were in control.
Meanwhile, in expression-based tasks, theparticipantswere taskedwithdeviating
from this musical text, with the participant having artistic control over the man-
ner in which they did so. This difference in the nature of the tasks most likely in-
fluenced the priorities in the participants’ mapping design, particularly with the
note selection participants’ focus onminimisingmistakes. Mistakes in note-based
tasks are explicitly defined by the musical material, while mistakes in expression
tasks are oen undefined, with musical expression open to performer interpreta-
tion.
While the priorities in mapping between the two tasks differed, both groups
used metaphors of existing instruments and music interaction interfaces, which
revealed the participants thinking in an embodied way around “what is it like to
do themusic” (Cox, 2016), as the participants discussedmetaphors of typical DAW
knobs and graphs, as well as theremins and pianos.
7.6.3. Limitations
A limitation of this study is that the total time the participants used the gloves over
the studyperiod varied greatly, and aparticipant’s use couldhave beendistributed
unevenly across themonth-long study period, with a participant potentially using
the gloves for more time in the first two weeks or the last two weeks. This could
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have had an effect on the mapping choices exhibited in the mid- and end-point
mapping tasks.
While the longitudinal approach allowed the research to investigate mapping
design practice beyond the initial exploration phase of interaction, the month-
long study period is still a very short time frame to examine the development
of musical practice. A smaller number of participants over a longer time period
could have provided more insights into creative mapping design with the gloves,
similar to previous research that examined the compositional practice of a single
composer over three years (Collins, 2005).
7.7. Summary
In this chapter, the early development ofmapping practice with theMi.Mu gloves
has been examined. A longitudinal,mixed-methods studywas conducted, follow-
ing and observing the development of glove mapping designs over a month-long
period. Usage logging and interviews were used to examine mapping in the con-
text of amusician’s own practice, andmapping designwas alsomeasured through
a series of mapping tasks conducted throughout the study period. From this, the
following findings were made.
1. Novice glove musicians predominantly used simple mapping strategies,
with one-to-onemapping strategies being themost usedmapping relation-
ship in their mapping designs.
2. Novice glove musicians tended to think in embodied ways around “what is
it like to do the music” when designing mappings, evidenced through their
use of metaphors in mapping design.
3. The novice glovemusicianswere influenced by the audience’s perception of
their mapping strategies, and aimed to provide transparent mappings.
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4. Novice glove musicians leveraged their existing musical practice in their
glove performances, through using the gloves to augment their existing in-
struments, and through designingmappings aroundmetaphors of their in-
struments.
5. The controllability and reliability of mappings are a major influencing
factor on novice mapping design, and novice glove musicians prioritised
minimising performer-related mistakes through using ergonomic, “easy”
mappings, and minimising system-related mistakes caused by accidental
triggering and posture recognition errors.
6. Accidental triggering and mistake minimisation were mainly issues when
mapping discrete notes, while expressive parameter mapping afforded
more time to be allocated to creative mapping design.
These findings, along with findings from Chapters 6 and 8, contribute towards
a set of heuristics for mid-air mapping design, presented in Chapter 10. The fol-
lowing chapter (Chapter 8) examines themapping design practice of expert glove
musicians.
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In Chapter 6, a marked difference between novice and experienced glove per-
formers was observed. Chapter 7 explored the interactions of novice glove mu-
sicians in greater depth, finding that novices tend towards designing simple one-
to-one mappings based on embodied metaphors of instruments and established
metaphors ofmusic andmovement (Wilkie, Holland andMulholland, 2010). This
chapter explores the interactions of experienced glovemusicians in greater depth.
Four expert-level glovemusicians, who all use the gloves in their professionalmu-
sical practice, are interviewed about their mapping design practice. Based on the
findings in Chapter 6, the hypothesis for the work presented in this chapter is that
the experienced glove users would report prioritising ergonomic control over ad-
herence to embodied musical metaphors.
The work presented in this chapter has previously appeared in the following
publication.
Brown, D., Nash, C. andMitchell, T. (2018) SimpleMappings, ExpressiveMove-
ment: Aqualitative investigation into the end-usermappingdesignof experienced
mid-air musicians. Digital Creativity. 29 (2–3), pp. 129–148.
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8.1. The Interaction of the Experienced Users
As discussed in Section 2.10, a typical Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) evalu-
ation oen takes place using participants who are largely unfamiliar with the sys-
tem being tested, biasing the analysis to initial usability (Siegel, 2012). Although
this is an important aspect for user interfaces and Digital Musical Instruments
(DMIs), it is equally useful to evaluate the practice of an experienced user, whose
insights reveal much about an interaction than novice users. This is particularly
important with interfaces for musical expression, where analyses of expert per-
formers are critical in determining the true expressive and virtuosic capabilities
of an instrument.
To allow for an exploration into glove musician’s interaction in the context of
their own creative practice, a qualitative approach was taken. Qualitative, obser-
vational approaches are used extensively in User Experience (UX) research, and
while it can lack quantitative precision, the approach allows research to investig-
ate phenomena within real-world contexts (Mackenzie, 2013; Kaye, 2009).
8.2. Method
Grounded Theory (Glaser and Anselm, 1967) was used to examine the musical
practice of glove musicians. Four experienced glove musicians took part in an
unstructured interview focusing on the factors that affect their mapping design
and the use of the gloves in their musical practice. The interview data was con-
currently collated and analysed to facilitate theoretical sampling. The four mu-
sicians approached were those whose professional practice with the gloves in-
cludes live performances for large audiences. Qualitative research is highly de-
pendent on the interpretations and perspective of the researcher (Elliott, Fischer
and Rennie, 1999), and consequently, it is important to expose the background of
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the researcher. The lead researcher is not a practising glove musician, but does
possess intimate knowledge of the associated systems and soware. This back-
ground could influence the perspective of the analysis, which could potentially
focus on aspects of the system such as reliability or usability issues, and less focus
may be given to aesthetic or artistic considerations. By acknowledging this poten-
tial bias, the researcher hopes to be aware of its effects in the analysis and adapt
accordingly. The analysis builds on an understanding of embodied interaction
(Section 3.2), where knowledge is considered to be built from an individual’s bod-
ily experiences in the world. This position has been influenced by HCI and DMI
literature, in which embodiment is a common epistemological position (Dijk and
Hummels, 2017; Cox, 2016; Kaye, 2009; Leman, 2008; Dourish, 2004).
8.2.1. Participants
Established glove musicians who all use the gloves in their professional practice
were approached to take part in this research. Four musicians agreed to particip-
ate.
The four participants have all been using the gloves in their professional per-
formance practice for several years, each performing at national and international
tours and events. The group are a strong community, and each musician is well
known to the others. They also meet regularly (every six to twelve months) to
share their work and provide each other with support and feedback. Through-
out the interviews, the musicians referred to each other’s work, so each musician
has been assigned a letter: A, B, C and D. In addition to occasional performances
with the gloves, Musician C works extensively as a facilitator, designing and de-
veloping mappings for others’ performances. All four musicians have been tied
to the development of the gloves and its soware to varying degrees, providing at
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times significant design input and feedback, as well as suggesting and designing
mapping features such as the chord machine and note matrix instruments.
8.3. Results
8.3.1. Simple Mappings
The musicians were found to use simple, one-to-one and few-to-one mappings
that minimise the potential for performer-related errors. Oen referred to by the
musicians as “practical” mappings, they provide the musicians with control over
their musical content that can be mastered with little effort. For instance, Musi-
cian A routinely uses combinations of open hand and fist postures, coupled with
the directional lobes of movement to quickly facilitate auditory feedback.
“...practical, make it work quickly, use the different directions and op-
posite postures so fist and open hand or something... that’s like the
quickest way to do a lot of different things.” – Musician A.
Simple mappings are also used due to the pressures of performing in front of
large audiences, where they are used to minimise performer error.
“I had to figure out a way of mapping everything that I was going to
teach them, that was, interesting for people to watch, and then inter-
esting for them to play, but dead simple...it’s not that [name] couldn’t
do that if they had the time, they just did not have the time. I literally
had 45 minutes to teach them the song and then they performed it in
front of 6000 people.” – Musician C.
Simple mappings are also used to make control relationships obvious to audi-
ences. For instance, Musician B described how they have simplified their map-
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pings as audience members are unable to accurately perceive more complex con-
trol relationships. They found there was little point in making mappings overly
complex when they could communicate their musical intentions usingmappings
that are easier to perform.
“That’s another thing, it’s interesting when tech people think they
know how it works, and I’ve had quite a few people think that I’m
launching lots of clips, so when I’m doing the violin thing I’m just
triggering a sample and then miming to it ... there’s times for hav-
ing a backup clip that I could launch if I needed to fall back, because
sometimes it doesn’t come across, and the audience isn’t part of that
conversation, nomatter how hard Imake it for myself.” –Musician B.
8.3.2. Expressive Movement
While the musicians use simple excitation mappings, they embellish their excit-
ation movements with theatrical ancillary movement. This ancillary movement
has no effect on the sound parameters being controlled, but is used by the musi-
cians to express aesthetic intentions, and to make performances more engaging
for their audiences. The incorporation of ancillary movement comes from the
performance context of the musicians’ practice, and was oen referred to as “per-
formance theatrics”. Making their performance movements more visually enga-
ging was a priority for both Musicians A and B, who also discussed their work or
desire to work with choreographers.
“...but also exaggerating certain movements... first of all you’re on a
stage so people are looking at you, and before I did anything of the
choreography it made me really aware of how I moved on stage and
felt not that super comfortable about it, because I’mnot a traineddan-
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cer and suddenly I had to do movement that I didn’t necessarily like.
So thinking more about the choreography and making it more exag-
gerated and theatrical made me way more confident performing be-
cause now at least I knew what I was doing and I was sure it would
look cool because we thought about it, you know.” – Musician A.
This aesthetic consideration in thedesignofmappings and consequentlymove-
ment is something that has becomemore prominent in themusicians’ practice as
their Glove performance has developed. Both musicians A and B remarked that
in their early mapping practice they would use the “next available” control, and
their focus was on creating performable solutions. For example, the musicians
would cycle through the most ergonomic hand postures: fist, open hand, one fin-
ger point, two finger point. As their practice with the gloves has developed, they
have moved towards considering the visual aesthetics of their performances.
“There’s a video of me on the day that I came up with it, and I just
have one glove and I just go two finger point, fist, two finger point, fist,
and just pitch, that’s all, and that works exactly the same way as I do
it now but with this and the turning around and putting my hands to
the side for no reason” –Musician A. “[T]hings would be quite small,
I used to think in terms of the next available thing, like if I’m pointing
up then I could point forwards.” – Musician B.
This development reflects the advancement of the musicians’ creative practice,
and a move from mapping for functional control to a more abstracted, aesthet-
ically driven approach. Musician A discussed their use of ancillary movements
to develop more aesthetically engaging performances. They discuss how in one
musical phrase the last gesture has no musical effect, but is performed due to the
perceived movement in the music.
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“...there’s one thing that I do that doesn’t trigger a different chord, I
do [gestures] this then this, and the two finger point actually doesn’t
trigger anything. I don’t know why I do it, but it’s just because in the
music it feels like something changes so I feel stupid if I don’t change
my posture, but it’s not triggering anything.” – Musician A.
While the musicians’ mappings are simple, the use of theatrical ancillary move-
ment allows them to express their aesthetic intentions and provided engaging
performances. Musician C, who believes that something was “aesthetically lost”
when mappings were simplified, remarked that Musician A’s use of ancillary ges-
ture added to their performances.
“Something is aesthetically lost, for sure. That’s why I think it’s so
cool what [Musician A] is doing as they’re actually probably doing
simple things, but they’re incorporating them into a choreography
that makes them seem and look and feel more subtle.” – Musician
C.
Similarly, Musician D remarks how it was the simplicity of Musician B’s perform-
ances that provided an engaging performance.
“When I saw [Musician B] for the first time, they were very specific
in the things that they did, and one of the things that really caught
me was that I was trying to do too many things, why am I doing so
much? I could really par down the pallet and be just as impactful.” –
Musician D.
8.3.3. Metaphors in Mapping
In their expressive movements, the musicians oen used visual metaphors of lyr-
ical or musical material. The metaphors would oen correlate with established
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metaphors relating music to spatial properties, such as space being used to con-
ceptualisemusical pitch: up anddown in pitch is up anddown in space (Wilkie,
Holland andMulholland, 2010; Lerdahl, 1988).
“This feels to me, terms of pitch, the audience will perceive that the
chord does indeed change, it goes down, but it’s not a big change, so
you need a bigger gesture to get to the next chord. So, if the interval’s
further away you need to make the posture bigger.” – Musician B.
Other times, gesturalmetaphors representing lyrical contentwere used. Musician
A designed mappings that reflected the meaning of their lyrics, for example, Mu-
sician A used a metaphor of opening hands is opening eyes. In this mapping,
open hand postures and the up direction on both hands were mapped to a MIDI
trigger, performed by the musician in front of their eyes.
“...it’s about my friend waking up from a coma, which actually
happened like a year ago, so the chords that I trigger, the first time
I trigger the chords I go like this [open hand gesture in front of eyes]
because represents their eyes opening.” – Musician A
Thesemetaphors aid themusicians in creating visually engaging performances
through their simple mapping strategies. Musician D reflected on a performance
of Musician B, who incorporated a visual metaphor of releasing a feather is
releasing a note into a simple mapping of an open hand posture qualified by
directions triggering MIDI note on messages.
“I saw them have five or six chords in a space and it was just a piano
sound, and when they opened their hand in a zone it would let out
a chord, and it looked like they were letting them off like releasing
a feather or something, into the air, and it was so beautiful. I knew
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that it was just forward, up, le, right but it looked like ‘I’m going to
put it into that wind bit over there, and I’m going to let the feather go
over there’ and then they were singing with it and it was just really
gorgeous.” – Musician D.
The musicians’ use of metaphor has also developed from being based on the
interactions of traditional instruments to more abstract metaphors reflecting the
relationship betweenmovement andmusic (Cox, 2016; Johnson andLarson, 2003).
For instance,Musician B usedmappings that used interactionmetaphors of exist-
ing instruments in their early performances such as guitars and violins. For ex-
ample, for a guitar mapping, Musician B would map postures on the le hand to
note selection, which would then be triggered by a Drum Hit event on the right
hand. This approach afforded both them and their audience transparency (Fels,
Gadd andMulder, 2002), but they now find this approach to be limiting creatively,
and they have moved to thinking more abstractly about how their movements re-
late to the music itself.
“I think it would be good toworkwith a choreographer at some point.
Forme themileage had run out [with their previous show]. But it was
great for what it was at the time, to go there and play those shows
and be like here’s my invisible guitar, here’s my invisible drum kit and
whatever, that sets it up as a gestural thing that people can under-
stand. If I started from day one with all this abstract stuff then what
is it? Nobody knows, there’s no way in. But that has to evolve. I’m
thinking about what is the movement of the music. It’s the first time
I’ve gone the other way around and thought ‘what would it be?’.” –
Musician B.
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Figure 8.1.: The “secret finger” posture
8.3.4. Accidental Triggering
A hindrance to the musicians use of aesthetic mappings is the prevalence of acci-
dental triggering. For instance, due to the snap-to-nearest-class behaviour of the
machine-learning-based posture recogniser, it oen mistakes the relaxed hands
of the wearer as an “open hand” posture. If the musicians map any controls to
an open hand, they can oen be triggered unintentionally. The musicians have
developed several strategies for dealing with accidental triggering, one being the
avoidance of certain controls. For instance, Musician A avoids using “open hand”
postures in their mappings, and instead uses another posture they call “secret fin-
ger” (Figure 8.1), a posture similar but subtly different to an open hand. “I do
[secret finger] when I don’t want people to pay attention to my posture because
it’s almost no posture, and I usually do this one when I kind of want to do it with
an open hand but I just need the control.” – Musician A.
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One strategy that themusicians employwhen theywished to use the openhand
posture formetaphoric or aesthetic purposes is to use “hidden” controls alongside
the openhandposture (with aBooleanANDrelationship) to ensure intended con-
trol. For instance,Musician B described an instrument using ametaphor of push-
ing a note between directional lobes. To stop accidental triggering, they use an
additional qualifier for each control: the down direction of their other hand. This
extra qualifier is considered “hidden” as it does not form part of the performance
movement, and the intention is that it goes unnoticed by the audience.
“When I did the pushing the synth thing there’s a qualifier on the
other hand so it’s only active when I’m pointing down.” –Musician B.
“So I want to play with open hand, right open hand forwards, which
I will map, but that’s going to trigger all the time, so I’m going to have
to have a sneaky other thing, like only when my le hand is down or
something.” – Musician A.
Similarly, the name “secret finger”, a posture shared by Musician’s A and D, sug-
gests that it is the musicians’ intention that the exact nature of the control is not
perceived by the audience. Musician A does use open hand postures when they
wish to express a specific aesthetic intent, such as the mapping used to represent
a lyric about opening eyes. However,MusicianAwas acutely aware that thismap-
ping choice is vulnerable to accidental triggering and described how they imme-
diately return to a “fist” posture once the phrase has been performed to minimise
risk.
“I definitely don’t make too much dependent on open hand. In that
one with the opening eyes thing I do trigger stuff with open hand but
once I’ve done it I immediately go back to fist just tomake sure I don’t
trigger it again.” – Musician A.
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8.3.5. Reliability in Gestural Controls
The issues with accidental triggering leads to the musicians needing to balance
their aesthetic intentions with reliable controls, and influences thewaymusicians
create simple, “practical” mapping strategies. For instance, when Musician A de-
signedmappings that are used to express their aesthetic intentions throughmeta-
phors, it is important that the controls not only did this, but could be reliably
triggered. For example, a mapping that used a fist posture on each hand coupled
with inwards directions that when performed represented two wires being con-
nected.
“I sing ‘rewired’ [gestures bringing hands together] because this is the
things that comeback together. Itworks and its practical.” –Musician
A.
This leads to the musicians considering the “robustness” of their mapping
choices, which ismostly donewhen themusicians consider posture controls. The
behaviour of the soware’s Posture Recognition algorithm causes it to recognise
and trigger “pass through” postures: postures that the hand unavoidably “passes
through” as it transitions from one posture to another. For example, if a musi-
cian is moving from a fist to an open hand posture, if they move in such a way
that the index finger starts to extend before the other fingers, the posture recog-
nisermaybriefly register a first finger point posture (Figure 8.2). This vulnerability
causes the musicians to consider the kinematics of their hands and their choice
of postures carefully; what they frequently referred to as the “robustness” of their
posture choices.
“Puppet hand isn’t a very stable posture to be doing that with either.
It’s not very robust in terms of the likelihood of it happening during
other things, you know, when you’re gesticulating, there’s normally
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Figure 8.2.: Example of a “pass-through” posture: as the hand moves from “Open
Hand” to “Fist”, a “One Finger Point” posture is recognised.
a puppet hand in there. You think about hands in a really different
way.” – Musician B.
While most of the musicians reported that they oen change their posture
choices tomore robust, practical set thatminimises these types of errors,Musician
C reported that they practise with the posture recogniser to develop the proprio-
ception necessary to master their posture choices. Furthermore, Musician C also
added how they can gain reliable control by practising their movements rather
changing their posture choices.
“...and I’ve spent enough time with the soware, a lot of time with
the soware, so I feel like I’ve had a chance and I continually have a
chance to build formyself quite subtle and robust posture changes.” –
Musician C. “If it’s just me I’ll persevere and I’ll practise and I’ll prac-
tise and I’ll practise.” – Musician C.
Thismotivation could be due to the nature ofMusicianC’s personalGlove prac-
tice, as they do not perform in front of audiences to the extent that the other mu-
sicians do, and therefore they may not have the samemotivation to develop map-
pings that mitigate performance errors.
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8.3.6. Personal Aesthetics
Mapping design has become a very personal expression of aesthetics for the glove
musicians. Enablingmusicians to design their ownmappingsmeans that choices
vary wildly between practitioners.
“What we’re doing is different enough from each other that we’ve all
invented our own standard way of doing things. I inherited a little
bit from what we were developing together with [Musician D], but I
know [Musician A] does things their way, [Musician B] does things
their way, they also inherited things from us, because we taught them
initially how to use them, but I’m sure they’ve developed their own
workarounds.” – Musician C.
This lack of shared practice is interesting considering the closeness of the glove
community and given that new users are oen introduced to the gloves by experi-
enced users demonstrating and sharing elements of their own practice. This sug-
gests that mapping is a very personal creative endeavour for the musicians. For
instance,MusicianA expressed a reluctance to performusingmappings designed
by others, as they saw the design of their mappings as a dimension of their mu-
sicianship. Musician C also remarked on the importance of designing one’s own
mappings to provide engaging and distinct performances.
“I feel like playing with the gloves is such an expression of how I
see and feel music? So there’s almost no point in copying someone
else’s movements or sound–gesture relationships because playing
with them is part of the expression, totally, in how you use them.”
– Musician A. “I feel like that the ability to spend time with your
own mappings, and create your own mappings, is really important
for making something that is really engaging visually.” – Musician C.
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One exception to the lack of shared mappings is Musician C’s work with a col-
laborator. The collaborator’s glove musicianship is purely in performing with
them, and they do not have the same creative investment in mapping design. The
collaborator wanted to perform a cover of Musician D’s material, and expressed a
desire to perform it using mappings designed byMusician D.
“I had kind of figured out how she could start the song, and then [col-
laborator] decided they wanted to have [Musician D] do it for them.”
– Musician C.
While aesthetic mapping practice has become very individual, there has been a
development of standard practice around technical aspects of glove mappings,
such as using the buttons on the glove to initialise the glove’s orientation para-
meters, as observed in Chapter 6. As thesemappings are related to solving system
related issues (for instance, Musician C advocates for “kill all notes” control on
the le-hand button), there is no personal aesthetic investment in the controls,
and they are freely shared and copied between musicians.
The desire for personal customisation extends to the hardware interface and
the low-level workings of themapping soware. For example, Musician C desires
detailed control over the posture training process, such as the ability to remove
sensors from the algorithm. In their current practice, Musician C “frees” sensors
from the algorithm by providing it with enough varied training examples so that
classification result becomesunaffectedby theposition certain fingers (in this case
the thumb).
“Almost anyposture, if I program thepostures in away that the thumb
is independent and doesn’t add to the posture, I can move the thumb
around.” – Musician C. “I want more degrees of freedom. I want to
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be able to choose for myself which sensors are the ones that are con-
tributing the postures that can be used as triggers ... if you could say
I don’t want that to be in the posture recognition algorithm, because
if I move that particular sensor, usually it’s my thumbs, if I move that
sensor I don’t want that to mess up my postures, I want to be able to
really use my fingers a lot more, in a more nuanced way.” – Musician
C.
8.4. Discussion
These findings suggest that glove performers achieve expressive performances us-
ing simple one-to-one and few-to-one mappings to minimise the risk of perform-
ance error, while embellishing these simple mappings with theatrical ancillary
gestures. The musicians use of simple mappings suggests that it is not the com-
plexity of their mappings that facilitates their musical expression, going against
the argument that simple mappings lead to musical toys that musicians quickly
grow tiredof (Hunt,Wanderley andParadis, 2003). For thesemusicians, expressive
performance can be achieved through simple action–soundmappings that facilit-
ate theatrical movement and their personal ideas and aesthetics of action–sound
relationships.
However, the musicians’ ability to express their personal aesthetics is hindered
by issues with accidental triggering caused by the snap-to-nearest behaviour of
the posture recogniser, with the musicians’ mapping decisions being influenced
by the need to consider the robustness of their mapping choices.
An interesting finding in this research is the importance of a musicians’ per-
sonal mapping strategies. While it might be expected that mapping practice
would be similar between musicians due to their frequent collaborations and
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sharing of ideas, this research has found that mapping practice is an incredibly
personal endeavour, with glove musicians considering mapping design to be an
important aspect of their creative practice. Providingmusicians with the ability to
define their own ideas around action–soundmapping forms an important part of
musical expression with the gloves.
Another point of interest is the desire of some of the musicians to work with
choreographers to aid them in developing visually sophisticated and expressive
movements. This focus on expressive movements was influenced by the musi-
cians’ aim to provide engaging performances for their audiences, and highlights
the importance of the performer-audience relationship in mapping design; both
the minimisation of performer errors and the use of expressive ancillary gesture
come from the desire to provide a good performance, and such factors are more
important formusicians in the context of live performance than in other domains,
such as composition (Fiebrink et al., 2010). This is particularly highlighted by
the personal glove practice of Musician C, who does not have the same error
minimisation priority of the other musicians, being more willing to spend time
mastering difficult mappings in their personal practice, while in their mapping
design for other performers, simplicity and audience engagement remain import-
ant factors. New Interface for Musical Expression (NIME) mapping design lit-
erature advocates for the use of metaphors in mapping design to facilitate both
musician and audience engagement (Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis, 2003; Fels,
Gadd andMulder, 2002). The Glove musicians used metaphors in their mapping
design,mainly usingmetaphors in their ancillary gestures to communicatemean-
ing, for example musician A’s “opening eyes” metaphor. This again was mainly
influenced by wanting to provide engaging performances. The focus on end-user
mapping in the context of professional performance reveals mapping design in-
fluences that might not be apparent in laboratory-based studies (Caramiaux et al.,
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2014a; Françoise, 2013), which find the importance of designing mappings with
embodied metaphors, but do not touch upon factors raised in this study around
reliability, an important aspect of mapping design for these musicians as they are
aware that their mappings are being designed for a live performance. Chapter 9
examines this aspect in detail.
The aspects that influence expert end-user mapping design correlate with as-
pects of the Cognitive Dimensions of Music Notations (Nash, 2015): The use of
simple action–soundmappings relates toVisibility, the clarity of howmusic is visu-
alised in notations; expressive ancillary movement relates to Role Expressiveness,
the visual aesthetic properties of the notation; the use ofmetaphor relates toClose-
ness of Mapping, the way in which the representation of themusic aligns with how
it is described; and accidental triggering relates to Error Proneness, or the ease at
which unintentional mistakes can be made.
8.5. Summary
Through investigating themapping practice of four experienced glovemusicians,
the work presented in this chapter has revealed a series of factors that influence
experienced end-usermapping design formusic performance. Primarily, themu-
sicians focus on creating simplemappings that reduce the possibility of performer
error, focusing on developing expressive, performative ancillary movement, with
the underlying aim of these factors being the desire to provide engaging perform-
ances for their audiences. By studying the creative mapping practice of experi-
enced mid-air musicians, an understudied group of DMI practitioners (McPher-
son and Kim, 2012), this research contributes novel insights into expressive DMI
mapping design. The findings from this research can be summarised as follows.
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1. Experienced musicians can use simple mapping solutions while providing
engaging performances through expressive movement.
2. It is important for DMI mappings to reflect a musician’s personal interpret-
ations and aesthetics of music andmovement, and that themapping design
process is an important part of creativity with the gloves. Therefore, DMIs
instruments that permit end-user customisation andmapping personalisa-
tion empower musicians to express their own personalised action–sound
relationships.
3. Experienced musicians use metaphors in their mapping design to commu-
nicate aesthetic intent and to provide engaging performances. The use of
metaphor has been advocated in the design ofmusic interaction (Fels, Gadd
andMulder, 2002; Wessel andWright, 2002), which this research supports.
4. A major barrier in musical practice with the gloves is accidental triggering.
The behaviour of the posture recogniser and occurrence of “pass-through”
postures force the musicians to move away from expressing their personal
aesthetics and focus on the “robustness” of their posture choices. DMIs
could minimise accidental triggering through the use of excitation controls
that avoid the need for performers to pass through other body states that
trigger excitation controls, and through avoiding controls that rely on ges-
tures that are similar to a musician’s relaxed body state.
Thefindings fromChapters 6, 7 and8 contribute towards a series of designheur-
istics for mid-air DMIs, presented in Chapter 10.
Following on from findings from this chapter and the previous chapter
(Chapter 7), which found that system-related error and accidental triggering
causes serious issues for musical practice with the gloves, the next chapter
(Chapter 9) will examine the effects of system reliability on a musician’s ability
to acquire skill with the gloves.
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Acquisition
In the previous empirical chapters (Chapters 6–8), the mapping practice of glove
musicians was examined to determine the factors that influence end-user map-
ping design for music performance. Aspects that routinely affected both novice
and expert glovemusicians were problemswith accidental triggering and system-
related misclassification errors from the user-trained posture recognition system
in the Glover soware. These errors caused frustration, and disrupted novice
users’ development of understanding around the gloves system, as well as their
ability to implement mapping ideas in Glover; while the expert musicians had
developed a series of techniques to cope with the issue. In this chapter, system-
related error is examined to determine its affects on amusician’s ability to acquire
musical skill with the gloves. These issues of system reliability, in part caused
by Machine Learning (ML), are applicable to many Digital Musical Instruments
(DMIs), as ML and classification techniques are common tools in the mapping
design process (Macionis andKapur, 2018; Scurto, Bevilacqua and Françoise, 2017;
Fiebrink, Trueman and Cook, 2009).
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9.1. Introduction
Three factors of musical skill acquisition: movement smoothness (González-
Sánchez et al., 2019; Goebl and Palmer, 2013; Palmer et al., 2007), timing error
and note error; were measured as deliberate system error was introduced into the
gloves system as participants repeatedly practised a musical task, with the system
error designed to mimic classification errors. It is hypothesised that higher rates
of system error will have greater negative effects on the participants’ ability to ac-
quire skill, and will also negatively affect a participant’s confidence in the gloves’
reliability.
9.2. Skill Acquisition
Theevaluationof one’smusical improvement, or the acquisitionofmusical skill, is
a major part of traditional instrument pedagogy, and has been explored at length
in studies examining musical ability (Duke, Cash and Allen, 2011; McPherson,
2005; Drake and Palmer, 2000; Hodges and Nolker, 1992). In traditional pedago-
gical examinations (ABRSM, 2019, for example), musical ability ismeasured qual-
itatively: an experienced instrumentalist observes the examined student perform
pieces and technical exercises, and grades them according to a series of specifica-
tions.
While for many contexts qualitative measurements are appropriate, it is oen
desirable to quantify improvements in musical ability to enable statistical com-
parisons in dependent variables. One method used in skill acquisition studies is
to measure the speed at which a performer is able to perform a specified piece
(Goebl and Palmer, 2013). However, such ameasurement can be inappropriate for
musical tasks, as tempo is integral to musical expression (Juslin, 2003).
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In these cases, useful metrics include measuring a performer’s deviation from
the musical metre, or their musical timing accuracy (Duke, Cash and Allen, 2011;
Drake and Palmer, 2000); andmeasuring a performer’s pitch accuracy (Drake and
Palmer, 2000), which is oen used for singing analysis (Nakano, Goto and Hiraga,
2006; Watts, Murphy and Barnes-Burroughs, 2003). Another is to measure the
improvement in the efficiency of a performer’s movements, oen defined as an
improvement in movement smoothness (Caramiaux et al., 2018; Palmer et al., 2007;
Drake and Palmer, 2000), a measurement determined from jerk, the third deriva-
tion of motion.
Movement smoothness has been used to study improvements in movement in
many contexts, including sports (Choi et al., 2014), medical rehabilitation (Rohrer
et al., 2002) and music performance (Duke, Cash and Allen, 2011; Palmer et al.,
2007). Movement smoothness is tied to the idea that efficiency is important to
skilledmovement; the less extraneousmotion that exists in amovement (and thus
a smaller jerk-cost), the more skilful the performer of that movement is. A criti-
cism of movement smoothness is that efficiency in movement can be linked to
Taylorist movement economics (Gertler, 2009), which aimed to find the most ef-
ficient ways of moving to maximise production, and leaves little room for an in-
dividual’s personal expression in movement. However, developing efficiency in
movement is integral to developing skill in instrument performance, with more
efficientmovements allowing experiencedmusicians to perform faster with fewer
inaccuracies (Goebl and Palmer, 2013), and in the most prominent creative move-
ment domain: dance (Lepecki, 2006).
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9.3. Perception of Error
An initial study was conducted to determine at what rate of system error impacts
the performer’s subjective perceptions of the instrument. Six conditions of system
error rate were examined: 0%, 1%, 2%, 5%, 10% and 20%.
9.3.1. Method
Each participant was asked to perform a short musical task (described in Sec-
tion 9.4) 20 times in each of the system error conditions. The participants were ex-
posed to each condition in a random order. Aer each condition, the participants
were asked to respond to the following questions:
1. On a scale from 0 – 10, where 0 is not responsive at all and 10 is completely
responsive, how responsive would you say the gloves were to your actions?
2. On a scale from0 – 10, where 0 is no control at all and 10 is complete control,
howmuch control did you feel you had?
3. On a scale from 0 – 10, where 0 is not at all accurate and 10 is completely
accurate, how accurately did you feel the gloves were responding to your
actions?
9.3.2. Results
Five participants took part in the study. The movement smoothness and note se-
lection error were also measured, and presented in Figure 9.2.
Regarding the user perception responses (Figure 9.1), there was a trend in all
three aspects of perception towardsmorepositive responseswith smaller amounts
of system error, with a significant drop-off in perceived accuracy, responsiveness
and sense of control once any system error had been introduced.
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Figure 9.1.: User perception results.
0% 1% 2% 5% 10% 20%
0% 1 0.708 0.667 0.0788 0.0782 *0.0312
1% 0.708 1 0.93 *0.0267 *0.0156 *0.00593
2% 0.667 0.93 1 *0.0284 *0.0182 *0.00711
5% 0.0788 *0.0267 *0.0284 1 0.69 0.891
10% 0.0782 *0.0156 *0.0182 0.69 1 0.526
20% *0.0312 *0.00593 *0.00711 0.891 0.526 1
Table 9.1.: P-values for two-tailed t-tests comparing performer error in the six sys-
tem error conditions. * indicates a statistically significant difference.
Movement smoothness scores were median-normalised by scaling each parti-
cipant’s scores by theirmedian score across all conditions. A single factor ANOVA
applied to the movement smoothness scores revealed that there was no statistic-
ally significant difference (p < 0.05) on movement smoothness in the six condi-
tions of system error rate: F (1989, 5) = 0.89, p = 0.49.
However, there was a statistically significant difference (p < 0.05) in the
rate of performer note selection errors in the six conditions of system error rate:
F (5, 230) = 3.21, p = 0.008. A matrix of two-tailed t-tests shows that the signi-
ficant difference exists between lower error-rate conditions of 1% and 2% and the
higher error-rate conditions of 5%, 10% and 20%.
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Figure 9.2.: Movement smoothness and note selection error results for perception
study.
9.4. Method
To examine the effects of system error on the development of proprioceptive skill,
intentional systemerrorwas introducedat three levels into theglove’s signal chain:
a control, where no deliberate error was introduced into the system, and two con-
ditions where error was introduced: one at 5% (one in every twenty notes the per-
former played would be incorrect) and one at 10% (one in every ten notes incor-
rect). These conditions will be referred to as NE (no introduced system error), LE
(low amount of system error: 5%), and HE (high amount of system error: 10%).
These choices were influenced by the perception results, which suggested that
performer note error was effected by these rates (Table 9.1).
9.4.1. Task
Participants were asked to perform a short piece of music (Figure 9.3) in time to
a metronome, repeated 50 times. For the first four times round, the reference
melody was played alongside the metronome. No participants that took part in
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Figure 9.3.: The musical score for the task.
the study described in Section 9.3 were involved. An entirely new cohort of parti-
cipants were recruited.
As the participants were being asked to perform a repetitive task 50 times, con-
cerns were raised around problems with fatigue. For this reason, each participant
only performed one condition. Tomitigate the potential for one condition having
participants with more musical ability than another condition, before participat-
ing in the experiment the participants completed a Musical Sophistication Index
(MSI) questionnaire (Müllensiefen et al., 2014). TheMSI scores were then used to
sort participants into each condition, so that each group had a similar spread of
musical ability.
9.4.2. Mapping Strategy
Themapping strategy for piece used a “point and grab” interactionmetaphor, and
consisted of five directional lobes (point): up, down, le, right and forwards, each
mapped to a note in the task’s musical material (Figure 9.3).
To avoid adding additional system error, the machine learning part of the
Glover soware, the posture recognition system,was not used in thismapping. In-
stead, the “grab” element of themappingwasmapped to a threshold in themiddle
finger proximal flex sensor.
The mapping only used one glove, with all participants required to perform
the task using the right-hand glove. The mapping strategy was kept simple, and
its design was influenced by findings from a previous chapter (Chapter 7), which
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Figure 9.4.: Experimental Setup.
found that the use of directional lobeswere a commonly usedmethod of perform-
ing similar tasks.
9.4.3. System Error
The system error introduced into the gloves system was designed to mimic the
misclassification errors regularly experienced by glovemusicians, and also inher-
ent in machine learning systems in general. At a probability determined by each
conditions level of systemerror (0%, 5%and 10%), as a participant triggered a note,
the intended pitchwas altered to a pitch randomly selected from the other pitches
present in the target piece (Figure 9.3).
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Figure 9.5.: Motion capture marker placement.
9.4.4. Experiment Setup
Figure 9.4 shows the experimental setup. Participants were asked to put on the
glove and with motion capture markers, which were placed on the participant’s
back, lower arm and upper arm (Figure 9.5). The task and glovemapping strategy
were explained to the participants, and they were then given a few minutes to fa-
miliarise themselveswith themapping strategy. Participantswere providedwith a
score, denoting order of the point-and-grab directions required to play the piece.
A pair ofmonitors provided auditory feedback, with the synthesiser controlled by
the participant panned to the lemonitor and themetronome and reference track
panned to the right.
9.4.5. Data Collected
Movement data was recorded using a Vicon T40s motion capture system. Three
markers were used to record the positions of the participants’ back, upper arm
and lower arm. Secondary back-up movement data was recorded from the accel-
erometers and flex sensors in the glove.
Music-relateddatawas collected inMIDI format. Thiswasmadeupof thenotes
performed by the participant and the system’s MIDI output. This allowed for the
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Timestamp (relative) Label MIDI message output
-132 SYSTEM_CORRECT Note on C3
-132 USER_PERFORMED Note on C3
0 REFERENCE Note on C3
1000 REFERENCE Note on D3
1011 SYSTEM_CORRECT Note on E3
1011 USER_PERFORMED Note on E3*
1958 SYSTEM_CORRECT Note on E3
1958 USER_PERFORMED Note on E3
2000 REFERENCE Note on E3
2991 SYSTEM_ERROR Note on G3**
2991 USER_PERFORMED Note on C4
3000 REFERENCE Note on C4
4000 REFERENCE Note on D3
4053 SYSTEM_CORRECT Note on G3
4053 USER_PERFORMED Note on G3*
5000 REFERENCE Note on E3
5016 SYSTEM_CORRECT Note on E3
5016 USER_PERFORMED Note on E3
5919 SYSTEM_CORRECT Note on G3
5919 USER_PERFORMED Note on G3
6000 REFERENCE Note on G3
7000 REFERENCE Note on C3
7101 SYSTEM_ERROR Note on D3*
7101 USER_PERFORMED Note on E3**
Table 9.2.: Example of one trial ofMIDI data. *Examples of performer error. **Ex-
amples of system error.
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separation of performer-based errors from system-based errors, and the examin-
ation of the effects of system error on performer error. For example, if the musi-
cian intended to play C3, but the system decided to make an error and output D3,
both the performer’s intended note and the system’s outputted wrong note were
recorded. These values were recorded alongside a reference performance, which
represented a completely accurate rendition of the piece.
Aswell as quantitativedata about theparticipant’smovementperformancedur-
ing the task, qualitative measurements around the participant’s subjective exper-
ience of the task were taken in the form of a series of Likert scale questions.
To more effectively determine each participant’s general improvement over
time, a moving average was calculated for each participant’s movement smooth-
ness, note selection accuracy and timing accuracy scores, averaging over the pre-
vious 10 trials. Additionally, as this research is interested in the relative improve-
ment as opposed to absolute smoothness scores, the mean scores were offset by
the initial average.
9.4.6. Movement Smoothness
Movement smoothness was calculated using the same method as previous work
(Caramiaux et al., 2018): an integrated squared jerk valuewasmeasured along each
axis of movement for the inter-onset intervals between performed note onsets.
The cumulative values for each inter-onset interval performed in a single trial gave
each trial anoverallmovement smoothness score. Higher values represent a larger
jerk-cost, and thus a less-smooth movement.
To allow for meaningful averages to be calculated for each condition, median
normalisation was applied to each participant’s movement smoothness scores.
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9.4.7. Performer Note Selection Error
To examine participant note selection error, the user performed Note On inform-
ation was compared against a reference of the correct rendition (see Table 9.2).
For example, in the sample provided in Table 9.2, the participant performed three
wrong notes: the second (E3 instead of D3), fih (G3 instead of D3) and eighth (E3
instead of C3).
9.4.8. Performer Timing Error
Performer timing error was also examined. A timing error score was assigned to
each performed trial by measuring the cumulative difference between the time
stamp in the reference MIDI data and the nearest note onset performed by the
participant (see Table 9.2).
9.5. Results
45participants tookpart in the study, 14 in theNEcondition, 16 inLEconditionand
15 in the HE condition. The distribution of participant MSI scores are shown in
Figure 9.6. A single factor ANOVA showed that there was no statistical difference
between groups: F (42, 2) = 0.29, p = 0.75.
9.5.1. Movement Smoothness
Movement smoothnesswas calculatedusingmovementdata fromthemotion cap-
ture system, using themethod described in Section 9.4.6. Themovement smooth-
ness results are presented in Figure 9.7. These results suggest that for the NE
and HE conditions, movement smoothness steadily improved aer the 20th trial,
whilemovement smoothness improved for theNE condition faster than in theHE
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Figure 9.6.: Disribution of MSI scores for the three conditions.
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Figure 9.7.: Change in Movement Smoothness scores over the course of the task.
Lower scores represent smoother movements. Tails represent stand-
ard error.
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Figure 9.8.: Note selection error rate over the course of the task. Lower scores in-
dicate fewer performer errors. Tails represent standard error.
condition, NE smoothness levelled out around the 40th trial, and the HE condi-
tion continued to improve until the end of the task, equalling the improvement in
movement smoothness achieved by the NE condition. Meanwhile, the LE condi-
tion results suggest little movement smoothness improvement over the course of
the task, initially worsening until the 30th trial, then showing improvement at a
similar gradient to the HE condition, before beginning to worsen again aer the
40th trial.
9.5.2. Performer Note Selection Error
The performer note selection error results are presented in Figure 9.8, which sug-
gests that the NE and LE trials initially showed equal levels of improvement until
the 25th trial, when improvement in theLE conditionplateaued. The results of the
NE condition suggest continued improvement before plateauing around the 35th
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Figure 9.9.: Performer timing error over the trials. Lower scores represent less per-
former error. Tails represent standard error.
trial. Performer note error for the HE condition improved over the course of the
task, but with HE error rates initially being worse than both the NE and LE con-
ditions. The HE condition began to show better error rates than the LE condition
aer the 30th trial, before worsening aer the 45th.
9.5.3. Performer Timing Error
The performer timing error results are presented in Figure 9.9. The results sug-
gest that for the NE condition, timing accuracy initially improved, then remained
fairly stable throughout rest of the task. Timing accuracy for the LE condition
started at a similar rate to the HE condition, but these results suggest a signific-
ant worsening aer the 15th trial, before beginning to improve aer the 30th trial,
eventually becoming similarly accurate than the NE condition aer the 40th trial.
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NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
The instrument was easy to play
NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
The instrument was intuitive to play
NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
The sequence was easy to remember
NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
The instrument felt natural to use
Figure 9.10.: Ease and Intuitiveness Likert Responses.
The HE condition results suggest an initial improvement, performing similarly to
the NE condition, but became worse aer the 40th trial.
9.5.4. User Perception
The user perception statements were grouped into four categories: Ease and In-
tuitiveness (Figure 9.10), Motivation and Engagement (Figure 9.11), Participant’s
Performance (Figure 9.12) and System Reliability (Figure 9.13). No statistically sig-
nificant difference was found in any of the user perception statements (Table 9.3).
Open-ended responses fromparticipantswere also examined for each of the three
conditions.
No Error Comments
The participants in the NE condition discussed how they felt fatigued aer per-
forming the task, and that the length and manner of the task made focusing on
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NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
I would like to use the instrument again
NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
I was keen to improve my performance
NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
I would happily carry on performing the task
NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
I was engaged in the task
Figure 9.11.: Motivation and Engagement Likert Responses.
NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree I performed the task well
NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
I performed mistakes during the task
NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
I could still improve my performance of the task
NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree I mastered the task
Figure 9.12.: Participant Performance Likert Responses.
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NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
The instrument was reliable
at interpreting my movements
NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
The instrument felt accurate
in following my movements
NE LE HE
Condition
Strongly Disagree
Disagree
Somewhat Disagree
Neither
Somewhat Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
The instrument felt responsive
NE LE HE
Condition
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Figure 9.13.: System Reliability Likert Responses.
Median Responses ANOVA Results
Category Statements No Error Low Error High Error (significance: p < 0.05)
Ease and The instrument was easy to play somewhat agree somewhat agree somewhat agree F (2, 42) = 0.208, p = 0.813
Intuitiveness The instrument was intuitive to play somewhat agree somewhat agree somewhat agree F (2, 42) = 0.039, p = 0.96
The instrument was frustrating to play neither neither neither F (2, 42) = 0.041, p = 0.959
The sequence was easy to remember somewhat agree somewhat agree somewhat agree F (2, 42) = 0.665, p = 0.52
The instrument felt natural to use somewhat agree somewhat agree somewhat agree F (2, 42) = 0.214, p = 0.808
Motivation and I would like to use the instrument again agree agree agree F (2, 42) = 0.588, p = 0.559
Engagement I was keen to improve my performance agree agree agree F (2, 42) = 2.878, p = 0.0674
I would happily carry on performing the task somewhat agree somewhat agree somewhat agree F (2, 42) = 0.101, p = 0.903
I was engaged in the task agree agree agree F (2, 42) = 0.288, p = 0.751
Participant I performed the task well agree agree agree F (2, 42) = 1.669, p = 0.201
Performance I performed mistakes during the task strongly agree agree agree F (2, 42) = 1.193, p = 0.825
I recovered frommymistakes well somewhat agree neither somewhat agree F (2, 42) = 1.202, p = 0.31
I could still improve my performance of the task strongly agree strongly agree agree F (2, 42) = 0.044, p = 0.957
I fully mastered the task disagree somewhat disagree somewhat disagree F (2, 42) = 0.234, p = 0.792
System The instrument was reliably interpreting my movements somewhat agree somewhat agree somewhat disagree F (2, 42) = 1.647, p = 0.205
Reliability The instrument was accurately following mymovements somewhat agree somewhat disagree somewhat disagree F (2, 42) = 0.916, p = 0.408
The instrument felt responsive agree somewhat agree somewhat agree F (2, 42) = 1.158, p = 0.324
The instrument’s inaccuracies caused me to make mistakes neither somewhat agree somewhat agree F (2, 42) = 0.021, p = 0.979
I recovered from the instrument’s mistakes well neither neither somewhat agree F (2, 42) = 0.337, p = 0.716
Table 9.3.: User perception Likert responses.
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the task difficult. Some participants discussed how it took them time to develop
an understanding of the control mapping, while one participant discussed their
lack of being able to perceive where errors were coming from.
“Aer a while of using the gloves this way, my arm became tired.”
“My forearm and shoulder are quite sore.”
“It was hard to remain interested in just repeating the same tune 50
times.”
“Themain problem Iwasmakingwaswith the last downnote as Iwas
bringmy arm downwithmywrist pointing slightly up, once I figured
out I had to be aiming towards the floor, it made it a lot easier.”
“I couldn’t work out if I was doing something different ormakingmis-
takes or if this was an error in the motion capture - but it was enough
to make me grimace briefly!”
Low Error Comments
The LE condition participants discussed the gloves inaccuracies, with some parti-
cipants unable to perceive where the error was coming from, and that the system
error was causing them to lose confidence in their own ability. One participant
commented that they initially felt that the error came from them, they realised it
was system-related towards the endof the task. TheLEparticipants also discussed
feeling fatigued.
“I couldn’t work out whether it was me or the gloves making mis-
takes.”
“The inaccuracy of the gloves made me doubt my own competence
and made it more difficult to remember the sequence.”
“I enjoyed the session. However in the end I got tired a little bit.”
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High Error Comments
The majority of the HE participants’ comments were related to their perception
of system error. Many of the participants reported perceiving the system as being
the cause of error, while some were unsure about the origin of error.
“It felt as if the notes were being changed. And that some positions
were removed.”
“I wasn’t sure whether it was me making errors.”
“It seemedunreliable at times,while the leandupdirectionsworked
quite well, the right forward and down directions were rarely inter-
preted right.”
9.6. Discussion
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of system error on a per-
former’s ability to acquire skill with the Mi.Mu Gloves. Movement smoothness,
note selection accuracy and timing accuracy were analysed, as well as the percep-
tion and experience of the participants.
In both movement smoothness and timing accuracy, the low error condition
produced the worst performances. This is a striking result, and requires further
examination and replication in future studies before it can be assumed to be true
in all cases. However, these results could be attributed to the ability of the par-
ticipants to perceive that the source of the error was coming from the system, as
discussed in the upcoming subsections.
The findings have implications on the wider DMI field, where ML tools are
widely used in DMI design (Macionis and Kapur, 2018; Vogl and Knees, 2017;
Fiebrink and Cook, 2010).
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9.6.1. Skill Acquisition
Formovement smoothness, a 10% rate ofmisclassification style systemerrors have
little effect on movement smoothness compared to the control condition. This
suggests that the participants were realising that the errors they were experien-
cing originated from the system and not their own actions, and began to adapt
to the condition. A 5% system error rate has a significant effect, with participants
unable to improve their movement smoothness effectively over the course of the
trials. These results suggest that participants in the 10% condition were able to
perceive that the system errors were originating from the system, and were able
to adapt, although their movement smoothness did not improve as early as the
control condition.
The results for note selection error show that while error decreased across all
conditions, a 10% rate of systemerrorhadno significant effect on the improvement
of a performer’s note selection errors over the control condition. Meanwhile, a 5%
rate of error caused a significant effect, with participants unable to improve their
note selection accuracy beyond the 25th trial. These results support observations
of themovement smoothness results, suggesting that the high error conditionwas
more easily perceivable, allowing the participants to adjust and adapt, while the
lowerror condition causeddisruption to skill acquisitiondue toparticipants being
less able to perceive the source of error.
Regarding performer timing error, no improvement was observed in the con-
trol condition. Meanwhile, a 5% rate of system error was found to initially have
a significant negative effect, but improved significantly during the latter half of
the task. The 10% system error rate initially performed well, with participant’s
performing with less timing error than the control condition, but the condition
rapidly deteriorated towards the end of the task. This suggests that fatigue or frus-
tration could have played a role in the rate of performer timing error: to maintain
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low levels of performer note selection error and smoother movement while the
system was making significant amounts (a 10% rate) of pitch-related error would
require more concentration than for the control condition. These results suggest
that in such conditions, timing accuracy was sacrificed to maintain note selection
accuracy. Contrastingly, for the 5%condition,where an improvement in timingac-
curacy was observed around the same point as pitch accuracy worsened (around
the 25th trial), pitch accuracy was sacrificed for timing accuracy.
9.6.2. User Perception
The user perception study found that even 1% of system error had a negative im-
pact on a musician’s sense of control, system accuracy and responsiveness. The
qualitative responses from the main study found no significant perceptual differ-
ence between the three conditions. However, as each participant only performed
the task in a single condition, direct comparisons between each group’s percep-
tions aremoredifficult tomake, and themoreuseful user perception results canbe
drawn from the perception study, where each participant performed in each con-
dition. However, having each participant only perform in one condition for the
main skill acquisition study was an appropriate choice, with participants report-
ing on the physical strain of the task, a common problem in mid-air interactions
(Hincapié-Ramos et al., 2014). Requiring each participant to perform 150 trials (3
conditions 50 times each) would have been overly strenuous.
9.7. Summary
In this chapter, the effect of system error on a performer’s ability to acquire skill in
performingwith amid-air DMIwas examined. A performer’smovement smooth-
ness, note selection and timing error were measured as they performed amusical
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task with the gloves, while randomised system error, designed tomimicmisclassi-
fication errors, was introduced into the glove’s mapping chain. The findings show
that lower system error rates negatively effect a musician’s ability to acquire skill
with a mid-air glove musical instrument, with motor skill, note and timing accur-
acy all disrupted. Larger rates of system error had little effect on skill acquisition,
suggesting that participants were more able to perceive the system errors and ad-
apt accordingly.
This chapter concludes the empirical research presented in this thesis. The
following chapterpresents adiscussionand summationof the contributionsmade
within this dissertation.
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10.1. Introduction
This dissertation presents work that investigates the end-user mapping design
practices of musicians using a glove-based mid-air Digital Musical Instrument
(DMI). The work presented looks at end-user mapping in the musical perform-
ance practice of novice and experienced glove musicians, and investigates the de-
velopment ofmapping design practice andmotor skill. The qualitative andquant-
itative researchmethods used have been drawn fromestablishedUser Experience
(UX) methodologies, as well as recent work in the study of skill acquisition in the
New Interface for Musical Expression (NIME) field. The research question this
dissertation investigated was as follows:
How do end-users of a glove-based music controller design action–sound mapping
strategies for musical performance?
To address this question, the following sub-questions were explored.
1. What factors influence mapping design decisions for glove-based music
performance?
2. How does mapping practice develop as glove musicians gain experience?
3. How do these factors impact a musician’s ability to acquire motor skill with
glove instruments?
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10.2. Overview of Thesis
Chapter 2 presented literature relating to mid-air interaction, mapping in DMIs,
and end-usermappingdesign. The chapter covered implicit and explicitmapping
techniques, the nature of action–sound mapping parameters and the qualities of
mapping design, as well as existing end-user mapping soware.
Chapter 3 presented literature relating to gesture andembodiment inmusic and
music interaction, with a focus on conceptualmetaphor theory. Semiotic and eco-
logical theories are also covered.
Chapter 4 presented a systematic review of NIME literature from the The In-
ternational Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME), The
Sound and Music Computing Conference (SMC) and The International Com-
puter Music Conference (ICMC), which analysed their relation to UX evaluation
themes. Literature around the methodologies of Usability and UX design related
to the NIME field is also covered.
Chapter 5 presented theMi.Mu Gloves and Glover mapping soware, the DMI
used for the empirical work presented, in detail. The technical specification of the
gloves and the soware’s mapping affordances were discussed
Chapter 6 presented a study that examinedmapping design with a group of ex-
isting Mi.Mu Glove users. A mapping task was given to a group of glove users,
which found that glove users with more experience performing live with the
gloves prioritised ergonomic considerations and minimising performance mis-
takes, while those who did not perform live with the gloves used mappings that
adhered to established embodied musical metaphors. The more experienced
performers also spent more of the task time editing and iterating over mapping
designs than practising their mappings.
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Followingon fromobservationsmade inChapter 6, Chapter 7 presented a study
into the initial development of glovemusicianship. Elevenmusicianswere given a
pair ofMi.MuGloves, and their development of performance practicewas tracked
over amonth-long period. This study found that novice glovemusicians designed
mappings through the embodied manner of “what is it like to do the music?”
designing mappings that use metaphors of established music interaction inter-
faces and instruments, and focus on their mappings’ transparency to the audi-
ence. When designing for a specific task, the ergonomics and easiness of these
control mappings were also an important factor in the novices’ mapping designs,
and their mapping design was hampered by system-related errors caused by pos-
ture recognition training issues, leading to accidental triggering.
Chapter 8 presented an empirical study study that examined themapping prac-
tice of expert glove performers. Grounded Theory analysis of interviews with ex-
pert glove musicians revealed that the experienced glove musicians use simple
mapping relationships in their glove performances, but embellish these map-
pingswith performative ancillarymovements that expressed their aesthetic inten-
tions. Accidental triggering and system-related errors also impact their mapping
designs, with themusicians developing gestural strategies tomitigate these issues.
Chapter 9 presented a study on the effect of accidental triggering on a musi-
cian’s ability to acquire proprioceptive skill with theMi.MuGloves. This study in-
troduced system error into the glove mapping chain that mirrored the accidental
triggering issues observed in previous chapters. This found that smaller rates of
system error caused significant disruption to a musician’s ability to acquire motor
skill, and has a significant effect on note selection error and movement smooth-
ness. Higher levels of system error had a significant effect on performer timing
error, but no effect on motor skill acquisition or note selection error.
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10.3. Main Findings
From this work, the following findings about end-user mapping design with a
mid-air glove instrument have been made. A summary of the empirical findings
is presented below in Table 10.1.
What factors influence mapping design decisions for
glove-based music performance?
Simple Mappings
This research has found that glove musicians make use of simple relationships in
their mapping designs, and mainly use one-to-one and many-to-one mappings
(Sections 7.4.1 and 8.3.1). This would seem to contradict established mapping
literature which advocates for complex, many-to-many mapping relationships
(Dobrian and Koppelman, 2006; Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis, 2003). However,
themusician’s conceptualisationof simplemapping is verymuchat theperceptual
level of mapping, between what has been referred to in this work as gesture fea-
tures (Section 2.5.4) and sound parameters. Thus the use of simple mappings can
perhaps be explained by the nature of the input interface. In the case of a classic
example that advocates for complex mapping, the “accidental theremin” (Hunt,
Wanderley and Paradis, 2003), a systems level approach tomapping is taken, with
input parameters being a set of one dimensional sliders mapped to specific para-
meters of synthesis. Meanwhile, for glove controllers, while the gestural para-
meter may be a single axis of orientation, the actual human hand and armmove-
ments that go into actuating that parameter are incredibly complex.
This research has found that for glove controllers, where mapping is concep-
tualised at a perceptual level, mapping complexity does not need to be present in
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Mapping Practice of Existing Glove Users (Chapter 6).
• Experienced glove musicians allocated more time to iterating over their mapping
designs, displaying rapid feedback cycles of creating, auditioning and editing (Sec-
tion 6.3.2).
• Novice glovemusicians allocated less time tomapping design, spendingmore time
practising with their mappings (Section 6.3.2).
• Experienced glove performers designed action–sound mappings that prioritised
ergonomic control and minimisation of performer errors (Section 6.3.3).
• Novice glove performers designed action–sound mappings that adhered to estab-
lished conceptual metaphors of music (Section 6.3.3).
Development of Mapping Practice in Novice Glove Musicians (Chapter 7).
• Novice glove musicians used simple one-to-one relationships in their personal
mapping practice (Section 7.4.1).
• Novices tended towardsusingPosture andMovement gesture features in theirmap-
pings (Section 7.4.1).
• Novices designed mappings based on conceptual metaphors of existing instru-
ments and music interactions (Section 7.4.3).
• Novices designed with the audience’s perception of their mappings in mind (Sec-
tion 7.4.3).
• Novices experienced issues with accidental triggering (Section 7.4.3).
• For mapping tasks, novices quickly developed an established mapping method
(Section 7.5.2).
• For note-based mapping, novices focused on ergonomic control and error minim-
isation in their mapping designs (Section 7.5.4).
• For expression-based mapping, novices focused on visual aesthetics and meta-
phors (Section 7.5.4).
ExperiencedMusical Practice with the Gloves (Chapter 8).
• Expert glove musicians use simple mappings that minimise performer-related er-
rors (Section 8.3.1).
• Experts embellish simple mappings with performative ancillary movement (Sec-
tion 8.3.2).
• Experts designed mappings around novel interaction metaphors (Section 8.3.3).
• Experts experienced problemswith accidental triggering, and had developed tech-
niques to mitigate its effects (Section 8.3.4).
Effect of System Error on Performer Skill Acquisition (Chapter 9).
• A 1% rate of system-related errorhada significant effect on aperformer’s perception
of system accuracy, responsiveness and sense of control (Section 9.3).
• A 5% rate of system-related error resulted in a significantly reduced improvement
inmovement smoothness over time, while a 10% rate had little effect (Section 9.5.1).
• A 5% rate of system error resulted in a reduced improvement in note selection ac-
curacy, while a 10% rate had little effect (Section 9.5.2).
• A 5% rate of system error caused timing accuracy to initially worsen before improv-
ing, while a 10% rate had little effect on timing accuracy initially, becoming signi-
ficantly worse aer time (Section 9.5.3).
Table 10.1.: Summary of empirical findings.
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themapping fromgesture features to soundparameters to providemusicianswith
expressive control over sound.
Conceptual Metaphors
This research as found that glovemusiciansmake use of conceptualmetaphors in
theirmapping designs (Sections 6.3.3, 7.4.3 and 8.3.3). Metaphors are used by glove
musicians to create transparent (Fels, Gadd andMulder, 2002)mapping strategies,
with the glove musicians are concerned with the audience’s ability to perceive
their control relationships (Section 7.4.3). Novel metaphors were also used to ex-
press aesthetic intentions (Section 8.3.3). This finding supports established liter-
ature that advocates for the use of conceptual metaphors in DMI design (Wilkie,
Holland andMulholland, 2010; Fels, Gadd andMulder, 2002).
“I wanted the controls the gloves had to be obvious to the audience,
and I wanted that to be the strongest feature of the performance.” –
Novice participant (Section 7.4.3).
Maintaining Control
The glove musicians were concerned with maintaining control over their map-
pings and minimising performance mistakes (Section 6.3.3, 7.5.4 and 8.3.1). This
was prevalent due to the problems the glove musicians had with accidental trig-
gering, which influenced the musicians’ mapping decisions and effected the mu-
sicians’ ability to implement mappings that expressed their aesthetic intentions.
The experienced musicians have developed techniques to minimise this, design-
ing mappings that provide additional levels of control while being intentionally
visibly imperceptible to audiences (Section 8.3.4).
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“[The problems are] mainly the postures interacting with each other,
you can accidentally hit a posture on your way to another one.” –
Novice participant (Section 7.4.3).
“I do this when I don’t want people to pay attention because it’s al-
most no posture, and I usually do this one when I kind of want to do
it with an open hand but I just need the control.” –- Expert musician
(Section 8.3.4).
How does mapping practice develop as glove musicians gain
experience?
Use of metaphor
Novice glove musicians used metaphor to show that their actions are controlling
the auditory aspects of their performance, and made use of established embod-
ied metaphors of music, such as up and down in space is louder and softer
dynamics (Wilkie, Holland andMulholland, 2010), ormetaphors based on the in-
teractions of established instruments, such as “air-guitars” or “air-violins”, as well
as typical interactions for audio effects, such as control knobs and sliders (Sec-
tions 6.3.3 and 7.4.3).
“Maybe because I’m used to seeing it with knobs, but it made sense to
have the filter cut off being roll.” – Novice participant (Section 7.5.4).
Meanwhile, the experienced glovemusicians usedmetaphor to express a set of
personal aesthetics, and had developed a more nuanced approach to using meta-
phors in mapping design (Section 8.3.3). The experienced musicians use novel
metaphors that add a visual aesthetic element to their performances, such as re-
leasing notes like feathers (Section 8.3.3), and their mapping design aesthetics has
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becomea key element of their performancepractice andpersonal creative outputs
(Section 8.3.6).
A major contrast between the novice and experienced glove performers was
how the experiencedmusicians’ incorporated their use of metaphor into express-
ive ancillary movements, that did not have any action–sound controlling aspect,
but formed a major part of their performances.
“I knew that it was just forward, up, le, right but it looked like ‘I’m
going to put it into that wind bit over there, and I’m going to let the
feather go over there’.” – Expert musician (Section 8.3.3).
Establishing personal technique
Novice glovemusiciansquickly establishedpreferredmapping choices for specific
mapping tasks, and the time allocated to sub tasks while performing mapping
tasks changed very little over the month-long study period (Section 7.5.2).
For experienced glovemusicians,mappingdesignhas becomea significant part
of their creative expression, with sound-related mapping choices forming an in-
tegral part of their performance practice (Section 8.3.6). More technical aspects of
mapping are shared between musicians (Section 6.3.3 and 8.3.6).
How do these factors impact a musician’s ability to acquire skill
with glove instruments?
Strategies to mitigate accidental triggering
Issues with accidental triggering and system-related errors were the main detri-
mental factor in end-usermapping design (Sections 7.4.3, 7.5.4 and 8.3.4). These er-
rors were caused through poorly trained posture recognition and musicians’ lack
of understanding of where those errors were originating from, as well as poorly
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designed mappings that leads to “pass through postures”, where a third posture
is recognised as a musician moves between postures (Section 8.3.4). Issues with
pass through postures and accidental triggering had an effect on the musician’s
mapping choices, particularly with postures, with the experienced musicians de-
veloping a series of subtle postures that are not supposed to be noticed by the
audience but provide additional levels of control for the musician (Section 8.3.4).
A more robust posture recognition algorithm, or clearer feedback and instruc-
tion within the Glover soware on how to provide good training data, could have
addressed these accidental triggering issues and impacted the Glover performers’
mapping choices, allowing them to focus less on ergonomics and instead make
more aesthetically lead decisions. This is reflected in Section 7.5, where in an
expression-based mapping task, with no need to perform the “correct” notes,
novice Glove musicians focused primarily on aesthetics and musical metaphor
in their designs.
Effects of system-related error
System-related errors caused disruption to motor skill acquisition when the sys-
tem errors were present but relatively uncommon, and there was no signific-
ant effect on skill acquisition when errors were present and more common (Sec-
tions 9.5.1 and 9.5.2). This suggests that system error had a detrimental effect on
skill acquisition when participants were less able to perceive its presence.
10.4. Methodological Review
10.4.1. Musical Tasks and Open Exploration
Task-based studies drawn from traditional Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)
research has been a major influence on DMI research (Barbosa et al., 2015; Wan-
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derley and Orio, 2002), while more recent DMI work has looked to use qualitat-
ive, observationalmethods used in the field of UX research (Gelineck and Serafin,
2012; Johnston, 2011). The research undertaken in this dissertation took a mixed
methods approach, using both task-based experiments (Chapters 6, 7 and 9) and
observational qualitative approaches (Chapters 7 and 8).
When using task-based experiments to reveal mapping design decisions and
behaviour, the mapping design of musicians was highly dependent on the mu-
sical material used in the task. For note-based tasks, musicians were designing
mappings to limitmistakes andmaintain control, with little thought for aesthetics
(Sections 6.3.3 and 7.5.4), while for expression-based tasks, the participants were
considering aesthetics and metaphor more, but were influenced by the cultural
context of the material (Section 7.5.4). Meanwhile, the observational, qualitat-
ive methods that allowed participants to use the gloves within their own creative
practice allowed for more contextually relevant mapping behaviour to emerge,
and enabledmore effective investigation into whymusiciansmade their mapping
designs choices (Section 7.4.1, 7.4.3 and 8.3).
10.4.2. Usage Logging
InChapter 7, the number of participants in the longitudinal studymeant that stat-
istically significant results could not be drawn from the usage logging used to in-
directly observe participant behaviour. It was however effective in revealing ob-
servational insights and supporting the qualitative observations and interviews
(Section 7.4.1 and 7.4.3). Usage logging would bemore effective with either a larger
sample (Nash and Blackwell, 2011), or for a more long-term investigation into the
development of a glove musician’s musical practice.
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10.5. Limitations
There are a few limitations to the work presented in this dissertation. One such
limitation is the lack of participant numbers in Chapters 6, and 7 and 8. A lack
of practitioners for DMIs is common (McPherson and Kim, 2012), with only a
few pairs of usable gloves available to this research. Efforts have been made
throughout this work to make the most out of the resources available through fo-
cusing on detailed qualitative and observational insights into glove musicianship
(Chapters 7 and 8), supplemented by a large scale, quantitative study (Chapter 9).
It would have been useful to provide more time to participants in the longit-
udinal study presented in Chapter 7. The time given was based on similar pre-
vious research (Gelineck and Serafin, 2012). More time, for example six months
instead of the allotted one month, would have allowed for more observation of a
musician’s development of practice, particularly regarding the usage logging, as a
longer user journey would have been captured.
While studying mapping within the context of a musician’s personal musical
practice allows for observations to be properly contextualised, this leads to a loss
of quantitative precision (Siegel, 2012). Attempts were made to mitigate for this
by the use of task-based methods alongside each participant’s open exploration
in Chapter 7. However, the lack of participant numbers and that how much time
each participant spent using the gloves between tasks varied according to their
personal practice reduced the validity of these quantitative observations.
10.6. Recommendations
From the research conducted in this dissertation, the following recommendations
are put forward for mapping design with mid-air DMIs.
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Use simple mappings between gesture features and sound
parameters.
Glove musicians used mappings with simple, one-to-one relationships between
gesture features and soundparameters, which theyused to facilitate their express-
ive intentions (Sections 7.4.1 and 8.3.1). The use of simple mappings goes against
traditional mapping literature which advocates for complex mapping strategies
(Dobrian and Koppelman, 2006; Hunt, Wanderley and Paradis, 2003).
The musicians used simple mappings to increase control intimacy, system reli-
ability and minimise their performance mistakes, and also to increase the visibil-
ity of their mapping choices to their audiences (Sections 6.3.3, 7.5.4 and 8.3.1). This
focus on visibility reflects established thoughts around transparency (Fels, Gadd
andMulder, 2002) and visibility (Nash, 2015) in music interaction.
Referring back to Section 2.5.4, where the concepts of gesture features and
sound parameters are discussed, it is important to address that simple mappings
should be perceptually simple, and do not necessarily need to be a systems level
one-to-one mapping. Many acoustic instruments have complex many-to-many
mappings that are easily understood by performers and audiences.
Make room for performative ancillary gesture
A significant aspect of artistic expression for glove musicians was how they util-
ised non-sound producingmovements in their performances to express aesthetic
intentions and visual conceptual metaphors (Section 8.3.2).
Recent literature has discussed the idea of bottlenecks in DMIs (Jack, Stock-
man and McPherson, 2017), where the multidimensional aspects of bodily ges-
ture are reduced to a specific set of movements that the DMI is designed to detect.
This research has found that mid-air DMImusicians utilise the space around the
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bottlenecks, where the musician’s gestures would be ancillary instead of sound-
producing (Jensenius et al., 2009), to express visual aesthetics.
Use metaphors in mappings to support intuitive interactions.
Both embodied metaphors and conceptual metaphors influenced and were used
by Glovemusicians in their mapping designs, and were used by both novice (Sec-
tions 6.3.3 and 7.4.3) and expert glove musicians (Section 8.3.3) to design engaging
mappings for themselves and for their audiences. For example, the embodied
metaphor of higher in space is higher in pitch was used extensively by Glove
musicians, which provided for intuitive mapping due to its ubiquity. Meanwhile,
novel conceptual metaphors such as releasing feathers is releasing notes al-
lowed musicians to express their own aesthetic ideas around movement and mu-
sic.
Mid-air instrument designers should leverage both established embodied mu-
sical metaphors and novel musical conceptual metaphors in their mapping
designs. This recommendation supports existing theories around theuse ofmeta-
phor in interaction design (Wilkie, Holland andMulholland, 2010; Fels, Gadd and
Mulder, 2002; Marx, 1994)
Balance visual aesthetics with ergonomic control.
How amapping strategy was perceived by an audience was important to the glove
musicians’ mapping design practice, the glove musicians endeavoured to strike a
balance between performing visually engaging movements while maintaining a
sense of control over their mappings (Sections 6.3.3, 7.5.4, 8.3.1 and 8.3.2). As such,
mid-air instrument designers should be conscious of providing ergonomic con-
trols while also providing visually engaging mappings.
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Consider accidental triggering andminimise system error.
Related to ergonomic control, accidental triggeringwas amajor problem for glove
musicians, and significantly impacted amusician’s ability to designmappings that
expressed their aesthetic intentions (Section8.3.4), developunderstandingaround
thegloves system (Section 7.4.3) andgainproprioceptivemotor skillwith thegloves
(Section 9.5.1). This would oen be caused by controls that “passed through” each
other, for example amusicianmoving from a fist posture to an open hand posture
would “pass through” a one finger point posture (Section 8.3.5). Misclassification
errors frompoorly trained posture recognitionmodels also caused issues for glove
musicians, with the lack of reliability affecting the musician’s confidence with the
gloves (Sections 7.4.3 and 8.3.5). Accidental triggering has been discussed in pre-
vious literature as being particularly pertinent with gestural interaction, due to
a lack of feedback (Norman and Nielsen, 2010) and gesture recognition models
including ambiguous or similar gestures (Morris, Wobbrock andWilson, 2010).
One method of reducing accidental triggering could be to take temporal in-
formation into account. For instance, speech recognition (Trentin andGori, 2003),
predictive text (Ikegami et al., 2017), and gait analysis (Du, Wang and Wang, 2015)
make use of techniques such as hiddenMarkovmodels and recurrent neural net-
works to use previous input data tomore accurately determine a user’s next or cur-
rent input. Utilising previous gestural input to help in posture recognition could
be effective at reducing accidental triggering, particularly in performances of pre-
determined musical material, but could become a problem during improvised
performances, where the performer’s next actions have not been determined in
advance, especially in performances that reject predictability.
An example source of inspiration for temporally contextual input is theDasher
Project (Inference Group, 2016), where users build up words and sentences
through a continuously zooming interface. A predictive text model provides the
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user with options for the next letter, with each letters hit-zone size being determ-
ined by its probability to be next in the user’s sentence.
Evaluate in the context of a musician’s personal practice.
This work used both task-based and open practice research methods, and found
that the nature of the task has an impact on the mapping behaviour of glove mu-
sicians (Section 7.5.4). Methods that focused on investigatingmapping design in a
musician’s personal practice revealedmore relevant insights into real-world map-
ping practice (Sections 7.4.3 and 8.3). This supports existing literature which calls
for using longitudinal methods that examine users’ behaviour in an “in the wild”
context (Nash, 2011; Kaye, 2009; Collins, 2007).
10.7. Future Directions
This work has investigated a new area of musical practice unique to DMIs: the
creative design ofmappings between gesture and soundby the end-usermusician.
By examining themapping design practice ofmusicians using amid-air DMI, this
research contributes towards the established thoughts and ideas aroundmapping
design for DMIs, with the insights and findings presented also relevant to other
fields within HCI, such as mid-air interaction, end-user design tools and gesture
recognition.
The empirical work presented made use of qualitative, observational research
methodologies designed to elicit insights into mapping design within the con-
text of a musician’s personal creative practice, supporting and being supported
by quantitative measurements of aspects of mapping design. This approach was
made possible thanks to the emerging and growing community of practitioners
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that has built up around the Mi.Mu Gloves, a rare phenomenon within the DMI
field (McPherson and Kim, 2012).
Understanding the creative practice of the end-users of a DMI has been shown
to be invaluable in providing nuanced, authoritative and contextually relevant in-
sights about how these instruments effectively facilitate musical expression. Fu-
ture directionswithin thefieldwill hopefully see the continued expansionof glove
musicians, as well as the fostering of communities around other DMIs.
This research has highlighted the need to follow the development of a musi-
cian’s creative practice, and future work, building directly on the work presented
in this dissertation, could includeobserving the initial development of glovemusi-
cianship for a much longer period than that used in Chapter 7. This would reveal
insights into the change in mapping behaviour as glove musicians develop into
highly experienced glove musicians with several years of experience (Chapter 8),
and could be effectively facilitated by the recent commercialisation of the Mi.Mu
Gloves1, opening up the technology to a much wider group of practitioners.
10.8. Concluding Remarks
Digital technology has the potential to revolutionise the way in which we com-
pose, perform and experience music. However, for widespread and mainstream
music interaction interfaces, interaction design remains rooted in traditional mu-
sical instruments (e.g. piano keyboards) or simple, one dimensional user interface
elements (knobs, sliders and buttons), while novel musical interactions oen fail
to becomeestablishedwithinmusicians’ long-term, professional creative practice.
By examining the creative practice of a group of musicians using a novel inter-
face to facilitate their musical expression, and revealing insights into how these
1https://shop.mimugloves.com/
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musicians achieve expressive performances through end-user mapping design,
this dissertation contributes findings to aid in bringing novel music interactions
to a wider community of musicians, composers, and audiences.
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A. Glover Instructions
This document describes how to set up the Mi.Mu Gloves and their soware
application Glover. Glover is used to design relationships between the gestural
data from the Gloves andMIDI or OSC output. This guide describes the process
of setting up the Gloves and Glover and a brief overview of its features.
1 2 3
4
5
6
7
8
Figure A.1.: An example Glover project.
1. Arrangement selection.
2. Newmapping options.
3. Performmode, solo and global mute.
4. Device overview panel.
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5. Scene overview panel.
6. Device input panel.
7. Mapping panel.
8. Inspector panel.
A.1. The Gloves
The Gloves are wireless gestural controllers, which use a variety of sensors to
detect your hands orientation and posture. The Gloves send this data wirelessly
throughWiFi to Glover.
A.1.1. Anatomy of a Glove
A pair of Mi.Mu Gloves should include:
• 2 Mi.Mu Gloves.
• 1 WiFi router.
• 2 USB-to-LiPo battery chargers.
• 2 USB power cables.
A.1.2. Setting up the Gloves
1. The Gloves are powered wirelessly by LiPo batteries or wired by USB. To
turn the gloves on, plug the power source into the the socket at the bottom
of the computing board (Figure A.2.1). Some pairs may have an on/off
switch, located at the bottom of the board. (Figure A.2.2). On powering-up,
the glove will vibrate once and the battery indicator will light up
(Figure A.2.3).
2. Plug both the Ethernet connection of theWiFi router into your laptop, and
the power cable into the mains.
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1
2
3
Figure A.2.: A Mi.Mu Glove.
Figure A.3.: Connecting theWiFi.
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3. Connect to this router (called “mimu <something>”) in yourWiFi settings
(Figure A.3).
A.2. Adding the Gloves to Glover
Once a glove is on, you must set it up in Glover, which is done in the Devices
section.
A.2.1. Connection and calibration
The first thing to do is connect and calibrate each Glove. Follow these steps for
each glove.
1. Click on the “+” button next in the Devices section in the Glover project.
This brings up a menu of devices that Glover supports (Figure A.4).
Figure A.4.: Device menu.
2. Select “Mi.Mu Glove (L)”. This will create a new Device object
(Figure A.5a). Click on the new device object and its settings will be
displayed in the inspector panel in the Glover project (Figure A.5b).
Rename the glove from “mi.mu glove” to “le”.
3. Put the Gloves on and make sure they are turned on.
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(a) New Device object.
(b) Device Inspector Panel(le hand).
Figure A.5.: Device Settings.
4. Click on theWiFi button to connect the Glove (Figure A.6a). It will flash
red if no connection can be made, and will go orange once a connection is
made. Connecting to a glove can take a fewmoments.
5. Glover needs to calibrate the sensors to your hand. Click on the Calibrate
button (Figure A.6b), then clench and unclench your hand several times,
before clicking on the Calibrate button again. This calibrates the gloves to
your fingers, and tells Glover the minimum and maximum amounts that
your fingers open and close.
6. Point your hand forwards. You may notice that Glover will think you are
pointing le, right or even backwards. This is because you need to tell the
gloves which direction you are facing. Point forwards, and click the “set
forwards” button (Figure A.6c) underneath the Orientation slider in the
device’s inspector.
7. Repeat steps 1–5 with the right-hand glove.
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(a) WiFi button. (b) Calibrate button. (c) Set forwards button.
Figure A.6.: Device Setup Controls.
A.2.2. Training the posture recogniser
Glover is able to recognise your hand’s posture using the posture recogniser in
the device inspector (Figure A.7). The posture recogniser uses the flex sensors
along each finger, and so the hand’s orientation or position does not effect the
posture recogniser.
Figure A.7.: The Posture Recogniser.
1. Decide on the posture you want to make.
2. Making sure you have the appropriate Glove open in the inspector, right
click (two-finger-click) on “Posture 1” and rename it to a more appropriate
name.
3. Position your hand into the desired posture.
4. Click on the renamed “Posture 1” button several times. This gives the
posture recogniser multiple examples. Around 10 examples should be
sufficient.
5. Repeat steps 1–4 with any other desired postures.
6. Click the “Save” button.
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7. Test the posture recogniser by making each posture and checking that the
correct posture is being recognised.
8. You can reset the posture recogniser by clicking on the “trash” icon or redo
a single posture by right-clicking (two-finger-click) on each posture button.
You can also add new postures and training examples on top of your
existing ones.
A.2.3. Device Inputs
Device inputs are always available in the “Device Input” section of the Glover
project (Figure A.8).
Figure A.8.: Device Inputs box.
Each mapping option: postures, orientations, directions etc., has one of three
behaviours:
• Movements: Continuous controls from body movements, such as the
pitch, yaw and roll of the wrist, and the amount of flex of each finger.
• Events: Trigger controls that notify that a specific action has occurred,
such as drum hits.
• Qualifiers: Controls that can either be either occurring or not, such as
specific hand postures or direction.
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Wewill look at using these device inputs to map movements to MIDI data in the
next section.
A.3. Mappings
Mappings are how gestural inputs are connected to musical MIDI or OSC
output, and multiple mappings can be contained within each Scene. These are
found in the mapping panel of the Glover project (Figure A.1.7).
1. To create new input and output objects, click on the “I” and “O” buttons in
the Glover project toolbar (Figure A.9a).
2. To connect an input to an output, click and drag from the grey tab on the
right of an input object, and connect it to the corresponding tab on the
output object (Figure A.9b).
(a) Newmapping buttons
(b) Connecting mapping objects.
Figure A.9.: Mapping Controls.
A.3.1. Inputs
1. Once you have created an input, click on the new input object. This brings
up the newmapping input’s inspector panel (Figure A.10).
2. To add a new input parameter, drag a device input from from the “Device
Inputs” section into the “Inputs” box of the mapping input inspector
(Figure A.11).
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Figure A.10.: Mapping Input Inspector Panel.
Figure A.11.: Dragging inputs.
A.3.2. Outputs
The output objects are for passing the gestural data from the input objects to
external MIDI outputs, or used to change settings in Glover or provide device
feedback from Glove controls.
1
2 3
4
Figure A.12.: Output Inspector Panel.
1. Click on the output object you have created. This brings up the output
inspector (Figure A.12).
2. To set the Output Type, drag the desired Output Type (Figure A.12.2) into
the Outputs box (A.12.1).
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3. Change the settings of the output in the right hand section (Figure A.12.3).
4. Rename the output to something appropriate, e.g. “filter cutoff”
(Figure A.12.4).
As well as MIDI you can send OSCmessages, and you can control processes in
Glover from your gestures, such as changing a scene, or triggering feedback on
the gloves themselves (vibrations and LEDs).
A.3.3. Instruments
The third mapping option are the instruments. There are two instruments, the
chord machine (Figure A.13a) and the note matrix (Figure A.14a).
The ChordMachine uses qualifiers to play multiple notes at once, while the
Note Matrix splits a movement into a series of thresholds that triggers notes
when they are crossed.
(a) Chord Machine Inspector Panel.
(b) An example of how the ChordMachineworks. Here, an open hand posture ismapped
to CMajor chord, and a fist is mapped to a GMajor.
Figure A.13.: The ChordMachine.
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(a) Note matrix Inspector Panel.
(b) An example of how the NoteMatrix works. Here, the pitch movement is split over the
notes in a CMajor chord.
Figure A.14.: The Note Matrix.
1. Click the the piano button (Figure A.9a) and choose the desired
instrument. This will appear in the Instrument column on the right hand
of the mapping panel (Figure A.15).
Figure A.15.: A new instrument in the mapping panel.
2. Click on the instrument to bring it up in the inspector.
3. Drag input parameters from the Device Inputs panel into the grey inputs
box of the instrument.
4. Select the desired output notes on the piano roll.
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A.4. Organising Mappings
Mappings in Glover are organised into scenes, which are in turn organised into
arrangements (Figure A.16). These help organise mapping strategies into suitable
pieces, such as each song, or each section of a song (verse, chorus etc.).
Figure A.16.: Mapping heirarchy.
A.4.1. Scenes
1. To create new scene, click on the “+” button in the scene section of the
Glover project (Figure A.17).
Figure A.17.: Scene overview panel.
2. Select the new scene, you will notice that the mapping panel is now empty,
as it shows the mappings in this new empty scene.
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3. To rename a scene, click on the scene’s name in the Glover project toolbar.
4. To delete a scene, select it in the Scenes overview panel (Figure A.17) and
press backspace.
5. Scenes can be switched between, and there is a mapping output option
(“Scene Switch”) which can be used to trigger scene switches from gestural
actions.
A.4.2. Arrangements
1. To create a new arrangement, click on the “+” button on the arrangement
selector in the toolbar (Figure A.18).
Figure A.18.: Arrangement selector.
2. To rename an arrangement, click on the arrangement’s name in the
Arrangement selector.
3. To delete an arrangement, select the desired arrangement in the selector
and click on the “x” button in the arrangement selector panel. Note: a
Glover project must contain at least one arrangement, and so the last one
cannot be deleted.
A.5. SendingMIDI to Ableton Live
Occasionally Ableton Live will not seem to respond to MIDI information from
Glover. In Live, go to Live -> Preferences and click on the Link MIDI tab. Make
sure that Glover is available as a MIDI port, and make sure Remote is On
(Figure A.19).
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Figure A.19.: MIDI settings for Glover in Ableton.
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